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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Executive Order 12699, signed by the President on Jan. 5, 1990, requires that all
Federally owned, leased, assisted, and regulated buildings be designed and
constructed in accord with appropriate seismic standards. Each affected agency is
required to establish appropriate regulations or programs for implementing the Order.
Private sector standards are to be used unless none are adequate for agency Uf>e. The
Order requires the Interagency Committee on Seismic Safety in Construction (ICSSC)
to recommend standards appropriate for implementation of the Order. The ICSSC,
in its consensus based document RP 2.1, Guidelines and Procedures for
Implementation of the Executive Order on Seismic Safety of New Constrnction.
recommended the use of standards and practices which are substantially equivalent
to the NEHRP Recommended Provisions for the Development ofSeismic Regulations
for New Buildings. The ICSSC, with funding from the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA), commissioned this study of the seismic provisions of
the nation's four major model building codes in order to assess which of the model
codes provide the recommended level of seismic safety.

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), which provides the Chair
and Technical Secretariat to the ICSSC, contracted with the Council of American
Building Officials (CABO) to perform the necessary comparisons. The four model
codes which were compared to the 1988 edition of the NEHRP Recommended
Provisions were:

o 1989 CABO One & Two Family Dwelling Code
o 1992 Supplement to the BOCA National Building Code
o 1992 Amendments to the SBCCI Standard Building Code
o 1991 ICBO Uniform Building Code

The seismic requirements of the CABO One & Two Family Dwelling Code were
found to be significantly different than those in the NEHRP Recommended
Provisions. For buildings which are exempt from the requirements of the NEHRP
Recommended Provisions (all dwellings in areas of low seismic hazard and most 10w
rise wood-frame dwellings in regions of moderate and high seismic hazard) the
provisions of the One & Two Family Dwelling Code are adequate. However, for all
other dwellings, the comparison showed that the existing CABO provisions were not
sufficieilt to provide substantial equivalence to the NEHRP Recommended Provisions.

Because the BOCA National and SBCCI Standard building codes had adopted the
NEHRP Recommended Provisions essentially unchanged into the editions cited
above, the comparison was straightforward and the conclusion self-evident: both
codes were found to be substantially equivalent.

The ICBO Uniform Building Code has historically been the leader among the model
codes in developing improved seismic requirements. However, the requirements in



that code are difficult to compare directly to the NEHRP Recommended Provisions
because the two documents use significantly different design approaches. The study
that was done compared the intent and content of each set of provisions, and
examined the results of three case studies. The investigators found that both
documents included some sections that were more stringent than the comparable
section in the other document. They also compared the stresses under design loads
in the three buildings (each assessed for 5 different levels of ground motion) designed
for the case studies. Based on the evaluation of similarities and differences in the
two documents, and on the results of the case studies, the investigators were able to
conclude that both documents provide a similar level of seismic safety, and that the
1991 ICBO Uniform Building Code is substantially equivalent to the 1988 NEHRP
Recommended Provisions.

JCSSC Subcommittee 1 (Standards for New and Existing Bui!dings) reviewed this
report in draft form. A panel of reviewers from the private sector was convened to
provide additional assessment of the comparisons. Panel members were: Ken
Andreason, American Plywood Association; Stanley D. Lndsey, Stanley D. Lindsey
& Associates; Gerald H. Jones, City of Kansas City, MO; Roland Sharpe, Cocsulting
Structural Engineer; Mark B. Hogan, Concrete Masonry Association; Alan Porush,
Dames & Moore. They concurred with the conclusions of the CABO investigators
and supported the findings of this report. NIST technical staff also provid~ review
of the document.

The ICSSC has issued a recommendation to FEMA reaffirming the NEHRP
Recommended Provisions as the appropriate level of seismic safety for Federal
agency use. The recommendation goes on to identify the 1992 Supplement to the
BOCA National Building Code, the 1992 Amendments to the SBCCI Standard
Building Code, and the 1991 ICBO Uniform Building Code as providing that level
of safety. The recommendation is included in RP 2.1-A, a revised version of the
ICSSC implementation guidelines, published as Guidelines and Procedures for
Imp/emeruation of Ihe Executive Order on Seismic Safety of New Building
Construction. RP 2.1-A may be obtained from Diana Todd, ICSSC Technical
Secretariat, Structures Division, NIST, Bldg. 226, Room B 158, Gaithersburg, MD
20899.
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1988 NEHRP PROVISIONS APPLICABLE
TO

CABO ONE AND TWO FAMILY DWELLING CODE

The scope of the CABO Code is limited to one or two family dwellings and one family townhouses not
more tIIan 3 stories in height. The 1988 NEHRP Provisions (section 1.2) exempt detaehed, one and two
family dwellings located in areas having an effective velocity-Jdated ~eration (A.) less than 0.15.
Thus, detached one and two family dwellings located in areas of the United States east of the Rocky
Mountains, except the New Madrid Region, and a major part of the Western United States is exempt
by the 1988 NEHRP Provisions.

The 1988 NEHRP Provisions (Section 1.3.1) have reduced requirements for detached one and two
family wood frame dwellings, not more than 2 stories or 35 feet in height, which are located in areas
where the effective velocity-related acceleration (A.) is equallo or peater than 0.15. Thus, detached
one and two family wood frame dwellings need only comply to the NEHRP requirements for
Conventional Light Timber Construction in NEHRP Section 9.7. A detailed comparison of the CABO
One and Two Family Dwelling Code to the NEHRP Conventional Light Timber Construction
requirements is included in this repon.

Detached one and two family wood frame dwellings more than 2 stories or 35 feet in height located in
areas where the effective velocity-rated acceleration (Aw) is equal to or greater tIIan 0.15 require an
earthquake load structural analysis according to 1988 NEHRP. The CABO Code does not include this
requirement.

The 1988 NEHRP Provisions (Section 3.6.1) have minimal requirements for buildings assigned to
Seismic Performance Category A, i.e, buildings located in areas having an effective velocity-related
acceleration (A.) less than O.OS. Thus, townhouses located in these areas have minimal requirements
according to 1988 NEHRP.

I The 1988 NEHRP Provisions require an earthquake load structural analysis for townhouses located in
areas having an effective velocity-related acceleration CA.) greater than O.OS, Le. ,seismic Performance
Category B through E. The CABO code does not include earthquake load struetural analysis criteria.

MASONRY CONSTRUC110N

The CABO Code includes construction requirements for masonry walls, veneer and chimneys. A
comparison of CABO versus NEHRP requirements are included in this report.
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1919 CABO TO 1988 NEHRP COMPARISON
The NEHRP Provisions regarding the seismic risk map, conventional light timber construction and masonry construction are compared with the
applicable CABO Code requirements on the following pages.

ITEM NEIIRP
DESCRIPI10N SECTION' CABO SEC110N , COMPARISON COMMENTS

Seismic Risk Map 1.4.1 Appendix A, The seismic risk map in Appendix A of CABO and Figure 1-4 (the A"
Section R-201.2 Map) in NEHRP-88 have the same technical basis, i.e., ATC 3-06

Document

The boundary line of Zone I on the CABO Map is the 0.05 contour line
on the A., NEHRP Map. The boundary line of Zone 2 on the CABO
Map is the 0.10 contour line on the A., NEHRP Map. The boundary line
of Zone 3 on the CABO Map is the 0.20 contour line on the A., NEHRP
Map. The boundary line for Zone 4 on the CABO Map is the 0.40
contour line on the A.. NEHRP Map.

The Zone Boundary lines on the CABO Map are in the same location as
the contour lines on the NEHRP A, Map.

Anchor Botts 9.7.1.1 R-303, Figure R-303, CABO has the same anchor bolt spacing requirement regardless of site
Figure R-402.3b seismicity, i.e., 6 feet on center. NEHRP-88 requires bolt spacing of 4

feet on center where A., ~ 0.15.

Top Wall Plates 9.1.1.2 R-402.3, CABO requires double top plate for exterior walls and interior bearing
Figure R-402.3a, walls with exception or certain conditions (see Referenced Section for
R-402.4, details) for all areas. NEHRp·88 double top plates where A.. ~ O.IS.
Figure R-402.3B

Bottom Wall Plates 9.7.1.3 R-402.3, Both NBHRP and CABO require bottom wall plates.
Figure R-402.3a and
Figure R-402.3b
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ITEM NEIIRP
DFSCRIPI'ION SECTION' CABO SECTION' COMPARmoNCO~

Wall Sheathing 9.7.2, Tables R-402.lO. The requirements in Section 9.7.2 of NEHRP·88 apply to one and two
(Bracing) 9-2 thru 9-4 Table R-402.IO, family dwelling where A, ~ 0.15. The wall bracing requirements in

Section 9.8.3. Table R-402.3a. Table R-402.l0 of CABO are subdivided into regulations for Seismic
Table 9-3 R-402.3, Zone 0, I or 2, and regulations for Seismic Zone 3 and 4. Generally,

Table R-402.3b. areas where A" ~ O.IS in NEHRP-88 are Zones 3 and 4 in CABO.
Table R-402.3c

CABO allows the use of 1x4 let-in bracing in Seismic Zones 3 and 4 for
One-story dwellings and the top story of multi-level dwellings. NEHRP
requires sheathing on all floor levels.

Both NEHRP and CABO require sheathing panel widths of 48 inches
(minimum).

CABO requires more wall sheathing on the lower stories than NEHRP-
88. NEHRP-88 requires wall sheathing on "main interior partitions"; and
exterior walls.

CABO requires wall sheathing on exterior walls and foundation wall
panels, (i.e., cripple stud foundation walls).

CABO and NEHRP-88 both require 2x4 minimum framing members.

The connect:on of the sheathing to the framing is addressed in NEHRP-
88 by Tables 9-2 through 9-4. The connections per CABO are in Table
R-402.3a.

Nails for Plywood Sheathing are slightly larger in NEHRP.
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ITEM NEHRP
DESCRIPI'ION SECTION' CABO SECTION' COMPARISON COMMENTS

Acceptable Types of 9.7.3 Table R-402.3a, Per Sections R-402.3 and Table 402.10 of CABO. let-in bracing is
Wall Sheathing Table R-402.3b, allowed top story; NEHRP-88 requires wall sheathing.

Table R-402.3<:,
Section R-402.3, Where sheathing is required per Table R-402.10 in CABO, it must be
Section R-402.10, either plywood or particleboard according to Section R-402.3. NEHRP-
Table R-402.1O 88 allows diagonal boards, plywood, particleboard, fiber board, and

gypsum wallboard. The minimum thickness permitted per CABO and
NEHRP-88 are the same.

Masonry Walls Chapter 12 R-404.IO, CABO requires reinforcement in masonry walls fo. seismic Zones 3 and
Figures R-404.IOa 4. NEHRP requires reinforcement in masonry walls for buildings
and R-404.lOb assigned to Seismic Performance Category C, D and E. Thus, NEHRP is

more restrictive than CABO.

Masonry Veneer Chapter 8, R-S03.4, CABO requires horiwntal wire reinforcement in seismic zones 3 and 4.
Table 8-2 R-S03.4.2, NEHRP requires masonry veneer to be designed for eamquake loads for

Figure R-503.4 buildings located where the effective velocity-related acceleration (A,,) is
equal to or greater than 0.15. Thus, NEHRP is more restrictive than
CABO.

Masonry Chimneys Chapter 12, R-903.1 CABO requires horizontal and vertical reinforcement in seismic zones 3
Table 8-3 and 4. NEHRP requires horizontal and vertical reinforcement for

buildings assigned to Seismic Performance Catqory C, 0 and B. Thus,
NEHRP is more restrictive than CABO.
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COMPARISON ANALYSIS

The conventional light timber construction requirements in the CABO Code are comparable with those
in the 1988 NEHR.P Provisions. The seismic risk map in CABO has the same basis as the 1988 NEHRP
risk map, i.e., ATe 3-06. The masonry requirements in the CABO Code are less stringent than those
in the 1988 NEHRP Pro\'isions.

FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF THE NERRP PROVISIONS

The NEHRP Provisions need further development of the Conventional Light Timber Construction
prescriptive requirements for wood framed buildings which are included in the scope of the CABO One
and Two Family Dwelling Code; i.e., 1 to 3 story detached one and two family dwellings and
townhouses. The prescriptive requirements must be written in mandatory language and be appropriate
to the residential construction industry. Sin~ CABO includes masonry construction, further development
of prescriptive requirements are needed as well on this topic. The development of construction
reliuirements for the text of the CABO Code would be a very effective program of earthquake mitigation
for residential construction, provided the requirements were straight forward and easily understandable
to the builder and the code official.

REPORT CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The 1989 CABO One and Two Family Dwelling Code is appropriate for use in meeting the
requirements of the Executive Order 12699 ·Seismic Safety of Federal and Federally Leased, Assisted,
or Regulated New Construction· for residential buildings having the following characteristics:

• Detached one and two family wood frame dwelling, not more than two stories or 3S feet in
height.

• Townhouses of wood frame construction, located in areas having an effective velocity related
acceleration, (A.), less than 0.05.

One and Two Family Dwellings and Townhouse construction which does not meet the above criteria
are recommended to be designed in accordance with one of the following Model Codes:

• BOCA National Building/I990, with 1992 Accumulative Supplement
• SBCC Standard Building Code/l991, with 1992 Amendments
• ICBO Uniform Building Codell99J
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A. BOCA NATIONAL BUILDING CODE, HISTORY OF EARmQUAKE REQUIREMENTS

Earthquake loading requirements for a building design and construction have always been included in
the BOCA National Building Code. The first edition of the Code, published in 1950, included
requirements which were relatively simplistic in comparison to contemporary provisions. In 1955 the
provisions reflected a more meaningful technical content which reflected the technology at that time.
In the mid-1970's, BOCA's provisions were revised to conform to that contained in the consensus
national standard ANSI M8.1 ·Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and Other Structures·. In the
mid-1980's, BOCA's provisions were comprehensively revised based on the revisions found in the ANSI
A58.1-82 standard. The text of the 1990 BOCA National Building Code largely reflects that foune: in
the CUJTeIlt national standard ASCE 7-88 (the successor standard to ANSI ASS.l).

Several provisions have been adopted by BOCA based on seismic technology developed since the
approval of the ASCE 7 standard. For example. the Seismic Zone Map in the 1990 BOCA National
Building Code is based on the 1988 edition of the National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program
(NEHRP) Provisions as developed by the Building Seismic safety Council (BSSC). The effective peak
velocity-related acceleration coefficient, A.., is used to determine the design earthquake loads, based on
the 1988 NEHRP Provisions. This results in logical, uniform increases in design loads for sites with
increasing seismic risk versus the ·Zone· methodology which increases the earthquake design loads by
a series of steps between eanhquake •Zones· .

BOCA has been actively involved with the Building Seismic Safety Council since its inception and has
been represented in various committee activities relative to the development of the NEHRP Provisions.
These provisions represent the state of the technology in seismic considerations.

B. BOCA/BSSC AD HOC COMMI'ITEE STIJDY

In consideration of the state of the technology of the NEHRP Provisions, an Ad Hoc committee of
BOCA code officials and BSSC advisory members was actively engaged in evaluating the 1988 NEHRP
provisions for the incorporation into the BOCA National Building Code. The BOCAlBSSC Ad Hoc
committee was formed in Aprii, 1989. A detailed review of the entire 1988 NEHRP Provisions resulted
in the development and submittal of 1991 Proposed Changes to the BOCA National Building Code. The
resulting code changes were recommended for approval by the BOCA National Building Code Changes
Committee in April 1991. The final approval of the changes by the BOCA membership occurred at the
annual conference in September of 1991. Thus, the seismic provisions in the 1992 BOCA Accumulative
Supplement are consistent with the NEHRP Recommended Provisions.

Generally, seismic provisions in the 1992 Accumulative Supplement to the BOCA National Building
Code are an editorial revision of the 1988 and 1991 NEHRP Provisions. A considerable effort was made
to revise and reformat the text and the tables of the NEHRP Provisions such that the requirements are
easily understood and cross referenced. Vague, unenforceable language in the 1988 NEHRP Provisions
was revised or deleted. The requirements for each Seismic Performance Category were clearly defined.

As a result of the BOCAlBSSC Ad Hoc committee effort, the 1991 NEHRP Provisions and the ASCE
1 Standard (formerly ANSI AS8.1), -Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and Other Structures- are
currently being revised such that their format is consistent with the BOCA National Building Code 1992
Accumulative Supplement.
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C. COMPARISON OF
BOCA NAnONAL BUILDING CODfJl990
with 1992 ACCUMULATIVE SUPPLEMENT

TO
THE 1988 NEHRP PROVISIONS

The 1988 NEHRP to BOCA and the BOCA to NEHRP cross index provides a section by section
comparison of the two documents. Generally, the sections in the 1992 Accumulative Supplement to the
BOCA National Building Code are the same as the companion NEHRP sections of the resource
document. Where the comparison of the technical conlent indicated substantive differences, a tabulation
of those items is included in Section C3 of this report.

The seismic provisions in the 1992 Accumulative Supplement to the BOCA National Building Code and
equivalent to the 1988 NEHRP Recommended Provisions. The seismic provisions in the BOCA 1992
Accumulative Supplement are included in the Appendix.
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CROSS INDEX

C1. 1988 NEIIRP TO 1992 BOCA ACCUMUlATIVE SUPPLEMENT TO THE
NAnONAL BUILDING CODE

BOCA NATIONAL
NEHRP BUILDING CODE NEBRP-88

Chaw 1 Chapter 3

1.1 Nonmandatory Commentary 3.1
material; not appropriate for 3.2
BOCA National Building 3.2.3
Code 3.3

3.3.2
1.2 1113.1 3.3.2.1
1.3 1113.1 3.3.2.2
1.3.1 1113.1 3.3.3
1.3.2 1113.1.1 3.3.4
1.3.3 1113.1.2 3.3.4.1
1.4 1113.1.5,1113.1.7 3.3.4.2
1.4.1 1113.1.4 3.3.4.3
1.4.2 1113.1.5 3.3.4.4
1.4.2.4 1113.1.5.1 3.3.5
1.4.2.5 1113.1.6 3.4
1.4.3 1113.1.7 3.4.1
1.4.4 1113.1.8 3.4.2
1.5 107.4 3.5
1.6 1308.0 3.5.1

3.5.2
Appendix to Chapter 1 - Seismic risk maps not 3.5.3
appropriate for BOCA National Building Codes. 3.6

3.6.1
Chapter 2 3.6.2

3.6.3
2.1 201.0, 1113.2 3.6.4

3.7,3.7.1
2.2 Symbol definition list not 3.7.2

DC(;CSsaTy in BOCA National 3.7.3
Building Codes. (Symbols 3.7.4
defined where they are used 3.7.5
in the National Building 3.7.6
Code). 3.7.7

3.7.8
2.3 NEHRP Appendix to 3.7.9

Chapter 1 not appropriate 3.7.10
for BOCA National Building 3.7.11
Code. 3.7.12

3.8

5

BOCA NATIONAL
BUll..DING CODE

1113.3
1113.3.1
1113.3.2
1113 3.3
1113.3.3.2
1113.3.3.2.1
1113.3.3.2.2
1113.3.3.3
1113.3.3.4
1113.3.3.4.1
1113.3.3.4.2
1113.3.3.4.3
1113.3.3.4.4
1113.3.3.5
11133.4
1113.3.4.1
1113.3.4.2
1113.3.5
1113.3.5.1
1113.3.5.2
1113.3.5.3
1113.3.6
1113.3.6.1, 1113.1
1113.3.6.2
1113.3.6.4
1113.3.6.4
1114.1
1113.3.6.2.3
1113.3.6.2.4
1113.3.6.2.5
1113.3.6.4.2, 1113.3.6.1.1
1113.3.6.1.2
1113.6
1113.3.6.2.6
1113.3.6.2.7
1113.3.6.2.8
1113.3.6.2.9
1113.3.6.4.3
1113.3.1
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BOCA NATIONAL
NEHRP BWLPING COPE

Cbapter 12 Masonry

12.1 1409.2. Appendix A

12.1.1 1409:3
12.2 1409.4
12.3 1409.5
12.4 1400.4.1
12.5 1409.6
12.6 1409.7
12.6.1 and
12.6.1.1 1409.7.1

12.6.1.2 and
Subsections 1409.7.2

12.6.2 1409.7.3
12.7 1409.8
12.7.1 1409.8.1

12.7.2 and
Subsections 1409.8.2

12.8 1409.9
12.8.1 1409.9.1
12.8.1.1 1409.9.1.1

12.8.1.2 and
Subsections 1409.9.1.2
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CROSS INDEX

O. 1t91 BOCA ACC1JMUL,\TIVE SUPPLEMENT TO THE NATIONAL BUILDING CODE
TO 1988 NEHRP

BOCA NATIONAL BOCA NATIONAL
BUDmNGCOPE NEHRP BJJU PING CODE NEHRP

107.4 1.5 1113.3.6.2 3.6.2
201.0 2.1 1113.3.6.2.1 3.6.2.2
1113.1 1.2, 1.3.1, 1113.3.6.2.2 3.6.2.3

3.6.1,9.3,9.7 1113.3.6.2.3 3.7.2
1113.3.6.2.4 3.7.3

1101.6 Not in NEHRP 1113.3.6.2.5 3.7.4
1113.1.1 1.3.2 1113.3.6.2.6 3.7.8
1113.1.2 1.3.3 1113.3.6.2.7 3.7.9
1113.1.4 Not in NEHRP 1113.3.6.2.8 3.7.6
1113.1.5 1.4.2 1113.3.6.2.9 3.7.11
1113.1.5.1 1.4.2.4 1113.3.6.3 3.6.2
1113.1.6 1.4.2.5 1113.3.6.3.1 Table 3-3, Item E
1113.1.7 1.4.3 1113.3.6.4 3.6.3, 3.6.4
1113.1.8 1.4.4 1113.3.6.4.1 3.7.2
1113.2 2.1 1113.3.6.4.2 3.7.5
1113.3 3.1 1113.3.6.4.3 3.7.12
1113.3.1 3.2 1113.3.7 3.8
1113.3.2 '3.2.3 1113.4 4.1
1113.3.3 3.3 1113.4.1 4.2
1113.3.3.1 3.3 1113.4.1.1 4.2.1
1113.3.3.2 3.3.2 1113.4.1.2 4.2.2
1113.3.3.2.1 3.3.2.1 1113.4.1.2.1 4.2.2.1
1113.3.3.2.2 3.3.2.2 1113.4.1.2.1 4.2.2.2
1113.3.3.3 3.3.3 1113.4.2 4.3
1113.3.3.4 3.3.4 1113.4.3 4.4
1113.3.3.4.1 3.3.4.1 1113.4.3.1 4.4.1
1113.3.3.4.2 3.3.4.2 1113.4.4 4.5
1113.3.3.4.3 3.3.4.3 1113.4.5 4.6
1113.3.3.4.4 3.3.4.4 1113.4.5.1 4.6.1
1113.3.3.S 3.3.5 1113.4.5.2 4.6.2
1113.3.4 3.4 1113.5 3.5.3
1113.3.4.1 3.4.1 1113.5.1 :'U
1113.3.4.2 3.4.2 1113.5.2 S.2
1113.3.5 3.5 1113.5.3 S.3
1113.3.5.1 3.5.1 1113.5.4 S.4
1113.3.5.2 3.5.2 1113.5.5 S.5
1113.3.5.3 3.5.3 1113.5.6 5.6
1113.3.6 3.6,3.7 1113.5.7 5.7
1113.3.6.1 3.6.1 1113.5.8 5.8
1113.3.6.1.1 3.7.5 1113.5.9 5.9
1113.3.6.1.2 3.7.6 1113.5.10 5.10
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Foundations (Chapter 7. NEHRPl

1202.1.1 7.4.1
1204.2 7.2.2
1204.3 7.5.1
1209.2.1 7.4.3
1212.2 7.4.3
1213.3 7.5.3
1213.10.1 7.4.4
1213.10.2 7.4.3
1215.3 7.5.3.5
1216.3 7.4.4.3

1217.1.2.1 7.4.4.1,7.S.3.1,
7.5.3.2

1217.5.4.1 7.4.4.1,7.5.3.1,
7.5.3.2

1218.3.5 7.4.4, 7.S.3.4
1218.3.6 7.S.3.4

1221.3 7.4.4.1,7.S.3.1,
7.5.3.2

MasonO' (ChQPter 12. NEHRPl

Cormtc (Chapter 11. NEHRPl

11.1
11.1.1
11.2
11.2
11.2

12.1
12.1
12.1.1
12.2
12.3
12.5
12.6
12.6.1.1
12.6.1.2
12.6.2
12.7
12.7.1
12.7.2
12.8
12.8.1
12.8.1.1
12.8.1.2

NEHRP

1.6.3.4.3
1.6.2.2.3
1.6.2.2.3
1.6.2.4
1.6.2.S
1.6.2.7
1.6.2.1
1.6.2.8
1.6.2.9
1.6.2.9
1.6.3.S
1.6.5

lSOl.1
lSOl.l.1
lSOl.2
lSOl.2.1
lS01.2.2

1409.1
1409.2
1409.3
1409.4
1409.5
1409.6
1409.7
1409.7.1
1409.7.2
1409.7.3
1409.8
1409.8.1
1409.8.2
1409.9
1409.9.1
1409.9.1.1
1409.9.1.2

BOCA NATIONAL
BUILDING COPE

1308.3.3.2.1.2
1308.4.1
1308.4.2
1308.4.5.1
1308.5
1308.6
1308.8
1308.9
1308.10
1308.10.1
1308.10.2
1308.10.3

NEHRP

S.l1
8.1
8.1
8.1.2
8.2.1, 8.2.2
tlble 8-2, 8.2.6
8.2.3
8.2.4, 8.2.S
8.3.1, 8.3.2
Table 8-3
8.3.2
8.3.2
8.3.1, 8.3.3
8.3.4
8.4
3.7, 3.7.1

BOCA NATIONAL
BUILDING CODE

1113.S.11
1113.6
1113.6.1
1113.6.2
1113.6.3
Table 1113.6.3
1113.6.3.1
1113.6.3.2
1113.6.4
Table 1113.6.4a
Table 1113.6.4b
1113.6.4.1
1113.6.4.2
1113.6.4.3
1113.6.5
1114.1

Qualil)' Assurance - Sgecial Inpctions
(Chapter 1. NEHRPl

1308.3.3.2.1
1308.3.3.2.1.1

1.6.3.4.1
1.6.3.4.2

lS01.3 and
lS01.3.1
lS01.3.2
lS01.3.3
lSOl.4
1501.5
1501.5.1

11.3
11.4
11.S
11.6, 11.7
11.8
11.8.1
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Steel (Chapter 10. NEHRP)
BOCA provisions written for up to date steel reference
standards versus the noncurrent standards referenced in
NEHRP-88.

BOCA NATIONAL
BUU.DING CODE NEHRP

1501.5.2 11.8.2
1501.6 11.9
1501.6.1 11.9.1
1501.6.2 11.9.2
1501.6.3 11.9.3

Wood (Cb&PW 9. NEHRP>

1705.1 N/A
1705.2 Chapter 2
1705.3 9.2
1705.4 9.8
1705.4.1 9.8.1
1705.4.2 9.8.2
1705.4.2.1 9.8.2.1
1705.4.2.2 9.8.2.1
1705.4.2.3 9.8.2.1
1705.4.2.4 9.6.3
1705.4.2.5 9.8.2.2
1705.4.3 9.5.2.1
1705.4.3.1 9.4.1.1
1705.4.3.2 9.6.2
1705.4.4 9.8.2
1705.4.4.1 9.8.2
1705.4.4.2 9.6.1,9.5.2.2
1705.4.5 9.8.3,9.8.3.1
1705.4.5.1 9.8.3.1
1705.4.5.1.1 9.8.3.1
1705.4.5.1.2 9.8.3.1
1705.4.5.2 9.8.3.2
1705.4.6 9.8.4, 9.8.4.1
1705.4.6.1 9.8.4.2 "

Table 9-1 Note b
1705.4.6.1.1 Table 9-1 Note a
1705.4.6.1.2 Table 9-1 Note c
1705.4.6.1.3 Table 9-1 Note d
1705.4.6.1.4 Table 9-1 Note e

1705.4.6.2 Table 9-2, 9.6.3
" Table 9-2 Note a

1705.4.6.2.1 Table 9-2 Note a
1705.4.6.2.2 Table 9-2 Note c
1705.4.6.2.3 Table 9-2 Note d
1705.4.6.2.4 Table 9-2 Note e
1705.4.7 9.8.4,9.8.4.1
1705.4.7.1 9.~.4.2

1705.4.7.1.1 Table 9-1 Note a

12

BOCA NATIONAL
BUll.DING CODE

1705.4.7.1.2
1705.4.7.1.3
1705.4.7.1.4

1705.4.7.2 ~ugh
1705.4.7.2.4

1705.4.8
1703.2.5.2

Table 1703.2.5.2
1605.0
1702.3.7
1703.2.2
1703.2.11

1809.1

1809.2
1809.3
1809.4
1809.4.1
1809.4.2
1809.5
1809.5.1
1809.5.2
1809.6
1809.6.1
1809.6.2
1809.7
1809.8
1809.9
1802.3
1802.3.1
1807.2.1

NEHRP

Table 9-1 Note c
Table 9-1 Note d
Not in NEHRP

Not in NEHRP

9.8.5
9.3.1

9.7.2
9.8.5 and Table 9-4
9.8.5 and Table 9-3
9.7.1.2 and 9.7.1.3
9.7.1.1

Appendix to Chapter 10
and 10.9

10.2
10.3
10.4
10.4.1
10.4.2
10.5
10.5.1
10.5.2
10.6
10.6.1
10.6.2
10.7
10.8
10.9
10.2.2
10.2.2.3
10.2.3



C3. SECTIONS WHICH MERIT COMPARISON COMMENTS

'The following sections are not technically the same in the 1992 BOCA Accumulative Supplement to the National Building Code venus the 1988
NEHRP Provisions and thus merit comparison comments. Revisions to the BOCA National Building code are not required for the reasons indicaled
in the comparison comments.

ITEM ITEM NEHRP BOCA COMPARISON COMMENTS
DJrSCRIFI'ION SECTION' SECTION'

Building Applicllion of 1.3.3 1113.1.2 The NEHRP Provisions require existing buildings to comply with the -New
Chanle of Use NEHRP Building- seismic requirements when a change of use resu~ts in buildinl

Provisions to reclassification to a higher Seismic Hazard Exposure Group, regardless of site
Existing seismicity.
Buildin.s whieb
have a change of The BOCA National Building Code has an exception which does not require
iJse. existin. buildings to be upgraded for the new building seismic requirements

where the effective peak velocity-related acceleration. coefficient (A,,), is less
than 0.15 when the change of use results in a building being reclassified from
Seismic Hazard Exposure Group 1to Seismic Hazard Exposure Group II.

The BOCA exception is included in the 1991 NEHRP Provisions.

Alternative NEHRP Appendix to Not in NEHRP Appendix to Chapter I contains alternative seismic risk maps (figures
Seismic Risk Alternative Chapter 1 BOCA I-S through 1-8) for trial use and comment. The maps define acceleration and
Maps Seismic Risk National vdocity in rock and do not include the effect of soil amplification and

Maps in Building anenuations. These -trial- maps, while appropriate for a resource document,
Appendix to Code (i.e., the NEHRP Provision!!) are not appropriate for a model building code.
Chapter I

Symbol Symbol listing 2.2 Symbols are The symbol listing and definitions in NEHRP are addressed in the BOCA
definitions and definitions defined each National Building Code by providing a definition of the symbol each time it is

time they used in the text. This is necessary since symbols have different definitions in
are included NEHRP for the design chapters versus the material chapters.
in the telt

13



ITEM ITEM NEHRP BOCA COMPARISON COMMENTS
DESCRIP110N SECTION' SECTION'

Soil Structure Soil Structure Appendix to Not in Section 1113.3 of the BOCA National Building Code permits alternative
Interaction Interaction Chapter 6 BOCA procedures to establish the design seismic forces when Ipproved by the code

Detailed Analysis National official. Thus, a soil-structure analysis is generally addressed by the Code.
Criteria Building

Code As indicated in the NEHRP Commentary, Section 6A.I, the d«ai1ed analysis
procedure in NEHRP Appendix to Chapter 6 is one of atleut two different
approaches of soil-structure interaction analysis. The detail,ed criteria in
NEHRP is not a mandatory requirement. It is resource dOOument information
which is not appropriate as a mandatory requirement in the BOCA National
Building Code and thus is not be included in the BOCA seismic dl'Jlip
requirements.

Architectural , Threshold for 8.1 1113.6 The NEHRP Provision requirements for component supports is more stringent
Mechanical and Component than the design requirements for the building seismic resisting system. Section
Electrical Suppon g.l requires that Seismic Hazard Exposure Group III buildinls located where
Components Requirements A., is less than O.OS have component suppon systems desiped for seismic loads

in Chapter 8. Seclion 3.6.1 'If NEHRP exempts building ISsigned to Seismic
Performance Category A (i.e., buildings where A., < O.OS) from seismic
analysis of the building as a whole.

The BOCA Ad Hoc Committee on Earthquake Loads modified the NEHRP
requirements of Section 8.1 for the BOCA National Building Code such thai
components in buildings assigned to low Seismic Performance Categories are
exempt, which is consistent with the design requirements for the building. a
whole.

Architectural, Interrelationship 8.1.1 1113.6.3, The referenced sections in the BOCA National Buildinl Code require
Mechanical and of Componencs 1113.6.3.2 architectural, mechanical and electrical components and their supports to be
Electrical and designed for earthquake loads. The NEHRP Commentary (page 168), indicates
Components 1113.6.4 that secondary effects of failing building components should be left for future

development of the NEHRP Provisions.

14



ITEM ITEM NI!JIRP BOCA COMPARISON COMMENTS
DESCRIPI'ION SECTION' SECTION'

Architectural Architectural Table 8-2 Table Table 8-2 of the NEHRP Provisions contain architectural component
Components Components 1113.6.3 classifications which are ambiguous and appear to be too refined for an

Classifications equivalent static force design method. For example, "full-heigbt area separation
partitions· have a SO~ higher design force requirement than ·full-beilht other
partitions·. The NEHRP Provisions classify partitions into 9 types; acb having
different requirements. The description of architectural compoDellll is DOt

consistent with the language used in other sections of the ~OCA N.ional
Building Code.

The BOCA Ad Hoc Committee on Earthquake Loads modified the
classifications of Table 8-2 to be consistent with code language. Table 8-2 of
1988 NEHRP has been revised in the 1991 NEHRP Provisions.

Mechanical &; Component 8.3.2 and 1113.6.4, The NEHRP Provisions contain a building height amplification factor, (AJ,
Electrical amplification Table 8-3 Table which result in identical amplifications for components located in the top story
Components factor for 1113.6.4a of 2 story buildings (i.e., 200~) and those in the top story of a building with

building height additional stories.
and
classifications of The BOCA Ad Hoc Committee on Earthquake Loads deleted the building
Mechanical height amplification factor and assigned increased force requirements for
components components which are essential for life safety by the relative values of the

component seismic coefficient (C.) and the Performance Criteria Factor (P).

The height amplification factor, (AJ, has been deleted in the 1991 NEHRP
Provisions.

Table 8·3 in NEHRP contains requirements for fire suppression piping which is
unclear. The Table requires seismic supports for ·Fire suppression systems·
and exempts ·piping distribution systems· for buildinas assiped to seismic
Hazard Exposure Group I. In addition, Note d of Table exempts "all· piping
seismic restraints under certain conditions.

The BOCA Ad Hoc Committee on Earthquake Loads modified the requirements
for the BOCA National Code to require all fire suppression piping to be
desiJned for seismic loads.

IS



ITEM ITEM NEHRP BOCA COMPARISON COMMENTS
DESCRIPnON SECTION' SECTION'

Utility and Shutoff Devices 8.3.5 Not In NEHRP requires shutoff devices for all gas. high-temperature energy and
Service and Utility BOCA electrical supply for certain buildings where the effective ground acceleration
Interfaces Conneetions coefficient, A. is equal to or grealer than O.IS. The BOCA Ad Hoc Committee

on Earthquake Loads determined that this requirement is not Ippropriate for the
BOCA National Building Code for the following reasons:

1. It is necessary to maintain utility service for Seismic ~azard EKp05ure
Group III buildings such that post earthquake recovery operations are not
affected.

2. Manual shut-off devices are commonly installed.

3. An automatic shut~ff device does not provide building site safety if the
gas piping supply line fails outside of the building.

NEHRP requires flexible connections for utilities at the interface of movable
portions of the structure. The BOCA Ad Hoc Committee determined that this
requirement is not appropriate for the BOCA National Building Code for the
following reasons: A flexible connection is not the only means of providing for
building movement and the resulting effect on utility lines. pipe failure could
occur outside of the building foundation and the NEHRP requirement applies to
buildings located in areas of low seismicity which is inappropriate.

Steel LRFD American Appendix to 1809.1, The 1988 NEHRP Provisions modify the requirements of the 1986 AISC -
Design Institute of Steel Chapter 10 1809.1.1 LRFD Design Specification. The BOCA National Building Code references the

Construction 1990 AISC - LRFD Seismic Provisions which have been developed after the
Load and publication of the 1988 NEHRP Provisions. The 1990 AISC - LRFD seismic
ResisbnCe Factor provisions are the basis for the 1991 NEHRP Provisions. The BOCA National
Daisn Building Code modifies the AISC - LRFD seismic provisions such that they are
Specification of consistent with the NEHRP language. This is necessary since the teKt of the
Seismic AISC - LRFD seismic provisions were written to correlate with the American
Provisions for Society of Civil Engineers -Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and other
SU'Uetural Steel Sb'Uetures". ASCE 7-88.
Buildin... (AISC
- LRFD seismic
provisions)
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ITEM ITEM NEIIRP BOCA COMPARISON COMMENTS
DESCRIPTION SECTION' SECTION I

Concrde Modifications to 11.1.1 lSOU The 1988 NEHRP Provisions reference ACI 318-83. The BOCA National
Design ACI318 Building Code references ACI 318-89. Thus, the modifications of ACI 318-89

in the BOCA National Building Code reflect the contents of the updlted
standard. The ACI-89 standard is the reference for the 1991 NEHRP
Provisions.

Design data on Required design Not in NEHRP 1101.6 The BOCA National Building Code requires earthquake design criteria be
contract criteria to be included on the construction documents which are submincld for I building
documents included on the permit. The earthquake design criteria used for the seismic desip of the

desilll building is required to meet the requirements of the BOCA National Building
professionals' Code. The NEHRP Provisions do not include a requirement for earthquake
plans design criteria on the construction documents.

Particleboard Detailed Not in NEHRP 17OS.4.7.2 The BOCA National Building Code contains requirements for connection details
Shear Walls requirements and through and allowable shear for particleboard shear walls. The NEHRP Provisions do

allowable shear 1705.4.7.2.4 not contain these requirements. The limitations on the use of the particleboard
for particleboard shear walls is the same in NEHRP and the BOCA National Building Code.
shear walls

Site-specific Spectra Not in NEHRP 1113.1.4 The referenced section in BOCA requires that a site-specific response spectra be
response requirements for used for certain Seismic Performance Category D and E buildings. This
spectra certain buildings requirement is incorporated in the 1991 NEHRP Provisions.

in Seismic
Performance
ClIeIOry D and
E.

Allowable Working stress 9.2 1705.3 BOCA does ~t increase the allowable stresses for wood seismic design,
stresses for venus factored NEHRP uses increased allowable stresses. Since the seismic loads in BOCA are
wood stress design the same as NEHRP, wood design requirements in BOCA are more stringent

than NEHRP.

1991 NEHRP Revisions to the Not in 1988 Various The 1992 BOCA Accumulative Supplement includes the revisions to the 1988
Revisions 1988 NEHRP NEHRP NEHRP Provisions which are included in the 1991 NEHRP Provisions.

Provisions whidt
are ineluded in
tho 1991 NEHRP
Provisioas
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ITEM ITEM NEHRP BOCA COMPARISON COMMENTS
DESCRIPI'ION SECTION' SECTION'

Sprinkler pipe Altemlte use of 8.3.1 and 8.3.2 1113.6.4 The BOCA National Building Code provisions include the alternative use of the
brad... NFiPA 13 standard sprinkler pipe bracing design in accordance with the NFiPA 13

standard standard. The use of Ihe NFiPA standard fur seismic: braci"l is limited to
buildings sited where the effective peak velocity-related ac:ceIeratioo. A.. is less
than 0.20. NEHRP does not include this desip a1tem1live.

The NFiPA 13 standard is based on an A" > 0.20 ancI thus is tec:bnically
justified for low or moderate seismic: areas. ~

18



REPORT CONCWSIONS

The followinl oonclusions are a result of the comparison study:

• The seismic provisioas in the 1992 Accumulative Supplement to the 1990 BOCA National Building
Code are geoerally an editorial revision of the 1988 and 1991 NEHRP Recommended Provisions.

• The seismic provisions in the 1992 Accumulative Supplement to the 1990 BOCA National Building
Code are appropriate for we, without modification, in meeting the requirements of Executive Order
12699, -Seismic Safety of Federal and Federally Leased, Assisted, or Regulated New
Construction-.
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SBCCI EARTHQUAKE LOADS AD HOC COMMITTEE
PROPOSED 1992 CHANGES

In consideration Of the state of the technology Of the NEHRP Provisions, an saccI Eanhquake Ad Hoc Committee
was formed to evaluate the 1988 NEHRP Provisions for incorporation in the 1992 Revisions of the SBCCI Standard
Building Code.

The code change was necessary to update the present code text, which was based on ASCE 7, to the provisions of
the NEHRP Provisions. The 1988 NEHRP Provisions were prepared by the Building Seismic Safety Council (BSSC)
for the Federal Emergency Management Agency. The SBCCI Earthquake Loads Ad Hoc Committee reviewed the
NEHRP Provisions and prepared the code change which reflects the state of the art design criteria for seismic design.

The resulting code change proposals were recommended for approval by the saccI Building Code Revisions
Committee in July 1991 and later approved by the SBCCI membership.



Prepare"s Comment: When a comment does not appear in the "Comment" column, bOlh NEHRP and SBCCI
are considered to be comparable. An • next to the secrion number deSignates that the section is found in the 1991
Edition of the Swndard Building Code.

NEHRP/SBCCI COMPARISON

NEHRP

Chapter 1

Chapter 2

Chapter 3

Chapter 4

Chapter 5

Chapter 6

Chapter 7

Chapter 8

Chapter 9

Chapter 10

Chapter 11

Chapter 12

General Provisions

Definitions and Symbols

Structural Design Requirements

Equivalent Lateral Force Procedure

Modal Analysis Procedure

Soil-Structure Interaction

Foundation Design Requirements

Architectural, Mechanical,
and Electrical Components and Systems

Wood

Steel

Reinforced Concrete

Masonry

saccI

1206.1

1206.2

1206.3

1206.4

1206.5

1206.3

1302.5,1302.9,1303.10,1305.4,1306.4,
1307.1,1307.5,1308.3,1311.7

1206.6

1707,1710.3,1710.4,1711.3,1712

1503.3,1503.4.1506.2,1512

1611

1413



NEHRP sacCI

1.1 N/A

1.2 1206.1.1
1706.1

N/A 1206.1.2

1.3 1206.1.1

1.3.1 1206.1.1

1.3.2 1206.1.3

1.3.2.1 1206.1.3

1.3.2.2 1206.1.3

1.3.2.3 1206.1.3

1.3.3 101.5.2*
1206.1.4

1.3.4 101.5.1*

1.4 1206.1.8

1.4.1 1206.1.5

1.4.1.1 Not in saccI
1.4.1.2 1206.1.5

1.4.2 1206.1.6

1.4.2.1 1206.1.6

1.4.2.2 1206.1.6

1.4.2.3 1206.1.6

1.4.2.4 1206.1.6.1

1.4.2.5 1206.1.7

1.4.2.6 Not in secci
1.4.3 1206.1.4

1206.1.8

1.4.4 1206.1.9

1.5 102.7*

1.6 1206.15

1.6.1 Not in SBCCI

1.6.1.1 Not in SBCCI

C:\NEHRP\COMPAFESBC

NEHRP/SBCCI COMPARISON

CHAPTER 1 - GENERAL PROVISIONS

COMMENT

Commentary not appropriate for the Code.

sac will not use maps 1·1 and 1-2.

NEHRP assigns the building to the classification of the SHEG that occupies
15% or more of the building area SBCCI does not have percentage.

General language. not enforceable.

SBC will not have specific QA provisions.

SBC will not have specific QA provisions.
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NEHRP SBCCI

1.6.1.2 Not in secci
1.6.2 Not in secci
1.6.2.1 1206.15.6

1.6.2.2 1206.15.3

1.6.2.2.1 1206.15.3

1.6.2.2.2 1206.15.3

1.6.2.2.3 1206.15.3

1.6.2.3 1206.15.3
1303.12*

1.6.2.4 1206.15.3

1.6.2.5 1206.15.4

1.6.2.6 1206.15.1

162.6.1 1206.15.1

1.6.2.6.2 1206.15.2

1.6.2.7 1206.15.5

1.6.2.8 1206.15.7

1.6.2.8.1 1206.15.7

1.6.2.8.2 1206.15.7

1.6.2.9 1206.15.8
1206.15.8.1

1.6.3 Not in seccl
16.3.1 Not in secci
1.6.3.2 Not in secci
1.6.3.3 Not in secci
1.6.3.4 1206.15.1

1.6.3.4.1 1206.15.1.1

1.6.3.4.2 1206.15.1.2

1.6.3.4.3 1206.15.1.3

1.6.3.5 1206.1 5.8.2

1.6.4 Not in seCCI

1.6.5 1206.15.8.3

Appendix to N/A
Chapter 1

C:\NEHRP\COMPARE.SBC

NEHRP/SBCCI COMPARISON

COMMENT

sec will not have specific QA provisions.

sec will not specify a special inspector.

SSCCI requires inspection of only Seismic Performance Category E bUildings.

SSC contains testing provisions through materials standards.

Testing required per ACI 318.

Testing requi:ed per ACI 318.

Testing required per ACI 530/ASCE 5.

Alternate methods covered in 102.7
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2.1

2.2

2.3

NEHRP SBCCl

1206.2

N/A

N/A

NEHRP/SBCCI COMPARISON

CHAPTER 2 - DEFlNIT10NS AND SYMBOlS

COMMENT

sec will only add those definitions specific to seismic loading.

Symbols are defined where they are used.

Not appropriate to SBCCI.

C:\NEHRP\COMPARE.S8C 5



NEHRP/SBCCI COMPARISON

CHAPTER 3 - STRUCTURAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

NEHRP SBCCI

3.1 1206.3

3.2 1206.3.1

3.2.1 1206.3.1

3.2.1.1 1206.3.1

3.2.1.2 1206.3.1

3.2.1.3 1206.3.1

3.2.1.4 1206.3.1

3.2.2 1206.3.1

3.2.3 1206.3.2

3.3 1206.3.3
1206.3.3.1

3.3.1 1206.3.3

3.3.2 1206.3.3.2

3.3.2.1 1206.3.3.2.1

3.3.2.2 1206.3.3.2.2

3.3.3 1206.3.3.3

3.3.4 1206.3.3.4

3.3.4.1 1206.3.3.4.1

3.3.4.1.1 1206.3.3.4.1

3.3.4.1.2 1206.3.3.4.1

3.3.4.1.3 1206.3.3.4.1

3.3.4.2 1206.3.3.4.2

3.3.4.3 1206.3.3.4.3

3.3.4.4 1206.3.3.4.4

3.3.5 1206.33.5

3.4 1206.3.4

3.4.1 1206.3.4.1

3.4.2 1206.3.4.2

3.5 1206.3.5

3.5.1 1206.3.5.1

3.5.2 1206.3.5.2

C:\NEHRP\COMPARE.S8C

COMMENT

NEHRP applies to buildings over 160 feet in height but less than 240 feet.
secci does not have a minimum building height.

SBCCI exempts 1 and 2 story buildings with irregularity Type 1 and 2.

6



NEHRP SBCCI

3.5.3 1206.3.5.3

3.6 1206.3.6

3.6.1 1206.3.6.1

3.6.2 1206.3.6.2
1206.3.6.3

3.6.2.1 1206.3.6.2
1208.1

3.6.2.2 1206.3.6.2.1

3.6.2.3 1206.3.6.2.2

3.6.3 1206.3.6.4

3.6.3.1 1206.3.6.4

3.6.3.2 1206.3.6.4

3.6.4 1206.3.6.4

3.7 1208.1

3.7.1 1208.1

3.7.2 1206.3.6.2.3
1206.3.6.4.1

3.7.3 1206.3.6.2.4

3.7.4 1206.3.6.2.5

3.7.5 1206.3.6.1.1
1206.3.6.4.2

3.7.6 1206.3.6.1.2

3.7.7 1206.6.3

3.7.8 1206.3.6.2.6

3.7.9 1206.3.6.2.7

3.7.10 1206.3.6.2.8

3.7.11 1206.3.6.2.9

3.7.12 1206.3.6.4.3

3.8 1206.3.7

C:\NB-IRP\COMPARE.S8C
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COMMENT
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SBCCI provides an exception for the floor live load in parking garages.

NEHRP/SBCCI COMPARISON

CHAPTER 4 - EQUIVALENT LATERAl FORCE PROCEDURE

COMMENTNEHRP secel
4.1 1206.4

4.2 1206.4.1

4.2.1 1206.4.1.1

4.2.2 1206.4.1.2

4.2.2.1 1206.4.1.2.1

4.2.2.2 1206.4.1.2.2

4.3 1206.4.2

4.4 1206.4.3

4.4.1 1206.4.3.1

4.5 1206.4.4

4.6 1206.4.5

4.6.1 1206.4.5.1

4.6.2 1206.4.5.2

C:\NEHRP\COMPARE.SBC 8



NEHRP

5.1

5.2

5.3

5.4

5.5

5.6

5.7

5.B

5.9

5.10

5.11

SBCCI

1206.5.1

1206.5.2

1206.5.3

1206.5.4

1206.5.5

1206.5.6

1206.5.7

1206.5.8

1206.5.9

1206.5.10

1206.5.11

NEHRP/SBCCI COMPARISON

CHAPTER 5 - MODAl.. ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

COMMENT

C:\NEHRP\COMPARE.SBC 9



NEHRP

Chapter 6

SBCCI

1206.3.2

NEHRP/SBCCI COMPARISON

CHAPTER 6 - SOIL-sTRUCTURE INTERACTION

COMMENT

Appendix to NtA
Chapter 6

C:\NEHRP\COMPARE.SBC

Detailed soil-structure analysis is not appropriate for the Code.
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NEHRP/SBCCI COMPARISON

CHAPTER 7 - FOUNDATION DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

NEHRP

7.1

7.2

7.2.1

SBCCI COMMENT

N/A Commentary not appropriate for the Code.

1302.4.2

Not in secci Similar general statements are found in sec Ch. 12.

7.2.2 1302.9.2

7.3 1302.4.2*

7.4

7.4.1

7.4.2

7.4.3

7.4.4

7.4.4.1

7.4.4.2

7.4.4.3

7.4.4.4

7.4.4.5

7.5

7.5.1

7.5.2

7.5.3

7.5.3.1

7.5.3.2

7.5.3.3

Not in secci Understood as a general provision.

1302.2*
1303.1*

Not in secci
1302.5.4
1303.10.2.1
1303.10.2.2
1303.10.2.3
1303.10.2.4
1306.4.2
1307.1.4
1307.5.5
1311.7

1303.10.2.2
1303.10.2.3

1307.1.4

1307.1.4

1306.4.2

1308.2*

1308.3*

Not in secci Understood as a general provision.

1302.4.2*
1303.1*
1302.9.1
1302.9.3

1302.5.3

1303.4.2

1307.1.4

1307.5.5

1308.3.6
1308.3.7

C:\NEHRP\COMPARE.SBC 11



NEHRP SBCCI

NEHRP/SBCCI COMPARISON

COMMENT

7.5.3.4 1308.3.6
1308.3.7

7.5.3.5 1305.4

C:\NEHRP\COMPARE.SBC 12



NEHRP SBCCI

NEHRP/SBCCI COMPARISON

CHAPTER 8 - ARCHITECT\JRAL. MECHANICAL. AND
B..£CTRICAL COMPONENTS AND SYSTEMS

COMMENT

8.1 1206.6

8.1.1 1201.1.2*

8.1.2 1206.6.2

81.3 1206.6.3 SBCCI does not classify the Performance Criteria as Superior, Good, or Low.
It classifies them as values of 1.5,1.0, and 0.5 only.

8.2 1206.6.3

8.2.1 1206.6.3

8.2.2 1206.6.3

8.2.3 1206.6.3.1

8.2.4 1206.6.3.2

8.2.5 Not in SBCCI General engineering principle.

8.2.6 1202.3*

8.3 1206.6.4
Table 8-3(b) 1206.6.1

8.3.1 1206.6.4

8.3.2 1206.6.4
1206.6.4.1

8.3.3 1206.6.4.2

8.3.4 1206.6.4.3

8.3.5 Not in secci
8.3.5.1 Not in secci
8.3.5.2 Not in SBCCI

8.4 1206.6.5

8.4.1 1206.6.5

8.4.2 Not in SBCCI

8.4.3 Not in SBCCI

8.4.4 Not in SBCCI

8.4.5 Not in SBCCI

8.4.6 Not in SBCCI

C:\NEHRP\COMPARE.SBC 13



NEHRP SBCCI

9.1 1701.2.5*

9.2 1712.3

9.3 Not in saccI
9.3.1 T. 1707.2.2A

9.4 Not in saccI
9.4.1 Not in saccI
9.4.1.1 1712.4.3.1

9.4.1.2 1712,3.3

9.5 Not in saccI
9.5.1 1712.4,6

9.5.2 Not in secci
9.5.2.1 1712.4.3

9.5.2.2 1712.4.8

9.5.2.3 T. 1707.2.2A

95.3 1712.3.1
1712.3.2

9.6 Not in saccI
9.6.1 1712.4.4.2

9.6.2 1712.4.3.2

9.6.3 1712.4.2.4
1712.4.4.2

9.7 Not in saccI
9.7.1 Not in SBCCI

9.7.1.1 1706.1

9.7.1.2 1707.1.5

9.7.1.3 1707.1.6

9.7.2 1707.2.2
T. 1707.2.2A

9.7.3 Not in saccI
9.7.3.1 T. 1707.2.2B

9.7.3.2 T. 1707.2.2B
T.1707.1A*

C:\NEHRP\COMPARE.S8C

NEHRP/SBCCI COMPARISON

CHAPTER 9 - WOOD

COMMENT

General provision implied by text.

General provision implied by text.

General provision implied by text.

General provision implied by text.

General provision implied by text.

NEHRP limits its use to one-story buildings or the top story of buildings two
stories or more in height.

General provision implied by text.

General provision implied by text.

General provision implied by text.

General provision implied by text.

14



NEHRP

9.7.3.3

9.7.3.4

9.7.3.5

9.7.3.6

9.8

9.8.1

9.8.2

9.8.2.1

9.8.2.2

9.8.3

9.8.3.1

9.8.3.2

9.8.4

9.8.4.1

9.8.4.2

9.8.5

9.8.6

T.9-1

T. 9-2

T. 9-3

T.9-4

SBCCI

T. 1707.2.28

T. 1707.2.28

T. 1707.2.2B
T. 1707.18*

T. 1707.2.28

1712.1
1712.4

1712.4.1

1712.4.4
1712.4.4.1

1712.4.2.1
1712.4.2.2
1712.4.2.3

1712.4.2.5

1712.4.5

1712.4.5.1
1712.4.5.1.1
1712.4.5.1.2

1712.4.5.2

1712.4.6

1712.4.6

1712.4.6
1710.3
1710.4

1707.2.5
1712.4.8

1206.3.6.1.2

T. 1710.2A*

T. 1710.28*

1707.2.5
T.1707.2.5

1805.1.1

NEHRP/SBCCI COMPARISON

COMMENT

SBCCI defines torsional irregularity as the lateral stiffness ratio greater than 4
to 1.

C:\NEHFIP\COMPARE.S8C 15



NEHRP

10.1

10.2

10.2.1

10.2.1.1

10.2.1.2

10.2.1.3

10.2.1.4

10.2.1.5

10.2.2

10.2.2.1

10.2.2.1.1

10.2.2.1.2

10.2.2.2

10.2.2.3

sacCI

1502*, 1503*,
1504*.1505*,
1506*

1512.2
1512.2.1 (1)
1503.4.2

1512.2.1

1512.2.1 (1)

1512.2.1 (2)

1512.2.1(3)

1512.2.1(4)

1512.2.1 (5)

1503.3

1503.3

1503.3(1)

1503.3(2)

1503.3(3)

1503.4.1

NEHRP/SBCCI COMPARISON

CHAPTER 10 - STEEL

COMMENT

NEHRP permits the strength value to be the tested strength values defined as
the mean minus two times the standard deviation of at least three tests.

10.2.3 1506.2

10.3 1512.3

10.4 1512.4

10.4.1 1512.4.1

10.4.2 1512.4.2

10.5 1512.5

10.5.1 1512.5.1

10.5.2 1512.5.2

10.6 1512.6

10.6.1 1512.6.1

10.6.2 1512.6.2

10.7 1512.7

10.7.1 1512.7(1)

10.7.2 1512.7(2)
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NEHRP/SBCCI COMPARISON

COMMENT

NEHRP simply requires the bolts to be fully tightened. SBCCI requires the
bolts to be tightened per AISC·ASD for slip critical connections.

NEHRP lists 26 differem provisions for eccemrically braced frames. SBCCI
simply requires the frames which are designed in accordance with the AISC-
ASD specification to comply with Section 9 01 the AISC-LRFD seismic
Provisions.

NEHRP SBCCI

10.7.3 1512.7(3)

10.7.4 1512.7(4)

10.7.5 1512.7(5)

10.7.6 1512.7(6)

10.7.7 1512.7(7)

10.8 1512.8(3.0)

10.8.1 1512.8
(3.1-3.4)

10.8.1.1 1512.8(3.1)

10.8.1.2 1512.8 (3.2)

10.8.1.3 1512.8 (3.3)

10.8.1.4 1512.8 (3.4)

10.8.2 1512.8 (3.5)

10.8.3 1512.8 (3.6)

10.8.4 1512.8 (3.7)

10.8.4.1 1512.8 (3.8)

10.8.4.2 1512.8 (3.9)

10.8.4.3 1512.8 (3.10)

10.8.5 1512.8 (3.1t)

10.9 1512.9

Appendix to Chapter 10 - Load and Resistance Factor Design

tCA.7

tOA.7.1

tOA.7.2

tOA.7.3

10A.7.4

10A.7.5

10A.7.6

10A.7.7

1512.7

1512.7(1)

1512.7(2)

1512.7(3)

1512.7(4)

1512.7(5)

1512.7(6)

1512.7(7)

C:\NEHRP\COMPARE.SBC 17



NEHRP/SBCCI COMPARISON

CHAPTER 11 - REINFORCED CONCRETE

NEHRP SBCCI COMMENT

11.1 1611.1

11.1.1 1611.1 .1

11.1.1.1

11.11.2

11.1.1.3

11.1.1.4

11.1.1.5

11.1.1,6

11.1.1,7

11.1.1.8

1611.1.1 (2)

1611.1.1(4)

1611.1.1(5)

1611.1.1 (6)

161111(7)

1611 .1 .1 (8)

1611,1.1 (9)

1601.2*

NEHRP also addresses the welding of reinforcing steel.

SBC 1601.2 references ACI 318-89, Chapter 21, revised to agree with NEHRP
11.1.1.8, 11.1.1.9, 11.1.1.11, 11.1.1.12, 11.1.1 .13 and 11.1.1.1 S.

11.1.1.9

11.1.1.10

11.1.1.11

11.1.1.12

11.1.1.13

11.1.1.14

11.1.1.15

11.1.1.16

11.1.1.17

1601.2*

1611.1.1 (10)

1601.2*

1601.2*

1601.2*

1611.1.1 (2)

1601.2*

1611.1.1(12) NEHRP says 'intermediate ductility frames.' SBCCI says ·intermediate moment
frames.·

Not in SBCCI General statement implied in te)(1.

11.2 1611.2
1611.2.1
1611.2.2

11.3 1611.3
1611.3.1

11.4 1611.3
1611.3.2

11.5 1611.3
1611.3.3

11.6 1611.4

11.7 1611.4

11.8 1611.5

11.8.1 1611.5.1

C:\NEHRP\COMPARE.S8C 18



NEHRP sacci
11.8.2 1611.5.2

11.9 1611.6

11.9.1 1611.6.1

11.9.2 1611.6.2

11.9.3 1611.6.3

C;\NEHRP\COMPARE.S8C
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COMMENT
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NEHRP SBCCI

Chapter 12 1413.1

12.1 1413.2

12.1.1 1413.3

12.2 1413.4

12.3 1413.5

12.4 1401·

12.5 1413.6

12.6 1413.7

12.61 1413.7

12.6.1.1 1413.7.1

12.6.1.2 1413.7.2

12.6.1.2.1 1413.7.2(1)

12.6.1.2.2 1413.7.2(2)

12.6.2 1413.7.3

12.7 1413.8

12.7.1 1413.8.1

12.7.2 1413.8.2

12.7.2.1 1413.8.2(1)

12.7.2.2 1413.8.2(2)

12.8 1413.9

12.8.1 1413.9.1

12.8.1.1 1413.9.1.1

12.8.1.2 1413.9.1.2

12.8.1.2.1 1413.9.1.2(1)

12.8.1.2.2 1413.9.1.2(2)

1281.2.3 1413.9.1.2(3)

C:\NEHRP\COMPARE.SBC
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CHAPTER 12 - MASONRY

COMMENT
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sacCI PROVISIONS NOT FOUND IN NEHRP

1206.12 Required Design Data. Where earthquake loads are applicable, the following design data shall be indicated
on the design drawings:

1. The peak velocity related acceleration, Ay. according to 1206.1.5.
2. The peak acceleration, A., according to 1206.1.5.
3. The seismic hazard exposure group according to 1206.1.6.
4. The Seismic Performance Category according to 1206.1.8.
5. The soil profile type according to Table 1206.3.1.
6. The basic structural system and seismic resisting system according to Table 1206.3.3.
7. The response modification factor, R, and the deflection amplification factor. Cd' according to Table 1206.3.3.
8. The analysis procedure utilized in accordance with 1206.4 or 1206.5 as applicable.

1206.3.6.3.1 Plan irregUarily. Buadings which have plan structural irregularity Type 5 in Table 1206.3.4.1 shall be
analyzed for seismic loads in directions other than the principal axes.

1611.1.1 Modilications to ACI 318. The sections of ACI 318 shall be modified as indicated in items 1 through 12.
1. Modify Section 8.1.2 to reacl: 'Except where load combinations of Standard Building Code 1208 including
seismic forces are used, design of nonprestressed reinforced concrete members using Appendix A. Alternate
Design Method, is permitted.'

3. Add the following definitions to Section 21.1 of ACI 318:
'Confined region: That portion of a reinforced concrete component in which the concrete is confined by
closely spaced Special transverse reinforcement restraining the concrete in directions perpendicular to the
applied stress."

'Joint: That portion of a column bounded by the highest and lowest surfaces of the other members framing
into it.'

"Special transverse reinforcement: Reinforcement composed of spirals, closed stirrups, or hoops and
supplementary cross-ties provided to restrain the concrete and qualify the portion of the component. where
used, as a confined region."

11. Modify Section 21.7.1.3 to read: 'The design shear force, N,), shall be obtained from the lateral load
analysis in accordance with the factored loads and combinations of loads specified in 1114.0."

1712.2 Definitions
The following words and terms shall apply to the provisions of this section and have the following meanings:

Blocked diaphragm: A diaphragm in whiCh all sheathing edges not occurring on a framing member are supported
on and connected to blocking.

Diaphragm: A horizontal or nearly horiZontal system designed to transmit lateral forces to the vertical elements of
the seismic resisting system.

Wood shear panel: A wood floor, roof. or wall component sheathed to act as a shear wall or diaphragm.

1711.3 Partic:IebcBd Floor and Roof Diaphragm ConsIruction
1711.3.1 The nail size and spacing at diaphragm boundaries and the edges of each sheet of particleboard shall be
as shown in Table 1711.2A and shall be designed in accordance with the provisions of this section. Nails c:A the same
size shall be plaCed along all intermediate framing members at 10 inches on center for floors and 12 inches for roofs.
1711.3.2 Shear capacities for fasteners in framing members of other wood species, shall be calculated by multiplying
the shear capacities by 0.82 for Group III species and 0.65 for Group IV species, contained in the NFoPA NOS.
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1711.3.3 The oriemation of the structural framing and particleboard panels shall comply with Case " 2, 3, 4, 5. or
6 in Table 1711.2A.
1711.3.4 When either 2 inch or 21Jz inch fastener spacings are used with 2·inch wide framing members in accordan\;e
with Table 1711.2A, the 1raming member adjoining panel edges shall be 3-inch nominal width and nails at panel edges
shall be placed in two lines.
1711.3.5 Framing at adjoining panel edges shall be 3-inch nominal or wider and nails shall be staggered where 10<1
nails having penetration imo framing of more than 1 5/8 inches are spaced 3 inches or less on center.

1711.4 Panicleboard Shear Wal Construction.
1711.4.1 Nailing. The required nail size and spacing in Table 1711.28 apply to panel edges only. All panel edgeS shall
be backed with 2·inch nominal or wider framing. Sheets are permitted to be installed either horiZontally or vertically.
For 31B-inch particleboard sheets installed with the long dimension parallel to studs spaced 24 inches on center, nails
shall be spaced at 6 inches on cemer along intermediate framing members. For all other conditions, nails of the same
size shall be spaced at 12 inches on center along intermediate framing members.
1711.4.2 Other Wood Species. Shear capacities for fasteners in framing members of other wood species, shall be
calculated by multiplying the shear capacities by 0.82 for Group III species and 0.65 for Group IV species as contained
in the NFoPA NOS.
1711.4.3 Framing. Framing shall be 3-inch nominal or wider and the nails shall be staggered where nails are space
2 inches on center or where 10d nailS, having a penetration into framing of more than 1 5/8 inches, are used with a
3·jnch nail spacing.
1111.4.4 Shear Capacity Increase. The shear capacities for 318 inch and 7116-inch particleboard applied direct to
framing with Bd nails. a;e permitted to be increaSed to the 1/2-inch particleboard shear capacities of Table 1711.28
when the framing studs are spaced a maximum of 16 inches on center or the particleboard is applied With the long
dimension perpendicular to the studs.
1711.4.5 0IIset Joints. Where particleboard is applied to both faces of a wall and the nail spacing is less than 6
inches on center on either side. panel joints shall be offset to be placed on different framing members, or framing shall
be 3-inch nominal or thicker and nails on each side shall be staggered.

1712.4.7 Particleboard Shear Panels. The design shear capacity Of particleboard panels shall be in accordance with
1711 .3 for diaphragms and 1711.4 for shear walls.

Shear panels shall be constructed with particleboard sheets not less than 4 ft by e ft, except at boundaries and
changes in framing. Particleboard panels shall be designed to resist shear only, and Chords, collector members, and
boundary members shall be designed to transfer the axial forces. Boundary members shaD be connected at all
corners. ParticlebOard panels less than 12 inches wide shall be blocked.

1413.3 ModificclIions to ACI530IASCE 5, Appendix A. The sections of Appendix A, ACI 530/ASCE 5 shall be modified
as indicated in items 1 through 6.

1. Revise title of Section A.2 to read: 'Special Provisions for Seismic Performance Category 8."
2. Revise title Of Section A.3 to read: 'Special Provisions for Seismic Performance Category C'.
3. Revise title Of Section A.4 to read: "Specjal Provisions for Seismic Performance Category 0 and E.'
4. Modify Section A.4.1 to read: "All masonry structures assigned to Seismic Performance Category 0 or E shall

be designed and constructed in accordance with the requirements for structures assigned to Seismic
Performance Category C and with the following additional requiremems."

5. Modify Section A.4.2 to read: 'The provisions of Chapters 6 and 9 of ACI 530/ASCE 5 do not apply to structures
assigned to Seismic Performance Category 0 or E.'

6. Modify Section A.4.10.1 to read: 'The term hook or standard hook used nerein for tie anchorage for structures
assigned to Seismic Performance Category 0 or E shall mean a standard 135 degree or 180 degree hook:
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Executive Summary
Overview and Intent

Executive Order 12699 requi res seismic design of federall y occupied
and assisted projects. The Interagency Committee on Seismic Safety
in Construction (ICSSC) in their report RP :' 1 "Guidelines and
Procedures for Implementation of the Executive Order on Seismic
Safety of New Construction", recommends the use of building codes
which are suhstantially equivalent to the National Earthquake Hazard
Reduction Program Recommended Provisions for the Development
of Seismic Regulations for New Buildings (NEHRP Provisions)
This study was performed by the International Conference of Build
ing Officials for the Council ofAmerican Buildi ng Officials on behal f
of the National Institute of Standards and Technology. The goal of
the study is to determine whether a building designed under the
Uniform Building Code (UBC) would provide a level of safety
equivalent to the NEHRP provisions and to note where the provisions
of the NEHRP criteria are more restrictive and where the provisions
of the Uniform Building Code are more restrictive than those in
NEHRP.

In addition a "cross-walk" or cross-reference between the two sets of
provisions was to be developed.

Several general differences between the UBC/SEAOC approach and
the NEHRP approach are:

Ultimate Strength vs. Working Stress Approach: The NEHRP
provisions use an ultimate load design approach. The UBC is based
on working stress. The NEHRP forces on the building cannot be
directly compared to those required by the UBC. Because of this
difference in criteria the NEHRP building will have a higher
demand/capacity utilization than the UBC building. The UBC
designed building will have greater reserve strength under its design
load.

Basis for Seismic Load Determination: The UBC design loads are
based on the seismic zone, structural system and the building's use
(occupancy). This determines the "base shear" design force. Thus as
the anticipated level of ground shaking increases, the requirements
increase.

As with the UBC, the NEHRP provisions increase the base shear
design force as the level ofground shaking increases. However as the



need to maintain operations increases, NEHRP uses a different
approach utilizing the Seismic Performance category (SPC) The
SPC takes into account the seismicity and occupancy.Based on the
SPC, different criteria :!re specified.

Response Factor: Both sets of code provisions contain a response
factor. This is commonly called the "R" factor. In the NEHRP
provisions the term is R; in the UBC it is Rw . Again these factors
cannot be compared even for identical structures, because one
modifies Ultimate Strength equations, the other Working Stress
equations.

Limitations: The report does not discuss mapping and its impact on
seismic design levels.

Methodology

To accomplish the goals ofthis study the following methodology was
used.

Review of Provisions: The individual provisions of both the 1988
NEHRP and the 1991 USC were compared for technical intent and
content. Significant provision sections are shown side by side in the
report. A number of flow charts and numerical comparisons are were
developed and included in the report.

Case studies: Three case studies of buildings were conducted. These
included a single story building of masonry wall and wood roof
construction; a three story wood frame apartment building; and a ten
story steel frame building.

Findings and Recommendations

The findings of the study are that a building designed under the
NEHRP criteria or the USC provisions would provide the same level
of safety and that the two sets of provisions are substantially equal.
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I. Introduction

Scope and Intent

Under Executive Order 12699, federally owned, occupied and as
sisted projects must be designed and constructed using "appropriate
seismic design and construction standards". The Interagency Com
mittee on Seismic Safety in Construction (ICSSC) has the rt:spon
sibility for recommending appropriate seismic design and construc
tion standards. The Icsse in their report RP 2.1 "Guidelines and
Procedures for Implementation of the Executive Order on Seismic
Safety of New Construction", recommends the use of building codes
which are substantially equivalent to the National Earthquake Hazard
Reduction Program Recommended Provisions for the Development
of Seismic Regulations for New Buildings (NEHRP Provisions). The
National Institute of Standards and Technology, which provides the
technical Secretariat to the leSSe, sponsored this study.

This study was performed by the Internati()nal Conference of Build
ing Officials (ICBO) for the Council of American Building Officials
(CABO). It is intended to determine whether a bUilding designed
under the Uniform BuiLding Code (UBC) would provide a level of
safety equivalent to the NEHRP provisions.

Overview

In the past fifteen years there has been general agreement about the
basic level of earthquake forces for which buildings should be
designed. Seismic design recommendations developed by the Struc
tural Engineers Association of California (SEAOC) have been the
basis for the seismic design provisions in the Uniform Building Code
for almost thirty years.

Design of various building materials has also evolved. Through
research an "ultimate strength" approach has been developed for
some building materials. Research is now underway for other
materials. This ultimate strength approach is different from the
traditional "working stress" approach. [n the ultimate strength ap
proach the design is based on factored loads and the strength of the
materials with a factor of safety. In the working stress approach the
factor of safety is accomplished by factoring down from ultimate
strength to an allowable stress. The working stress method frequently
results in different factors of safety for different materials and com-



ponents of a building. The ultimate strength approach is designed to
achieve a known and consistenl factor of safety.

Building code provisions for seismic design have been based on a
working stress approach. Beginning in the mid-1970's, the Applied
Technology Council (ATC) began developing new provisions. Very
early in the project the decision was made to develop seismic
provisions based on an ultimate strength approach. Revisions and
updates to the ATC ",ork were undertaken by the Building Seismic
Safety Counci I (BSSC) of the National Institute of Building Sciences
(NIBS). This effort was funded by FEMA under the National
Earthquake Hazard Reduction Program (NEHRP). The resulting
document, officially titled NEHRP Recommended Provisions fort he
Development ofSeismic Regulations for New Buildings, is common
ly called the NEHRP provisions. The design process using NEHRP
is shown in Figure A.

The current Unzform Building Code seismic provisions are based on
those developed by SEAOC. These provisions were completely
revised and published in 1988. Some of the approaches of the ATC
work have been incorporated. This volunteer effort took almost 10
years of effort and is generally based on the working stress method.
The UBC design process is shown in Figure B.

The intent of the NEHRP provisions was to incorporate the most
recent research findings and the lessons learned from earthquakes. In
addition, since material design provisions are moving towards an
ultimate strength approach, the NEHRP provisions are leading the
seismic design by using the ultimate strength approach.

Section VII provides a "cross-walk", a cross reference between the
UBC code sections and the NEHRP provisions to assist users in
finding similar sections of each document.

Significant Issues

There are several points to be aware of in reviewing the two sets of
provisions.

It is important to understand that NEHRP and UBC design loads and
stresses cannot be compared by simply looking at the numbers. Since
one is based on ultimate strength and the other based on working
stress, the results of calculations and analysis are completely dif
ferent.
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Ultimate Stren~thDesign vs. Working Stress Design

The NEHRP provisions use an ultimate load design approach. Ul
timate strength design utilizes the total capacity ofa buildi ng element
and factors the load down with a factor of safety. The SEAOCtUBC
approach has been to use a working strength approach. In this
approach the factor of safety is already included in the allowable
material stress. Ultimate strengths, hence factors of safety, may vary
based on the specific material. A UBC building would have more
"reserve" strength. The NEHRP designed building would have a
greater material capacity utilization. Thus any attempt to compare thl:
two sets ofprovisions based on numerical forces and material stresses
is not possible.

Effect of Buildin~ Use on Design Approach

The UBC design loads are based on the seismic zone, structural
system and the building's use (occupancy). These are used to deter
mine the "base shear" design force. As the anticipated level ofground
shaking increases, the base shear requirements increase. Similarly, as
the need to he operational in a post-disaster situation increases, the
design base shear is increased.

As with the UBC, the NEHRP provisions increase the base shear
design force as the level of ground shaking increases. However, as
the need to maintain operations increases, NEHRP uses a different
approach utilizing the Seismic Performance Category (SPC). The
SPC takes into account the seismicity and occupancy. Based on the
SPC, different criteria are specified, such as drift limits, detailing
requirements, and toughness. Thus the two approaches are quite
different.

Response Factor

Both sets of code provisions contain a response factor. This is
commonly called the "R" factor. In the NEHRP provisions the term
is R; in the UBC It is Rw. Again these factors, since they are based
on different design approaches, cannot be compared even for identi
cal structures.

Limitations

The reader should be aware that this report does not include either
set of provisions in their entirety and cannot be used as a design
document.
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Moreover the repon does not discuss mapping and its impact on
seismic design levels. For example, the UBC places Seattle in Seis
mic Zone 3 while the NEHRP maps place Seattle in Av 0.2 which
may be considere.d equivalent to UBC Seismic Zone 2, a seismic zone
with lower requirements. As a result a case study of a building to be
constructed in Seattle would show significant differences based on
the maps. The rationale behind these mapping differences is beyond
the scope of this study. Thus the case studies use consistent seismic
ground motion rather than being site specific.
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II. Methodology _

To determine whether an equivalent building would be provided
under either set ofprovisions. the followi ng steps were accomplished.

Review of Provisions

The individual provisions of both the 1988 NEHRP and the 1991
UBCwere compared for technical intent and content. Sections of the
provisions that provide clarification of consistency between NEHRP
and the UBe as well as differences are shown side by side in this
report.

To assist in this comparison a number of charts modeling the design
process were made. In addition several numerical comparisons were
made between the NEHRP and VBC provisions.

Each section where differences occur was reviewed relative to the
intent of the change and the effect on building safety.

The sections for the various materials were reviewed but a different
approach was taken for comparison. Material requirements are re
lated to the SPC in NEHRP. In the UBC the material requirements
are based on Seismic Zone.

A "cross-walk" between the two sets of provisions was developed.
This is to permit users of either set of provisions to determine the
equivalent section in either NEHRP or the UBC.

Case studies

Several case studies of buildings were conducted. This included a
single story building of masonry wall and wood roof construction; a
three story wood frame apartment building; and a ten story steel frame
building.

The procedure consisted of designing the same building under both
the 1988NEHRP and the 1991 VBC. The intent was only to compare
the resulting building. Only the basic structure was designed, no
detailing was done.

Designed buildings used the same materials, beam, column and wall
sizes.Then the actual stress under the design load was compared with
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the allowable strt-iS or nominal stren;;th for selected components.
This allowed a comparison of the use of materials even though the
numbers were different and based on different approaches.

Differences were found in the case study re~ults. A design of a UBC
complying structure was undertaken. Comments on the differences
in the "UBC" structure is included in each case study.

Engineering Judgment

In evaluating the results of the case studies and comparison of
provisions, engineeringjudgment played an important role. Building
loads, including dead loads, may vary somewhat from the design
assumptions. As a result material selections may vary somewhat
between design engineers. Thus the interpretation of the calculation
results was based on the fact that materials and stresses withi r It
ten percent of one another may be considered substalll .."IY
equivalent.

Findings

Based on this procedure and findings of this report, it was concluded
that the two sets of provisions are substantially equivalent.
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III. Code Provisions Comp_a_re_d _

Introduction

This section examines specific provisions of each document. It is
divided into several subsections, one for each of the boxes in Figures
A and B, the seismic design process charts. Within each subsection
is a side by side comparison of selected provisions as well as
ohservations regarding the effect of differences between the two sets
of provisions. For some aspects ofthe provisions, the subsections also
include flow charts which describe the decision process to select
required design provisions; comparisons of design values, specific
requirements, and tools that will assist the reader in understanding
the differences.

Approach

This section compares selected sections of NEHRP and UBC on a
side by side basis permitting the reader to compare provisions. The
sections selected are intended to show similarity and differences in
approach and content. Some sections have been edited to eliminate
text and tables that do not add to understanding the intent of this
report. Most tables, such as those for" R" are best reviewed in the
provisions or code itself.

Not all boxes shown in Figures A and B are detailed here. The figures
show the engineering design process and were adapted from the
NEHRP documents. These were intended to illustrate the seismic
design process for engineers who may not have had such experience.
Thus boxes which show ordinary design activities do not have a side
by side comparison.

Subjects Covered

This section covers the following topics:

• Applicability of Provisions

• Determination of Design Factors

• Non-structural Requirements

• Quality Assurance

• Site Conditions

• Building Frame Requirements
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• Selection of Design Method

• Equivalent Lateral Force Procedure

• Modal Analysis

• Load Combinations

• Drift Limit Comparisons and Building Separation

• Materials Requirements

• Foundations

How the Comparisons Were Made

Each section of the NEHRP provisions was reviewed alongside those
of the UBC. They were then compared for intent and approach. In
addition the effect ofeach on the design ofthe building was evaluated.
This was done with the results of the case studies in hand.

After the total comparison was completed, comments, observations
and then recommendations were prepared.
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1988 NEHRP

1.2 and 1.3

1.2 SCOPE

'I ...ese provisions establish rrquirements for the design

a nd construction of new buildings to resist the effects
of earthquake motions.

EXCEPTION: The following need not comply with
tbese provisions:

1. Buildings classified for agricultural use and in
tended only for incidental buman occupancy.

2. One-and two-family dwellings that are located in
map areas having a value of Av less than 0.15.

3. Special structures including, but not limited to,
bridges. transmission towers, industrial towers and
equipment, piers and wharves, hydraulic structures,
and nuclear reactors. These special structures require
special consideration of their response characteristics
and environment tbat is beyond tbe scope of these

provisions

Applicability of Provisions
(Ref: Box 1)

199'iUBC

1333

(a) Basis for design, The prol'Cdures and limitations for
the design ofstructures shall be delennincd l'Onsidering
zoning. site characteristks, OlTupaney. configuration,

structural system anti height in accordanl'e witb this

section. The minimum design scismic forces shall be
those determined in accordanl'e with the static lateral

force procedure of Sel'tion 2334 except as modified by
Sel'tion 2335(e)3. One-and two-family dwellings in
Seismic Zone No.1 need not conform to the provisions
of this seclion.

OBSERVATIONS

Figures C and D ilIuslrate the prOl'ess of
detemlining if a structure is covered by the
provisions. One chart is provided for each
set of provisions.

NEHRP l"xempts all non-building struc
tures, Thus a bridge or tank on grade must
be designed using some lither source of
design guidance. NEHRP also exempt'l
agricultural buildings and one and two
family dwellings in regions equivalent to
UBC Seismic Zones 0 and 1.

The UBC has exemplions for dwellings in
Seismic Zon... ~ 0 ~nd 1.

In both lhe UBCand NEHRP. wood frame
slruclures in tbe IO",I".~t seismic zone may
confoml 10 l'onventional framing
provisions,

The UBC regulates alll>uildings rl'gulaled
by NEHRP.
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1.3 APPLICATION OF PROVISIONS
New buildings within the scope of these provisions
shall be designed and constructed 8S required by this
seclion. Design documents shallbt' submitted to deter
mine compliance with these provisions.

1.3.1 New BUildings

New buildings sball be designed and conslructed in
accordance with the applicable requirements of Cbap
ters 3 Ibrough 12 and shall be subject to the Quality
Assurance Requirements of Sec. 1.6. One- and two
story wood frame dwellings not over 35 feet in heigbt
located in map areas baving a value of Av equal to or
greater than 0.15 need only confonn to tbe require
ments for Conventional Ligbt Ti mbt'r Construclion set
forth in Sec. 9.7.

Altbough nol delailed herein, bolb
NEHRP and UBC require additions 10

buildings 10 comply with the vrovisions.
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1988 NEHRP

Determination of Design Factors
(Ref: Box 2)

1991UBC OBSERVATIONS

~

(,)

1.4.1 Design Ground Motions

Tbe design ground motions are defined in tenns of
Effective Peak Acceleration and Effective Peak
Velocity-Related Acceleration, rcpresented by coef
ficients Aaand Av, respectively. The coefficients Aa
and Av to be used in the application of tbese
provisions sball be detennined inaccordancc with tbe

following procedure.

1.4.1.1 Detennine the appropriate Map Areas for tbe
building site from Figures I-land 1-2and thendeler
mine tbe values for Aa and Av from either the value
on tbe figure or Table 1-1.

1.4.1.2 Alternatively, values of Aa and Av may be
detennined directly from Figures 1-3 and 1-4, respec
tively; interpolation should be used in reading

Figures 1-3 and 1-4.

23J3(b)

(b) Seismic Zones. Each site shall be assi~ned to a
seismic zone in alTordanl'e with Figure No. 23- 2.
Each structure shall be assigned a zone factor. Z. in

accordance with Tahle No. 23·1.

established. The NEHRP designer deter
mines the huilding's required Seismic Per
fomlance Category (SPC). This is ac

complished hy detennining tbe design
eanhquake forl'e (Av) and the SHEG,
which is hased on occupancy. From this
the SPC is detemlined. From these values
tbe detailed drsign requirrments are deter
mined.

The USC designer detemlines the seismic
zone and OCl'upancy. These factors are
used to find lhe hase shear design loads.

Figure E will assist readers to compare the

seismic zone and occupancy requirements
the UBC to the SHEG and SPC of
NEHRP.

Using this the reader can understand the
various terms.

Also included in this section arc lahles
from NEHRP and the USC used to deter
mine the seismic design l'oeffil'ients.



1.4.2 Sel.mlc Hazard EXpoilure Groups
All buildings shall be assigned to one of the following
Seismic Hazard Exposures Groups for tbe purpose of
these provisions:

1.4.2.1 Group III

Seismic Hazard Exposure Group III shall he buildings
baving essential facilities tbat are necessary for post
eartbquake recovery. Also see the requirements for
access 10 and Ibe functionality of essential facilities in
Sec. 1.4.2.5 and 1.4.2-6, respectively.

1.4.2.2 Group II

Seismic Huard Exposure Group II shall he buildings
tbat constitute a substantial public hazard because of
occupancy or use.

..... 1.4.2.3 Group I
~

Seismic Hazard Exposure Group I sball be all other
buildings nol classified in Group III or II.

1.4.3 Seismic Performance Categories For tbe purpl'ses
of these provisions, all buildings sball be assigned,
based on level of tbe design ground motion coefficient
Av and tbe Seismic Hazard Exposure Group desig
nated, 10 a Seismic Performance Category in accord
ance witb Table 1-2.

Any method ofanalysis ortypc: of (on.'1lnJction required
for a bigber Seismic Performance Category may be
used for a lower Seismic Performance Category.

Z3JJ(d) O(:cupancy Categories. For purposes of
earthquake-resistant design, eal'h structure shall be
placed in one of the occupancy categories listed in
Table No. 23-K. Table No. 23-L lists importance fac
tor.!. I, and review requirements for each category.

Bolh UBC and NEHRP use the same
generakategories to define occupancy. but
they use different numbering systems to
identify the groupings.
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1988 NEHRP

3.2 SITE EFFECTS

Soil Profile Types and site coefficients, S, are given
in tbis section.

3.2.1 Soil Profile Types
lower factor in tbis case. The NEHRP

Tbe erfects of site conditions on building response
shall be establisbed based on tbe Soil Profile Types
defined below.

In locations wbere tbe soil properties are not known
in sufficient detail to determine tbe Soil Profile Type
or wbere tbe profile does not fit any oftbe four types,
Soil Profile S2, Soil Profile S3, or Soil Profile Type
S4sbaJl be used depending on whicbever Soil Profile
Type results in tbe bigber value of seismic coeffi
cient, 01, IS detennined in Sec. 4.2.1.

3.2.2 Site Coefficient

S is a coefficient for tbe effects of tbe site conditions
on bUilding response and is given in Table 3-1.

3.2.3 Soil-Structure Interaction

The base shear, story sbears, overturning momenls,
and deOections determined in Cbapter 4 or Chapter
5 may be modified in accordance with the Appendix
to Cbapter 6 to account for tbe effecL~ of soil-struc
ture interaction.

1991UBC

1333 (c)

Sile Geology and Soil Characteristics. Soil profile
type and site coefficient, S, shall be established in
accordance with Table No. 23-1.

OBSERVATIONS

Both sets of provisions have similar soils
factors. NEHRP requires use of the most
restrictive soil factor when there is no
soils investigation. The UBC requires a

provisions could increase the foundation
costs for smaller slru(·tures.



Seismic Zone and Occupancy Comparison

1991 USC OCCUPANCY TYPE
IV III I, II

1988 NEHRP SHEG
I /I 11/

ZONE Av SPC
3&4 0.2 < Av 0 D E

28 Av =0.2 0 0 E
28 0.15 < Av < 0.20 C D 0
2A Av =0.15 C D 0
2A 0.10 < Av < 0.15 C C C
1 Av = 0.10 C C C
1 0.05 <= Av < 0.10 8 B C
0 Av < 0.05 A A A

Figure E. Chart comparing the UBC to NEHRP for
seismic zone and occupancy.
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TAIL( I-I
Coef'fctMt A. end Ay

tt8P Are. frCIII FIgyr.
I-I IA.I or 1-2 CAy)

T
6
5
4
3
2
I

V.lue of
Aa or Av

0.40
0.30
0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.05

'.075

NEHRP seismic design coefficients.

TABLE NO. 23-1
SEISIIIC ZONE FACTOR ZI '~5 1-"0~"'1O--"I-o-.~----i"'.~-'"

TABLE NO. 2S-L-OCCUPANC' REQUIM_NTS

IMfIOIITAIICC "ACTOR ,

0CClI~ CAftClOll¥' ~ WlIIlIl

I. EPcnIiai lKili\ics 1.15 1.15

II. Hazarlloua fKiliSics 1.15 1.15

01. s,ecial KW,.cy ltNCIum I.. I.•

IV. SWIlIIN ecc.,...cy I1nICtIIfts I•• 1.10

UBC tables for Seismic Zone and ImpcrtaDce Factors.
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1988 NEHRP

8.1 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

Nonstruetural Requirements
(Ref: Box 4)

1991UBC

2336

OBSERVATIONS

-Q)

Tbe requirements of tbis cbapter establisb mInimum
design levels forarcbitectural. mecbankal, and electrical
systems and components recognizing occupancy use,
occuplnt load, need for opentional continuity, and the
interrelltion of structunllnd arcbitectural, mechanicll,
and electrical components. Allarcbitectural, mechani
cal, Ind electrical systems and components in buildings
and podions thc.-reof shall be designc.-d and cOn.',tructed to
resist seismic forces determined in accordance with tbis
chapter.

Exceptions:

1. Those systems or components designated in Table 8-2
or 8-3 for performance cbancteristic level L that are in
buildings assigned to Seismic Hazard Exposure Group I
which are located in areas with a value of Av less than
0.15 or that are in buildings assigned to Seismic Hazard
Exposure Group II which are located in areas with I a
value ofAv less tban 0.05 are not subject to the provisions
of this chapter.

2. Elevator systems that are in buildings assigned to
Seismic Hazard Exposure Group I which Ire located in
lreas witb I value of Av less tban 0.15 or tbat are in
buildings assigned to Seismic Hazard Exposure Group II
Ind are located in areas with a value of Av less than 0.05
are not subject to the provisions of this chapter.

(a) General. Parts and portions of strut'tures and lhc.-ir
attachmenls, permanent nonslrucluralcomponenls and
their attachmenls, and the attachments for pemlanent
equipment supported by a structure shall be designed
to resist the total design seismic forces prescribed in
Section 2336 (b).

Attachments shall include anchorages and required
bracing. Friction resulting from gravity loads shall nor
be considered 10 provide resistance to seismic for
ces.When tbe structural failure of tbe laleral force
resisting systems of nonrigid equipment would cause
a life bazard, such systems shall be designed to resist
the seismic forces prescribed in Section 2336 (b).

EXCEPTION: Equipment weighing less than 400
pounds, furniture ortemporary or movable equipment.

When allowable design stresses and other aCl'eptance
criteria are not contained in or referenced by Ihis code
or the U.B.C. Standards, such criteria shall be obtained
from approved national standards.

Botb UBC and NEHRP have requiremenLs for
design of non-strurtural romponcnls and ele
ments.

NEHRP provision.s are very specific in lisling
the requirements by component NEHRP con
siders survivability and defines perfomlance
based on Superior (S), Good (G) and Low (L)
requiremenls. This rating determines the Per·
formance ChaTllcteristics Level (P) factor, a
design load modifier. As can be seen in Table
B-1 at Ihe end of Ihis section the P factor in·
creases the design load on the component.
Tables 8-2 and 8-3 illustnle the delail of the
regulations.

The UBC accomplisbes this through the "I"
factor and specific provisions in various parts
oCtbe code some shown herein. The references
to UBC Chapters 18 and 19 are provision.s
requiring post earthquake performance of
safety systems in bigh'rise bUildings.

Figures F and G compare tbe computed \'alues
for various building elements and occupancies.
Although diret't comparison is not possibJto,
relative comparison of design factors for
various elements iIIuminales several differen
ces between tbe NEHRP and tbe UBC.
Despite these differences, rigorous compliance
with the UBC will provide for adequate design
of all clements required by NEHRP.



The values ofZ and I shall be Ihe values used for tbe
bUilding.

(b) Design Cor Tolal uleral Foree. The total design
la.eral seismi<' for{·e. Fp, shall be detemlined from
tbe following Cornlula:

Seismic Hazard Exposure Groups are delemlined in
Sec. 1.4. Mixed Occupancy requirements are provided
in Ibat seclion.
The seismic force on any componen' shall be applied at
.be center of gravity of tbe componen' and sball be
assumed to act in any borizontal direc.ion. For vertical
forces on mechanical and elec.rical componenls, see
Table 8-3.

Fr = ZICpWp (36-1 )

.....
(l)

8.Z ARCHITECTURAL

8.2. t General

Sys.ems or components listed in Table 8·2 and their
attacbments sball be designed and de.ailed in accord·
ance witb tbe requirements oftbis chapter. The designs
or cri'eria for systems or components sball be includt"d
as part of the design documents .

8.2.2 Forces

Architectural systems and components and rheir auach·
ments sball be designed to resist seismic forces deter·
mined as follows:

EXCEPTIONS;· J. For anchorage of machinery
a nd equipment rt"quircd for life-safety systems, the
value of! sball be 'akena.'! 1.5.

2. For tbe design of .anks and vessels containing
sufficient quanrities of bigbly toxic or explosive
substances to be hazardous to tbe safety of tbe
general public if released, the value of I shall be

ta ken as 1.5.8.2.2 Forces

3. Tbe value of I for panel connectors for panels in
Section 2337 (b) 4 C shall be 1.0 for the entire
connector.

Fp = tbe seismic force applied to a component of a
building or equipment a' its center of gravity,

Av = tbe seismic coefficient representing the Effective
Peak Velocit)-Related Acceleration as determined in
Sec. 1.4,

where

Fp = AvCcPWc• (8.1)
The coefficient Cp is for elements and component~

and for rigid and rigidly supported eqUipment.
Rigid or rigidly supported equipment is defined as
baving a fundamental period less than or equal to
0.06 second. Nonrigid or fleXibly supponed equip
ment is defined as a system baving a fundamental
period, including tile equipment, greater than 0.06
second.

Cc =tbe seismic coefficient forcomponenL'I ofarcbitec·
tural systems as given in Table 8·2 (dimen..'1ionless),



~

P =Perfonnance criteria factor as given in Table 8-1
(dimensionless), and

We = the weight of a component of a building or
equipment.

The force, Fp. shall be applied independently vertically,
longitudinal:,. and laterally in combination with the
static load of the element.
EXCEPTIONS: When positive and negative wind
loads exceed f p for nonbearing l'xterior walls, these
loads sball govern tbe design. Similarly, when the
Code borizontalloads exceed Fp for interior partitiOns,
these loads shall govern tbe design.

11.3 MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL DF-SIGN
REQUIREMENTS

8.).1 General
Systems or components listed in Ta':Jle 8·) and tbeir
attacbments sball be designed and detailed in accord
Ince witb tbe requiremenlS oflhis chapter. The designs
or criteria fouystems or components sba II be included
as part of the Design Documents.

An analysis of a component supporting mechanism
based on establisbed principles of structural dynamics
may be performed to justify reducing the forces deter
mined in Sec. 8.).2.

Combined states ofstress, sucb as tension and shear in
anchor bolts, sball be investigated in accordance with
establisbed principles of mechanics.

Tbe lateral forces calculated for nonrigid or
flexibly supported equipment supported by a
structure and located above grade shall be deter
mined cOIl~idering tbe dynamic properties of
both tbe eqUipment and tbe structure whkh
supports it, huttbe value sball not be less than
tbatlistcd in Table No. 23-P. In the absence of
an analysis or empirical data, tbe value of Cp
for nonrigid or flexibly supported equipment
located above grade on a structure shall be taken
as twice the value listed in Tahle No. 23-P, but
need not exceed 2.0.

EXCEPTION: Piping, ducting and conduit
system~ wbicb arc conslructed of dUl'tile
materials and conncrtiolls may usc the values
ofCp from Table No. 2)·P.

Tbe value of Cp for clements, components and
equipment laterally self-supported at or below
ground level may be two tbirds of the value set
fortb in Table No. 2J-P. However, the design
lateral forces for an clement or component or
piece of equipment sball not he less than would
he obtained by treating the item as an independent
struclure and using the provisiom; of Section
2338.

The design lateral forces detennined using For
mula (36-1) shall be distrihuted in proponion to
the mass distribution of tbe element or com
ponenl.

Forces determined using Fnrmulit ()/l-I) shall be

used to design members 2nd connel,tions whil'h
tran.~fer these forces to the seismic-resisting sys
tems.

For applicable forces in connectors for exterior
panels and diaphragms, refer to Section 2337 (h)
4 and 9.
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For('cs shall be applied in lhe horizontal direc.
lions, wbich resull in lbe mosl critil'a1loadings
for design.

(c) Specifying Lateral Forces. Design spccifica
lions for equipmenl shall eilhcr specify lhe
design laleral forces prescribed berein or refer
ence lbese provisions.

1807(l')1 B, 1R07(k), 1907.



Seismic Force Comparison of Structural Elements and Nonstructural
Components

TOPIC 1988 NEHRP (For SHEG I) 1991UBC

~

Bearing Wall (Zone: 4)

Bearing Wall Conuections (Zone 4)

Bearing Wall Connecl!Ons (Zone 2A)

Nonbe.ring Wall (Zone 4)

Parapet (Zone 4)

Wall Attacbment (Appendage)

Veneer Anchor

0.4 We

D.4 We or 400 plf (Concrete or Masonry)

0.15 Wl' or 150 plf (Concrete or Masonry)

0.54 Wc

0.4 Wc (bearing wall)

0.54 Wc (nonbearing wall)

1.8 We

O.6Wc

Figure F. Seismic loads on various huilding elements
and components.

D.3 wp

0.3 Wp or 200 plf

0.1 t Wp or 200 plf

O.3Wp

O.8Wp

O.!.Wp

2 'Np

Ohservati Ins:

Direct comi,a rison between coefficients is not pos
sible becal'se of the ullimate/working slress issue.
But comparison of the ratio of coefficients for
various elements providfs il\~igbt for tbe reader.



T&.E __a
......_ .... crlt.rl.

Perfo.--.:e
Cherect~lstlc Le¥al

SuperIor 15)
Goocl (G)
LOW Il)

p

1.5
1.0
0.5

Table 8-1 from NEHRP. Performanc:e Criteria.
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TML£ 1-3
SeI_le Coef'flelent (te) .. ""'CM_eew a.raeterlstle leve'.

Aequl..-f f'or .....,1-=-' ed E'ectrlce' Co.anents
.... Te'e .... , for S. G. 8nd l DeslflNltlClftS)

S.I,-.fe ttezard
ElCPOsure Group
Requ I red PerfoMllllnc:e
Char.cterlstlc: Levels

"echanlc:al/Electrlcal CQNpOn~ntsa
Cc
rector III II

E_rQenC:~ e Iec:tr Ical sYSt.....
(coere required)

fire end sMOke detection systeM
(code requ i red I Z.OO S S S

fir. suppression sys~..s
(code requ Ired)

Life safety sy,tem eoMPOn.nts

Elevator ..chlnery ~ controller
anchoreoe 1.25 S G G

So"er, • f\lrneces, Inc Ineretor.. water
heat.r" end other equiPMent u,tng
co-bu,tlbl. energy .ources or
hlgh-te.perature energy sourc•••
c:hflMeys. flues, ..,ke,teck. and vent.

CQINllUn!c:etlon .y.t..,
Electrlcel bu. dUct. end prl_ry cable

,y,t_ 2.00 S G L
ElectrIcal .ator control cent.rs. MOtor

control device•• swItchgear,
t,..,..fotllltr•• end unIt .Ub.t.tlClft.

Ree IprOC8t Inil or rotat fng equ fPl'f't
Tenks, ne.t axch8nQers. and pres.url

vess~1s

utIlity ~ service Interface'

ltechl ntry (....ufectur InQ end pro!:..., 0••' S G l

Lighting fIxture. G.ne S G L

Ducts ~ pipIng dl.trlbutlon .yat.-s
R••I' r.ntly suPPOrted 2.00 S G NR
RlgI~ly SUPPOrted O.57d S G ..

Electrleal pene1boards end dl~rs 0.67 5 G NR

Conveyor .ystetllS (nonpersonnel) 0.67 S NR NR

NR • not required.
Table 8-2 from NEHRP. AJaUtcetwa1 component design.
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TAILE 8-3
Set_te Coef'ftclent lCc) ... PwfCM_.... Qwrecterhtle L.....

hqutred for Ilec:hMlc:al ... EI-=trlc.1 c:c.a-m.
(... T.I. a-I for S. G... l Inl"-Ions)

Selsllllc Hezard
Exposure Group
Requl red Perfo,.,..nc:e
Charac:terlstlc levels

"echenicai/Electrlcal C~nts·
Cc:

IIFector III

E..rgenc:y electrical systems
(code required)

fire and smgke dtttlCtIon .y.t...
lcode requiredl 2.00 S 5 S

Fire sUPPression syst..s
lcode requlredl

life safety systeM c~ents

Ellvator mechlnery and controller
anchorage 1.25 S G G

Boilers. furnece•• Incinerator•• ~ater

heaters. and other equlpnent usIng
cOMbustible energy sources or
nlgh-t.-perature energy source••
chtlllneys. flue•• .-okestacks end venti

COIIIIIIUnlcetlon sy.teas
Electrtcal bus ducts and prl.ry cable

syst... 2.GO 5 G L
EIIctr Ieel IIOtor contra I centerl. IIIOtor

control device••••ltetl9ler.
tren.fo"..rs. end unit .ubttMlon.

Ree Iproeat Ing or rout Ing equ IPMnt
Tanks, hat exchangers. and pressure

vessels
utilIty and service Interface.

MachInery (-.nufacturln; end procel.) 0.67 S G l

Llghtln; fl.turt. O.67e 5 G L

Ducts and pipinG dlltr Ibut Ion syst...
ResilIently suPPOrted 2.00 S G NR
RIgidly suPPOrted O.6JC1 5 G NR

Electrical panel boards and dl~rs 0.67 S G HR

Conveyer .yste-s (nonpersonnel) 0.67 S NA NR

NR a not requlr.cs.
Table 8-3 from NEHRP. Mechanical and eleclrical component design.
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Seismic Force Comparison

Nonstructural 1988NEHRP 1991 UBC
Components· SHEG = I SHEG = III Occupancy = IV Occupancy =I

Ext. Nonbearing Wall 0.54 We 0.54 We 0.3 Wp 0.375 Wp

Pararet Nonbearing 0.54 We 0.54 Wc 0.8Wp 1.0Wp
Wal

Veneer Attachment 0.6 We 1.2 We 2.0Wp 2.0Wp

Lighting Fixture 0.133 We 0.4 We 0.3 Wp 0.375 Wp

Tank 0.4 We 1.2 We n.3 Wp .375 Wp

Life Safety Equipment 1.2 We 1.2 We 0.45 Wp 0.45 Wp

* All eatel.0ries are
for Zone .

Figure G. Seismic Force Comparison
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1988 NEHRP

1.8.1Quality Assurance Plan

A Quality Assurance Plan shall be submined 10 tbe
Regulatory Agency for tbe following:

1. Buildings assigned 10 Category E for tbe Designated
Seismic Systems.

2. Buildings assigned to Categories C and D for tbc
Structural Seismic Resisting Systems.

3. All other buildings determined by the Regulatory
Agency.

Quality Assurance
(Ref: Bo)( 5)

1991UBC OBSERVATIONS

NEHRP requires a Quality A~~uranc(' Plan
for SPC E and certain designalt'd strul'lural
syslt'm~ in categoril's C and D. No such plan
is required hy tbe USc.

NEHRP also requires spedal inspec-lion of
non-structural component~. The UBC does
not contain similar rcquiremenL~. NEHRP
allows for self-certification hy component
manufacturers for certain system.s wbicb
may reducl' the amount of inspections.

The USC requir-:s continuous inspection by
special inspel'tof1l; NEHRP pemliL~ periodic
in~pections in some cases. The UBC re
quires balving tbe allowable stresses if con
tinuous inspection is not plOvid...d. NEHRP
bas no suc'h rcquircm...nl.

Th UBC has a r...quir... m... nt lin structural
obs rvation b:' an insp"dor rcporting dir...ct-
Iy 10 th engin...er. NEHRP has no such
r...quirem nl.

Tbe UBC contains strict... r rcquir... mcnts for
major masonry structures. NEHRP il!dudes
additional requirements for a Quality A.s
surance Plan. NEHRP also contai,1S l'l'quire·
menls for inspection of architectural and
me,'hanical and electrical components.
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1.6.2 • Specla'inspection

1.6.2.1 Piles

1.6.2.2 Reinforcing Steel

1.6.2.3 Concrete Placement

1.6.2.4 Prestressed Concrete

1.6.2.5 Masonry (SPC = D and E)

1.6.2.2.2 Reinforced Masonry Shear Walls

1.6.2.6.1 Welding

1.6.2.6.2 High Strength Bolts

1.6.2.7 Slructural Wood

1.6.2.8 An:hitectural Panel' ~nd Veneers

1.6.2.9 Mechanical and Electrical Components

306 Speciallnspeclion

306(8)11 Piles

306(8)4 Reinf••rcir:g Stce I

306(a)1 Concrete

306(8)3 Concrete Frames (Zones 3 & 4)

306(8)1 and 4 Prestressed Concrete

306(a)7 Masonry

306(a)5 Welding

306(a)6 High Strength BoIL~

306 (a) 14

None

None

All structural bulIllirlg ('o'aponenl~ are irt~pected

under each set ofprovisimlS. The UBCpemlits half
stress masonry design. This eliminates tbe need for
spt'cial in.~pectionand may be more restrictive than
NEHRP. The NEHRP provisions for non-slruc
turl irt~pection are more restrictive than those in
the UBC.
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1.8.3 Special Testing

1.6.3.3 Ml'sonry

t .6.3.4 Steellnd Welding

1.6.3.5 Mechanical and Electrical Equipment

2405 (c) Masonry

27to(k) Steel and Welding

307 Structural Ohservatlon



Site and Building Framing Considerations
(Ref: Box 10)

~

1988 NEHRP

3.3 FRAMING SYSTEMS

As sbown in Table 3-2, four types of general framing
systems (Bearing Wall, Building Frame, Moment
Resisting Frame, and Dual) are recognized for purposes
oftbese provisions. Eacb type is subdivided hy tbe types
of vertical element used to resist lateral seismic forces.
For a dual system, a Moment Frame must be provided
tbat is capable of resisting at least 25 percent of tbe
prescribed seismic forces. The total seismic force resis
tance is provided by tbe I:ombination of the Moment
Frame and the complementary seismic resisting ele
ments in proportion to their rigidities. Special framing
requirements are given in SCI:. 3.6 and in Cbapter.; 9
througb 12 for buildings assigned to the various Seismic
Performance Categories.

3.3.1 Classification of Framing System..,

Each building or portion tbereof sball be dassified as
one of tbe four general framing system types of Table
3-2. The response modification factor, R, and tbe
deflection amplification factor, Cd, are given in Table
3-2 and are used in detemlining the base shear and the
design story drift. Inverted pendulum-type stnJctures
associated with buildings are induded in Table 3-2.

2. See Sec.3.3 and 3.6 and Chapter.; 9 tbrough 12 for
special requirements for buildings assigned to various
Seismic Performance Categories.

1991UBC

2333(1')

StnJctural System',. 1. General. StnJctural systems shall
be classified as one of the types listed in Table No. 23-0
and defined in tbis subsection.

2. Bearing wall system. A structural system wilhout a
completevertil-alload-carryingframe. Bearing walls or
bracing systems provide support for all or most gravity
loads. Resistance to lateral load is provided by shear
walls or braced frames.

3. Building Creme system. A structural system with an
essentially complete frame providing support for
gravity loads. Resistance to lateral load is provided by
sbear walls or braced frames.

4. Moment-resistiog frame system. A structural system
with an essentially complete fra me provides support for
gravity loads. Moment-re~isting frames provide resis
tance 10 late:al load primarily by flexural action of
members.

OBSERVATIONS

The numerical value of the R factor in
NEHRP and the Rw in the UBC are not
directly comparable. Figure H illuslrates
some qualilative differences of factors for
different framing types.

The differences in R faclors between the
two sets of provisioll" may be viewed as
differences in engineering judgment and
shading of the COIl~truction types rather
than significant differences in the needs
and approach to different con.slnlction
types.

Limitatiolls on the height of concrete and
steel frames are shown in Figures land J.
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3.4 BUILDING CONFIGURATION

For purposes of seismic design, buildings shall be clas
sified as regular or irregular as specified in tbis section.
Botb plan and venica I configuration ofa building shall
be considered wben detennining whether a building is
to be classified as regular or irregular.

All siructures baving irregular fealures as described in
Table 3·3 or Table 3-4 sball be designed 10 meel tbe
additional requirements oftbose sections referenced in
tbe lables.

2333(e) Configuration Requirements. 1. ~nera1.
Eacb structure sball be designated as being struc
turally regular or irregular.2. Regular structures.
Regular structures bave no significant pbysical
discontinunities in plan or venical configuration
or in their lateral force-resisting systems such as
the irregular features described below.

3. IrregUlar structures.

A. Irregular structures have signifkant physical
diSl'ontinuities in configuration or in their laleral
force-resisting syslellL~. Irregular features include,
but are not limiled to, those described in Tahles
Nos. 23-M and D-N. Structures in Seismll' Zone
No. I and in Occupancy Otlegory IV in Seismic
Zone No. 2 need be evalulttcd only for venical
irregularities of Type E (Table No. 23-M) and
h<.>rizonlal irregularities of Type A (Tablt No. 23
N).

B. Structures having one or more of the features
listed in Table No. 23-M shall be designated as if
having a vertical irregularity.

C. Structures haVing one or more of the featurt's
listed in Table No. 23-N shall be designated as
haVing a plan irregularity.

EXCEPTION: Where no story drift ratio under
design lateral forces is greater than 1.3 times the
story drift ralio oflhe story above the slruclUre may
be deemed to not have tbe structural irrt'gularities
of Type A or B in Ta ble No. 23- M. The ~tory drift
ra tio for the top two slories need not be considered.
The story drifts for this dt'terminalion may he cal·
culated neglecting torsional effects.

The descriptions of irregular struclures
are the sante in botb the vec and
NEHRP.



FRAMING SYSTEM

Light -framed wi shear panels

Concentric Braced Frame

Unreinforced Masonry

Representative "R n Factor Differences

1988 NEHRP

QJK va Jue for R

QlK.value for R

Included

1991UBC

fu values for R

(3-story all plywood & all otbers)

I.b.rIT va lues for R

(steel, concrete, beavy timber)

Prescriptive provisions

(oJ
N

Light steel-framed walls with tension bracing

Reinforced Concrete & Reinforced Masonry

Dual system - Sp"'cial Moment-Resisting Frame with
Eccentric Braced Fl1lme

Dual system WilD wood shear panel

Inverted Pendulum

No such category

Different R's

Steel and Concrete

Included

Inclllded

Included

Same R's

Steel only

No sucb category

No su{'h category

Figure H. Representative "R" Factors.
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FRAMING SYSTEM

Ordinary Moment-Resisting Frame

Eccentric Bra 'd Frame

Concentric Braced Frame

Steel: Limitations on Framing Systems

1988 NEHRP

SPC = D 1 or 2 Stories

SPC = E 1 Story

SPC =D HI. <160 feet

SPC = E HI. <100 feet

SPC = D Ht. <160 feel

SPC = E HI. <100 feet
Allowed only as part of a Dual System

1991UBC

Zone 3 and 4 Ht.<160 feet

Zone 3 and 4 HI. <240 feel

Zone 3 and 4 HI. <160 feel

Note tbat NEHRP SPC and UBC Zone are not directly comparable.

Figure I. Comparison of permitted uses of steel frames
for NEHRP and the USc.



Concrete: Limitations on Framing Systems

~

FRAMING SYSTEM

Ordinary Moment-Resisting FflIme

Intlnnediate Moment.Resisting Frame

Sbear Wall

Braced fnmef Bracing carries gravity load

Dual System

1988 NEHRP

Not allowed in SPC = C, D and E

Not allowed in SPC = D and E

SPC = D Ht. <160 feet

SPC = E HI. <100 feet

No limitation

No limitation

1991UBC

Not allowed in Zones 2, 3 and 4

Not allowed in Zones 3 anti 4

Zones 3 alld 4:

(a) Bearing wall HI. <160 feet

(b) Frame system HI. <240 feet

Not allowed in Zones 3 and 4

Special Moment-Resisting Frame and
concentrically braced frame not allowed
in Zones 3 and 4

Note tbat NEHRP SPC and UBC Zone are not directly c.Jmparable.

Figure J. Comparison ofUmltations for concrete frames
fr- ,TEHpD ~nd thO' lJB('



1988 NEHRP

Selection of Design Method
(Ref: Box 11)

1991UBC OBSERVATIONS

Co)
U'

3.5 ANALYSIS PROCEDURES

This s..ction prescribes the minimum analysis proce
dure to be followed. An alternate generally accepted
procedure. including the use of an approved site
specific spectrum, if desired, may be used in lieu of tbe
minimum applicablp. procedure. Tbe limitations upon
the base shear stated in Cbapter 5 apply to any sucb
analysis.

3.5.1 Seismic Performance Category A

Regular or irregular buildings assigned to Category A
need not be analyzed for seismic forces for tbe building
as a wOOle. The provisions of Sec. 3.6 sball apply to
the componenls indicated tberein.

3.5.2 Seismic Performance Ottegories Band C

Regular or irregular bUildings assigned to Category B
or C sb~1I be, as a minimum, analyzed in accordance
witb tbe procedures in Cbapter 4.

2333(h)
(h) Selection of Lateral Force Procedure,

I. General. Any structure may be, and l'Crtain structures
defined below sball be. designed using tbe dynamic
lateral fOR'e prol'edures of Sel,tion 2335.

2. Static. The stalk lateral force procedure 01 Section
2334 may be used for the following structures:

A. All structures, regular or irregular, in Seismic Zone
Nu. 1 and in O<:cupancy Category IV in Seismic Zone
No.2.

B. Regular structures under 240 feet in beigbt witb
lateral force resislance provided by systems listed in
Table No. 23-0 except wbere Section 2333 (h) 3 0
applies.

C. Irregular structures not more than five stories or 65
feet in beigbt.

These section.~ describe when use of the
NEHRP Equivalent laleral Force (ELF)
or the UBC static analysis is permined.

A COm!larison of decision process and
requirements is shown in tbe Figures K
and I.

NEIIRP has more restnC!lve rrquire
ments for SPC E buildings than the UBC
does forcomparahle Zone 4 Occupancy I
and II structures.

The UBCrequires a dynamic analysis for
all structurrs with beight gr~ater than 240
feet. NEHRP does not bave sucb a re
quirement.

The USC is more rfstricive in limiting
use of a statk approach.

3.5.3 Seismic Performance Categories 0 and E

Buildings assigned to Categories 0 and E sball, as a
minimum, be analyzed in accordance witb the follow
ing procedures:

1. Wben designated as regular

2.Wben designated as
irregular and baving beigbt not
over 5 stories or 65 feet

Cbapter4

Cbaptcr4

D. Structures having a Ilexihle upper portion supported
on a rigid lower portion where both portions of the
struclure con.\idered s,;parately can be classified as
being regular. tbe average story stiffness of the lower
ponion is at least 10 times the average story stiffness of
the upper portion and the period of the entire structure
is not greater than 1.1 times the period of the upper
ponion considered as a separate struclure fixed at the
base.



3.When design81ed as Ir
regular and having height
over 5 stories or 65 feet

Such buildings baving ir
regularities of Types A, B, or
C in Table 3-4

Spt"cial considerat;on
of dynamic charac
teristics shall be given

Chapter 5

3. Dynamic. The dynamic lateral force procedure of
Section 2335 shall he used for all other slruclures,
including Ihe following:

A. Structures 240 f"el or more in heighl excepl as
permitted by Seclion 2333 (h) 2 A.

~

All buildings designated as irregular shall satisfy the re
qui~ments referenced in Tables 3-3 and 3-4.

B. Slructures having a stiffness, weighl or geometric
vertical irregularity of Type A, B or C as defined in
Table No. 23-M or slructures having irregular fealures
not described in Table No. 23-M or 23-N eltcept as
permined by Seclion 2334 (c) 2.

C. Structures over five slories or 65 feCI in heighl in
Seismic Zones Nos. 3 and 4 nol having the same struc
lural syslem Ihroughout their height excepl as permitted
by Seclion 2334 (c) 2.

D. Structures, regular or irregular, located on S, 'I
Profile Type S4 which have a period grealer Iban 0.7
second. The analysis shall include Ihe effects of Ihc
soils allhe sile and shall confono to Seclion 2335 (b)
4.
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1988 NEHRP

Equivalent Lateral Force Procedure
(Ret. Box 12)

1991UBC OBSERVATlONS

4.2 SEISMIC BASE SHEAR

The seismic base sbcar, V, in 8 given din:etiOD,

shall be dctcrmiIIcd from the foUowing:

Chapler4

V=~W,

w~

(4-1)

2334 (a) aDd (b)

(a) Gcneml. Structures shall be design:d for
seismic forces cominS from any horizontal ro
n:<:tion.

The design seismic forces may be assumed to
act lIO~ntIy in the dmction ofeach princi
pal axis of the structure. except as required by
Section 2337 (a).

The NEHJUl and the UBC fof1llU1lm for determin
ing base shear have similar factolS.

Each uses the "R" type factor as pan of the equa
tion. The "S" soil factor is also used bere. However
since di1fc~nt numbers are used, the results ofeach
formula cannot be compared

The factor W. weigbt, is determined in a similar
manner.

W
to

c. - the seismic desi:;ll coefficieot determined in
acc:ordalM:c with Sec. 4.2.1, ml

w• tbt total dead loadml applicable portiOIll of
other loads listed below:

Un storage and warehouse occupancies. a mini
mum of 2S percent of thc floor live load shill be
applicable.

2.Whe~lDaUoWlDCeforpartitionloadisiD:ludcd

in the floor load design, the aetuaI partition weight
or a minimum weight of 10 psf of floor area,
whichever is greater, sball be applicable.

3.Total operllling weight ofpeDII8DCDt equipment.

4.The effective mow load as dc:ftncd in Sec. 2.1.

The value ofC. lball be determined in accordance
with Eq. 4-2,4-3, or 4-38 as appropriate.

Seismic dead load, W. is the total dead load and
applicable portions ofother loads listed below.

1. In storage and warehouse occupancies, a
minimum of 2S percent of the floor live load
sball be applicable.

2. Where a partition load is used in the Ooor
design, a load of DOt less than 10 pounds per
square foot (pst) sbaIl be included.

3. Where the snow load is greater than 30 psf.
the SIIOW load shall be included Where alD

sideratiollS of siting, configuration and load
dwation warrant, the snow load may be re
duced up to 7S percent when approved by the
building official.

4. Total weigbt of permanent equipment shall
be included

In the case studies. part Vofthis ~port. equivalent
buildings using the appropriate R factor were de
signed From the case studies. the differences be
tween design approaches can be vieved.

Differences are discussed in the case study section
of the report. The reader will observe that the case
studies sMw the stn:ss. or material utilization, is
within engineering judgement of being equiva
lent.



4.2.1 Calculation of seismic Coefficicm

Av .. the coefficiem ~P~5CmiDg Effective Peak Velo<;
it)'-ReIaICd Acceleration from Sec. 1.4.1,

s so the coefficient for the soil pmrtle characteristics of
the sile given inTable 3-1,

When the fundamental period of the building is com
puted, the seismic design coefficielt, c.. sball be deler
mined from abc following:

(34-1)V=(ZIC}WlRw

The value orc need notexcecd 2.75 and may
be used for any structure witbout regard to soil
type or structure period.

(b) Static Force Procedure. l. Design base
shear. Tbc total design base shear in a given
direction shall be determined from the follow
ing formula:

Except for those provisions wbcre code-pre
scribed forces are scaled up by 3 (Rwl8) the
minimum value of the ratio ClRw sball be
0.075.

(4-2)

wbcrc

c. '"' 1.2 AvSlRy2!3

R '"' the response modification factor given in Table 3-2,
and

~ T '"' the fundamemaI period of the building delermined
in Sec. 4.2.2.

2. Stmeture period. The value of T sball be
determined from one of the foUowing methods:

Ct need IIOtbe 1akengrealer than the value given by Eq.
4-3 or 4-3..

A. METIIOD A: For all buildings, tbc value T
may be approximated from the foUowing for
mula:

T· C\ (1r,,»)/4 Equation (34-3)

WHERE:

The soiJ-~ iIteraction reduction, wbcn deter
mined in accordance with the Appendix to Chapter 6,
may be used.

For the design of a building where the period is not
calculated, the value ofCs sball be determined from the
following:

Ct"'O.03S for stccl moment-resisting frames.

Ct"'O.030 for reinforced concrete moment-re
sisting frames and eccentrically braced frames.

Ct"'O.020 for all other buildings.

Cs ,., 2.5 AJR (4-3)

w~

Aa ,., the seismic codTJ<:ient represcDting the Effective
Peak Acceleration as dctennined in Sec. 1.4.1.



EXCEPTION: ForSoiJ Profile Type 53 orSoil Prof11e Type
S4 in amas where Aa = 0.30, C. shall be determined from
the following:

Alternatively, tile value of Ct for structures with
concrete or masonry shear walls may be taken as
0.11 &

For use in Eq. 4-2, the fundamental period oCthe building,
T, In the direction under consideration, may be established
using the structural properties and deformational charac
teristics of the resisting clements in a properly substantiated
analysis. The period so determined shallllOt exceed. C.T.
when: C. is given In Table 4-1.

c. - 2 AJR.

4.2.2 Period Determination

(4-3a) The value of ~ shall be detennined from the
following fonnula:

Ac • rA. [0.2 +(DAr,,~21 (34-4)

The value ofDeIba used in formula (34-4) shall oot
exceed 0.9.

......

Alternatively, the value of T may be taken equal to the
approximate fundamental period of tile building, T.. deter
mined in accordance with Eq. 4-4 or 4-~ 85 appropriate.

B. ME1lIOD B: The fundamental period T may be
calculated using the structura1 properties and defor
mational characteristics oCtile lCSistingelemenrs in
a properly substantiated analysis. This n:quin:meDl
may be ~lisfied by using the fonowing fonnula:

T· m-vI[i Wj~J ~ [g}:Jill/) (34·S)
,-1 '-1
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4.3 VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF SEISMIC
FORCES

The Iatera1 force, Fx, induced 81 any leveL shall be
detcrmi.ocd from the following:

ZJJ4(d)

(d) Vertical Distribution of Force. The total force
shall be distributed over the heightof the st.N;ture in
conformm:e with Formulas (34-6), (34-7) and (34
8) in the absence of a more rigorous procedure.

Both sels of provisions have rcquircmeDlS
for load distnbution over the heiglt of the
structure.

hi IIId ba -the heigbl above the base: to level i or x; 8Dd

It - an CXPOIICIt re1aled to the buildiDg period as fol
lows:

For buildings havinB a period of 0.5 seconds or less,
PI.

Wi 8Dd WIl - the portion of W located at or assigucd to
level i or X;

For buildings with a period of 0.7 seconds
or more, the UBC designed buildings will
have greater force at the roof, the fl factor.

Thus each set of provisions distribute the
lateral forces in a triangular pattem The
specific additional load at the top of the
struetlm may be slightly more under the
UBC. For buildings wilh aT=().7 seconds
the added load is the same witheitherdesign
metbocL

Either set ofprovisiollS will produce abuild
iDg that will provide equivalell1life safety.

The NEHRP vertical shear distn'bution
places more lateral force in the upper stori
csofbuildings wilha period in excess of2.S
seconds. NEHRP also coltains a provision
permitting the designer to interpolate a dis
tribution factor for buildings betwccn
O.S<T<U.

(34-8)
F

x
• (V-F,) w,Jrx

"1",,11,
1-1

F,·O.071V (34-7)

The value of T used for the purpose of calculating Ft
may be the period 1ha1 corresponds with the design
base shear as computed using Formula (34-1). Ft lICed
not exceed O.2SV and may be considered as zero
where Tis 0.7 seconds or less. The remaining portion
of the base shear shall be distnbuted over the beigbt
of fbe structure, including Level D, according to the
following formula:

The CODCClIb'lIted force FI, at the top, which is in
addition to Fn, shall be determined from the formula:

(4~)

(4~)

FIl-CvxV,

where

Cl/lr- wx~
"
~ w,lf,

t

For builcIiDgs having a period of 2.S seconds or more,
k=2.

For buildinp haviDs • period between O.S 8Dd 2.S
seconds, It may be taken as 2 or may be dctcrmincd by
linear iDtcJpo1ation between I and 2.

At each level designated as x, the force Fx shall be
applied over the area of the building in accordance
with the mass distribution at that level. Stresses in
each struetural element shall be calculated as the
effect offorces FIl 8Dd Ft applied at the appropriate
levels above the base.
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4.4 HORIZONTAL SHEAR DlSTRlBlITION

1be seismic design itOI)' shear in any itoI)', Vx, shall be
determined from the following:

"
Vx • }: F, (4-7)

10«

The shear, V.,., shall be distributed to the various ~ltical
elements of the seismic Ie5isting system in the itoI)'
UDder COIISideralion with due colWdel8tion given to the
relative sti1fnesses ofthe vertical resisting elements am
the diaphragm.

1334(e)

(e) Horizontal Distnbution of Shear. The design
story sbear, Vx, in any story is the sum of the
(OIt:e5 Ft and Fxabove that stol)'. V71 sbaU be dis·
tributed to the various clements of the vertical
Ialcral folt:c-n:sisting systcm in proportion to
their rigidities, considering the rigidity of the dia
phragm. Sec Section 2337 (b) 4 for rigid cle
ments that are IlOt iltended to be part of the lat·
eral fOIt:C-resisting systems.

To account for the uocerlainties in locations of
loads, the mass at each level shall be assumed to
be displaced from the calculaled ccnter ofmass
in each direction a distance equal to five peltent
of the building dimension at that level perpen
dicular to the dim;tion of the folt:C under consid
eration. The effect ofthis displaccment on the
stol)' shear distribution shall be considered.

'Ibe UBC requin:s design for .5 percent
accidental torsion under the horizontal
shear clistnbution section. NEHRP bas •
SUfular provision tmdcr the torsion sec
tion.
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4.4.1 Torsion

1be design sball provide for the torsional moment Mt
IaUlting from the location oC the building I11115SCS phIs
the tlDnional marne... Mta caused by assumed dis
pUDIC"ofthe masseachwIlY from itsactual location
by I diSlaDCe equal to' percent ofthe dimensionofthe
buildinl perpeodicular to the etmdion oC the applied
foltes.

For C81egories C, D, and E buildings wbc:re torsional
in'egularity exists. • cIefioed in Table 3-4, the effects
sball be accowtcd for by increasing the accidental 'or
sion It each level by an amplification factor, Ax. deter
miDecI from the fonowing:

Ax '"' (dmaxl1.2daYll:Z (4-8)

where

elm... = the maxim"m displacement sa level X, and

cia. - the average of the displacements at the exmmc
points of the IbUCtuIe • level x.

The value ofAx Deed not exceed 3.0.

1be DlDre sevcRllolldin8 for each clement sball be con
sidered for design.

1334(1)

(f) Horizontal Torsional Moments. Provision
sball be made for the increased shears resulting
from horizontal torsion where diaphragdlS are
DOt flexible. Diaphragms shall be consideRld
fleltible Cor purposes of this paragraph when the
maximum lateral deCormation oC the diaphragm
is DlDRl than two times the average story drift of
the associated story. This may be determined by
comparing the computed midpoint in-plane de
flection of the diaphragm under lateral load with
the story drift ofadjoining vertical RlSisting cle
ments under equ1valent tributary lateral load.

The torsional design moment at a given stOlY
shall be the moment resulting from eccentricities
between applied design lateral forces at levels
above that story and the vertical resisting ele
ments in that story plus an accidental torsion .

The accidental torsional moment sbaD be deter
mila by assuming the mass is displaced as Rl
quircd by Section 2334 (e)

Where torsional irregularity eldsts, as defIned in
Table No. 23-N, the effects shaD be accounted fOf
by incRlBSing the accidental torsion at each level by
an amplification factof, Ax, detenniued from the
fonowing formula:

max 2
Ax + [6, .n _.J (34-9)

The UBC exempts flexible diaphragms
from the horizontal torsion moment re
quiremeDls, NEHRP docIi mt This pos
sible change is c:wrettly being discussed
in the SEAOC Seismology committee.
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4.3 OVERTIJRNING

BYeI)' buildiDg sball be designed to resist overtnming
cffects caused by the lei.smic fon:es determi.oed in Sec.
4.3. At my story, the increment orovcrturnitlg moment
in Ibe ItoIy UDder consideration sball be distributed to
the various vertical resisting elements in the lIlIIIIe pro
portion as the distribution of the borizolllal sbcm to
those clements.

The ovcrtnming moments sball be determined from the
following:

"Mx· Ie ~ Ft (ht-hx) (4-9)
t-x

where

k - 1.0 for the top 10 storiCl,

k" 0.8 for the 2Oth!tol)' from the top and below, and

k· • value between 1.0and 0.8 detcrmiDcdby. straight
line iDtcrpolaDon for stories betwccn !he 20th and 10th
stories below the top

The foUDdatioDS ofbuildings, except inverted pendulum
SbUCtUJ'CS, may be designed for the foundationoverturn
ing design moment, Mr. at the fOUDdation-soil interface
detcrmiocd using Eq. 4-9 with k '"' 0.7S for all building
beigJD.

233400

1. Gcocral. Evcl)' stJUcture shall be designed to resist
the overturning effects caused by cartbquake foltes
specified in Section 2334 (d). At my level. the ovcr
tumiDg moments to be n:sistc:d shall be determined
using those seismic fon:cs (Ft and F,,) which act on
levels above the level under consideration. At any
level, the incremental changes of the design overturn
ing momentshallbe distributed to thevarious resisting
elcmems in the manoerpR:SCn'bed in Section2334 (e).
Overturning effects on every elcmem shall be carried
downto the foundation. Sec Section 2337 for combin
ing gravity and seismic fon:es.

2. Seismic Zones Nos. 3and 4. In Seismic Zones Nos.
3 and 4, where • lateral load-resisting elemem is
discominuous, suchas for vertical irregularity Type D
inTable No. 23-MorplaDirregularityTypeD inTable
No. 23-N, columns supporting such elemeDlS shall
have the strength to n:sist the axial fon:e n:sulting
from the fonowing load combinations, in addition to
all other applicable load combinations:

A. Thc axial forces in such columns need not exceed
the capacity of other elements of the structure to
tIaDsfer such loads to the column.

B. Such columns shall be capable of canying the
above described axial fon:cs without exceeding the
axial load ~ngth of the column. For designs using
working stress methods this capacity may be deter
mined using an allowable stress iDcreasc of 1.7.

C. Such columns shall meet the following detailing or
member limitations:

NEHRP varies the pen:cntage ofdead load
assumod capable of n:siatiDg oveJtumillg
based on the value of Av. (Sec SEc. 3.7.1,
Combination of Load Effects) The UBC in
Sec 2337(a) permits usc of8S0/0 ofthe dead
load to n:sist overtumiog.
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Chapter 26, Section 262S (c), for concrete, and
Chapter 27, Section 2710 (e), for steel in struc
tures in Seismic Zones Nos. 3 and 4.

Chapter 26, Section 2625 (k), for concrete, Chap
ter27, and U.B.C. Standard No. 27-15, special
provisions for developinB plastic binges at ulti
mate loading, for steel in stnx;tures in seismic
Zone No. 2.

3. At foundation. Sec Section 2910 (d) for over
turning moments to be resisted at the foundation
soil inlerface.
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1988 NEHRP

ChapterS

Modal Analysis
(Ref: Box 13)

1991 UBC

2335

OBSERVATION

Both NEHRP and the UBC require 8

dynamic analysis except in the cue
where a ELF or static approach is per
mined. The NEHRP procedure, not
repeated here, is modeled after tbe tradi
tional static approach. It is simpler than
the USc. The UBC 18 kes a more rigorous
approach for dynamic analysis. Buildings
using either approach should meet the
intent of both NEHRP and the UBC.
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1988 NEHRP

3.7.1 Ind 3.7.2

3.7.1 Combination of Load Effects

The effects on the building and its components due to
gravity loads and seismic forces shall be combined in
accordance with Eq. 3-1 or, as applicable, Eq. 3·2 or
3-21.

Combination ofload dfects

= (1.1 +0.5 Av) Qo + 1.0 QL + 1.0 Qs +/- 1.0 QE (3-1)

Combination ofload effects

= (0.9 - 0.5 Av) QD +/- 1.0 QE (3-2)

For panial penetration "'elded steel column splices or for
unreinforred masonry and otber brittle materials, sys
telllli, and connections:

Combination of load effects= (0.7 • 0.5 Av) QD +/- 1.0
QE (3-21)

The term 0.5 Av may be neglected where Av is equal to
0.05.

Load Combinations
(Ref: Box 14)

1991UBC

2303(0 lind 2337(11)

(I) Load Combinations. Every bUilding component
shall be provided with strength adequate to resist
the most critical effect resulting from the following
combination of loads (Ooor live load shall not be
included wbere il.. inclusion resull.. in lower stres
ses in the member under investigation);

Dead plus Ooor live plus wind (or seismic).

Dead plus Ooor live plus snow plus seismic.

OBSERVATIONS

NEHRP uses factors Ihat vary wilb :\v

when combining loads whereas UBC
does not.
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3.7.2 Ortbogonal Effects

In buildings assigned to Category B or C, the design
seismic forces may be applied sepa rately in each of two
orthogonal directions. In buildings assigned to
Category 0 or E, tbe critical load effect due to direction
of application of seismic forces on tbe building may be
assumed to be satisfied if components and tbeir (oun
dations are designed (or tbe (ollowing combination of
prescribed loads: 100 percent o( Ihe forces for one
direction plus 30 percent o( the (orces (or the perpen
dicular direction. The combination requiring tbe max
imum component strengtb sball be used.

EXCEPTION: Ol<.phragms and components of the
seismic resisting system utilized in only one o( the two
orthogonal directions need not be designed for tbe
combined effects.

Set: 2337(a).

The requirement that orthogonal efret'ts be ron
sidered may be ~ati~fied by designing such ele
ments (or 100 percent o( the prescribed seismic
forces in one direclion pIus 30 perl'ent of the
prescribed forces in the perpendicular direction.
The combination requiring tbe greater component
strength shall be used for design. Alternatively, tbe
effects of tbe two orthogonal direction.~ may be
combined on a square rootoftbe sum o(lhe squares
(SRSS) basis. When the SRSS metbod of combin
ing directional effects is used, eacb tenn computed
shall be assigned tbe sign tbat will result in the most
conservative result.

The two sel~ of provisions are similar
in intent and results.



1988 NEHRP

3.8

3.8 DEFLECTION AND DRIfT LIMITS

Drift Limit and Building Separations
(Ref: Box 15)

1991UBC

1:J34(h)

06SERVATIONS

~

All portions of tbe building shall be designed and
constructed to let as In integra I unit in resisting seismic
forces unless separated structurally by I distance suffi
cienl to avoid damaging contact under total deflection,
d" (IS detennined in Sec. 4.6.1), or modified deflection.
dx (as determined in Sec. 6A.2.3), corresponding to tbe
seismic design forces.

The design story drift, "delta", as detennined in Sec. 4.6
or 5.8, sball not CKceed the allowable story drift "delta-a"
IS obtained from Table 3-5 for any story. For structures
witb significant tOl5ional deflections, tbe effect of mui
mum drift, including torsional effects, sball be considered
for stability and damage control.

(b) Story Drift Limitation. 1. Defined. Story drift is
tbe displacemenl of one level relative to the level
above or below due to the design lateral forces. Cal
culated drift sball include trnn.~lational and 1015ional

deflections.

2. Calculated. Calculated story drift sball not exceed
0.04/Rw or 0.005 times tbe story beigbt for structures
baving a fundamental period ofless than 0.7 seconds.
For structures baving a fundamental period of 0.7
seconds or greater, the calculated story drift sball not
exceed O.03/Rw orO.004times tbe story beight. These
drift limits may he exceeded wben it is demonstrated
that greater drift can be tolerated hy both structural
elements and nonslruetural elements that could affect
life safety.

3. DeriVing forces. Tbe design lateral forces used to
determine lhe calculated drift may be derived from a
value of C based on the period determined from
Formula (34-5) neglecting the lower bound ratio for
C/Rw of 0.075 of Seclion 2334 (b) 1 and tbe 80
percent limitation of Section 2334 (b) 2 B.

The NEHRP provisions have a drift limit
based on tbe lolal expected deflection
under an ultimate- level load. The UBC
drifllimil'l arc based on elastic deflection
only using a working-stress level load.

The NEHRP criteria differs based on tbe
SHEG whicb rellects tbe cbaracterofthe
occupancy. The UBC increases the base
shear f{)1 certain occupancies. An ex
ample is SHEG = III in NEHRP com
pared to tbe 1~1.5 factor in tbe USc. The
two set'! of prOVisions use different ap
proacbes to limiting drift. They are not
numerically comparable.

Tbe NEHRP story drift criteria is sbown
on tbe next page. A comparison of
numeric drift limits under botb sets of
provisions for selected buildings is
shown Figure M. These are qualilive
only. Since the basic design loads and
stress levels differ, tbey do not provide a
l'omparison or that would lead one to
conclude tbat tbe provisions differ
dramatically.
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Z337(b)1I Building Separation

11. Building separations. All strut'tures shall be

separated from adjoining struclures. Separations
sball allow for 3(Rw/8) times the displacement
due to seismic forces.

EXCEPTION: Smaller separations may be per
mitted wbenjustified by rational analyses based
on maximum expected ground motions. Ao; a
minimum, building separations sball not be less
than (Rwl8) or == 1 times the sum of displace
mento; due to code-specified seismic forces.

NEHRP is silent on required huilding
sepa ra tions. The VBe provisions provide
specific requirements for designers,
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Drift Limit Comparison

~o.e: Because NEHRP uses ultimate level load, wbereas Ibe UBC uses a working slress level load, values are not quanlilavely comparable. They may provide I
be Itader witb a qualitative comparison of tbe two criteria.

Structural System 1988NEHRP 1991 UBC
SHEG = I SIIEG = III (T < 0.7 Sec.)

Light-Framed with Plywood (Cd = 460
0.0025 h (Rw =8) 0.005 h(4 stories or less) O. 5 h

Masonry Shear Wall (Cd =3)
Bearing Wall

0.0067 h 0.0033 h (Rw = 6) 0.005 h<= 4 stories
> 4 stories 0.0050 h 0.0033 h 0.004 h*

Concrete Shear Wall (Cd = 5J
=< 4 stories 0.04h 0.002 h (Rw = 8) 0.005 h

> 4 stories 0,(){)3 h 0.002 h 0.0038 h*

SMRF (Cd =5.5~
<= 4 stories 0.00 6h 0.0018 h (Rw = 12) 0.0033 h

> 4 stories 0.0027 h 0.0018 h 0.0025 h*

Concrete SMRF and Shear Wall (Cd = 6.5j
<= 4 stories 0.00 1 h 0.0015 h (Rw =12) 0.0033 h

> 4 stories 0.0023 h 0.0015 h 0.0025 h*

*T>0.7 Sec

FI2ure M. Drift limits.
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Material

Wood

Steel

Concrete

M.sonry

Materials Requirements
(Ref: Boxes 17-20)

1988 NEHRP

Chapter 9

Chapter 10

Chapter II

Chapter 12

1991 USC

Chapter 25

Cbaptl'r 27

Chapter 26

Chapter 24

Note:

The details of each materia I section arc
not rcproducl'd in this report. Selected
SCt'fions of NEHRP arc includrd in Src
tion IV, Structural Matl"rials Com
parison.
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1988NEHRP

Ch8pter7
7.3 SPC '" A and B

7.4SPC=C

7.4.3

7.4.3 Foundation Ties 'SPC = C"

Ifldividual pile caps, drilled piers, or caissons shall be
interconnected by ties. All ties shall be capable of
carrying, in tension or compression, a force eqUal to
Av/4 of the larger pile cap or column load unless it
can be demonstrated tbat equivalent restraint can be
provided by reinforttd concrete beams witbin slabs
on grade or reinforced concrete slabs on grade or
confinement by competent rock, bard cobesive soils,
very dense granular soils, or otber approved means.

7.4.4

Foundations
(Ref: Box 21)

1991UBC

Chapter 29

2908(b)

b) Interconnection. Individual pile ('aps and caissons of
every stru('ture subjected to seismic forns shall be inter
connected by ties. Such ties shall be capllhle of resisting,
in tension or compression, a minimum horizontal forre
equal to 10 percent of the larger ('olumn verti(·al]oad.

2909 and 2910

OBSERVATIONS

NEHRP and the UBC are consistent in
the reQuireRlenLs for pile and caisson tirs.

7.5,2

7.5.2 Foundation Ties 'SPC = 0 & E"

NEHRP requirements for foundation tics
for spread footings for SPC = D & E arc
more restriclive tban tbe usc.

Individual spread footings, unless founded directly
on rock, as defined in Sec. 3.2.1.1, sball be intercon
nected by ties. Ties shall conform to Sec. 7.4.3.



IV. Structural Materials Comp_&_ri_so_" _

Introduction

NEHRP and the UBC contain specific provisions for the convention
al construction materials. The speci fic chapter references were shown
in the side by side comparisons on page 53 ofthe report and in Boxes
17 to 20 in Figures A and B.

The task of comparing the materials requirements between the two
documents was not always an easy one. NEHRP is based on the
ultimate strength design concept while the UBC is primarily based
on working stress. However, both documents are based on the same
national reference standards for wood, steel and concrete. Specific
sections are then amended and further restricted. The major dif
ference in the adoption of design standards is that NEHRP adopts the
masonry provisions of the ACI-ASCE standard, the VBC does not.

The NEHRP provisions are structured in a manner that includes
increasingly stringent detailing, materials and construction require
ments linked to the Structural Performance Category (SPC).

The UBC uses a different approach. The design base shear is based
on a multitude of factors including seismic zone and occupancy.
Material and detailing requirements are based on the seismic zone
with the most stringent requirements in Seismic Zones 3 and 4.

The comparison methodology is outlined below.

The first step taken to make the materials comparisons was to prepare
the "crosswalk" between the two documents. These pages are essen
tially an index referencing each itemized section in one document to
the corresponding section(s) in the other.

This task laid the foundation for the detailed compare-and-contrast
work.

For wood structure requirements, both documents reference the 1986
National Design Specification. The general construction require
ments are similar but are arranged differently within each document.
The UBC breaks down the requirements by categories, and any
further restrictions for higher seismic zones are included in subsec
tions. For example, Section 2513 covers shear walls and diaphragms
while Section 2513(e) spells out additional requirements for Seismic
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Zones 3 and 4. NEHRP outlines the requirements according to
Seismic Performance Category, adding more restrictions for each
subsequent SPC. As a result, many items in NEHRP were found to
correspond to parts of several sections in the UBe.

The masonry comparison was made directly between the UBC and
ACI-ASCE 530 with NEHRP's modifications. NEHRP proves to be
more restrictive with regard to stack bond construction requirements.
The UBC prohibits several materials in vertical or lateral load
resisting systems. NEHRP permits most of these materials, but
prohibits structural clay wall tile which is permitted hy the UBe.

The concrete design provisions of the two documents lend themsel
ves to be compared more readily than the other material provisions.
NEHRP adopts AC1318-83 and then modifies it to meet the require
ments of the latest edition of ACI 318. The USC incorporates many
provisions of ACI 318-89 directly; ponions of the Code which differ
substantively from ACI are printed italicized. As a result, the UBC
is more restrictive at nearly all of the italicized sections. NEHRP
contains some more restrictive requirements for prestressed concrete
construction.

For steel design both documents utilize the AISC design standards.
Steel was the most difficult material to directly compare; working
stress and ultimate stress are not readily comparable. NEHRP con
tains some concenrricaJly braced frame items not addressed in the
UBe. The UBC contains several aspects of special moment resisting
frame requirements not covered in NEHRP.

The following pages illustrate the differences between the two docu
ments. The first part of each materials section shows NEHRP
Provisions tho.- :;ht to affect the design and be more stringent than the
USc. The second part lists sections in the UBC for each material that
are either more restrictive than or not addressed in the NEHRP
Provisions. The reader is referred to the crosswalk index for the
corresponding UBC and NEHRP sections. Following each material
section, a brief summary of design differences is presented.
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Wood

NEHRP Chapter 9 and UBC Chapter 25 contain references and
criteria for wood frame buildings. The NEHRP sections shown here
describe the requirements for different SPC categories that are more
restrictive than the corresponding UBC requirements. There are only
two items for which the UBC is more restrictive than NEHRP. A
comparison of .~e NEHRP and UBC wood standards is shown in
Figure N at the end of the wood section. A comparison ofeach set of
provisions is shown in Figure O. While these criteria are shown side
by side, the reader should keep in mind that the SPC and Seismic
Zones are not the same and thus the requirements are not directly
comparable.

The following NEHRP Provisions are more restrictive than the
corresponding UBC provisions:

9.3 SEISMIC PERFORMANCE CATEGORIES A AND B

Buildings assigned to Category A or B may be constructed
using any of the materials and procedures permitted in the
reference documents and this chapter except as limited in this
section.

9.3.1 Bracing Requirements

All wood frame buildings three stories in height shall have
solid sheathing ofone of the materials specified in Sec. 9.7.3
applied for the full height over not less than 25 percent of the
length of each exterior wall in the first story.

9.4 SEISMIC PERFORMANCE CATEGORY C

Buildings assigned to Category C shall conform to all of the
requirements for Categories A and B and to the additional
requirements of this section.

9.4.1 Detailing Requirements

The construction shall comply with the requirements given
below.

9.4.1.1 Anchorage of Concrete or Masonry Walls

The diaphragm sheathing shall not be used for providing ties
and splices required in Sec. 3.7.5 and 3.7.6.
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9.5 SEISMIC PERFORMANCE CATEGORY D

Buildings assigned to Category D shalI conform to all the
requirements for Category C and to the additional require
ments and limitations of this section.

9.5.2 Framing Systems

The limitations on framing systems that may be used in
Category D are given below.

9.5.2.2 Shear Walls

The use of walls sheathed with gypsum sheathing, particle
board, gypsum wall board, orwire lath and cement plaster as
shear walIs for resisting seismic forces shall be limited to
one-story buildings or the top story of buildings two stories
or more in height. Fiberboard sheathed shear walls shall not
be used as part of the seismic force resisting system.

9.5.2.3 Conventional Light Frame Construction

Buildings over one story in height ofconventional light frame
construction shall have solid sheathing ofone of the materials
specified in Sec. 9.7.3.1 or 9.7.3.2 applied forthe fulI height
over at least 40 percent of the length of the building at each
exterior wall of the stories below the top story.

9.5.3 Detailing Requirements

Special details for Category D construction are given below.

Common wire nails driven paralIeI to the grain of the wood
shall not be used to resist loads greater than 50 percent of
working stress values permitted in Ref. 9.1 for nonnal dura
tion of loading for nails driven perpendicular to the grain.

Connections using multiple nails driven perpendicular to the
grain and used to resist loads in withdrawal shalI use the
capacity reducti'Jn factors given for lag screws and wood
screws.

9.6 SEISMIC PEP.FORMANCE CATEGORY E

Buildings assigned to Category E construction shall conform
to alI of the requirements for Category D and to the additional
requirements and limitations of this section.
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9.6.1 Material Limitations

Walls sheathed with gypsum sheathing, particle board, gyp
sum wall board, fiberboard. or wire lath and cement plaster
shall not be used as part of the seismic resisting system.

9.6.2 Framing Systems

Unblocked plywood diaphragms shall not be used as part of
the ~eismic resisting system.

9J1.3 Diaphragm Limitations

Plywood used for shear panels that are a part of the seismic
resisting system shall be applied directly to the framing
members, except that plywood may be used as a diaphragm
when nailed over solid lumber planking or laminated decks.
The allowable working stress shear for vertical plywood shear
walls used to resist horizontal forces in buildings with mason
ry 01 reinforced concrete walls shall be one-half of the allow
able v;ilues set forth in Table 9-2.

9.7 CONVENTIONAL LIGHT TIMBER
STRUCTION

CON-

Wood frame buildings that require no engineering analysis of
the seismic loading effects, in accordance with Sec. 1.3.1,
shall be subject to the design regulations enforced by the
Regulatory Agency for general wood frame and light frame
construction except as modi fied by the provisions of this
section.

9.7.1 Wall Framing and Connections

The followi ngwall frami ng and connection details shall apply
as a minimum.

9.7.2 Wall Sheathing Requirements

All exterior walls and main interior partitions shall be effec
tively and thoroughly braced by one of the types of sheathing
described in Sec. 9.7.3 at each end ofthe wall or partition, or
as near thereto as possible, and at not over 25- foot intervals
between the ends. To be considered effective as bracing, the
sheathing shall be at least 48 inches in width covering three
16-inch stud spaces or two 24-inch stud spaces. All vertical
joints of panel sheathing shall occur over studs and all
horizontal joints shall occur over blocking at least equal in
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size to the studs. All framing in connection with sheathing
used for bracing shall be not less than 2 inch nominal thick·
ness.

Minimum naili ng shall be as given in Tables 9-1 through 9-4.
Nailing for diagonal boards shall be as specified in Sec. 9.8.3.
Minimum nailing for particle board shall be the same as given
for fiherboard in Table 9-3.

9.7.3.5 Particleboard

Particleboard exterior sheathing panels Type 2-M-] grade, or
better, not less than 3/8 inch thick on studs spaced not over
16 inches on center.

The following NEHRP provision is lIot addressed in the UBC:

9.4 SEISMIC PERFORMANCE CATEGORY C

9.4.1.2 Lag Screws

Washers shall be provided under the heads of lag screws thai
would otherwise bear on wood.

The following UBC se\:tions are more restrictive than the com
parable NEHRP provisions:

2510(c) Nails and Spikes, safe lateral strength

The UBC limits a nail driven parallel to grain to 2/3 of
allowable lateral load for a nail driven perr,endicular to grain.
NEH~P imposes a 50% limit, but only fOi Si'~' D and E. The
res"t is that the UBC is more restri~.,.tive in till' low seismic
zones, 0 - 2A (0 - 28 for Occupancy IV), and NEl 'RP is more
restrictive in the higher seismic zones.

2513(a) General

In masonry or concrete buildings, the UBC does not permit
wood diaphragms to resist torsion. NEHRP allows rotation
(torsion) for one- and two-story buildings in Seismic Perfor
mance Categories D and E and in all other buildings.

While some NEHRP provisions appear to be more restrictive than
the UBC, the itemized provisions are detailing requirements and
engineering judgments regarding damage limitations. For all practi
cal purposes the same building will result from design by either
document.
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Wood Standards Comparison

19~8 NEHEP

NDS (1986)

PS20-70

ASTM D245 (1986)

ASTM 0255 (1981)

PS ]-83

ANSI Al08.1

]99] UBC

National Design Spec. (1986)

PS 20-70 (ref. VBC Std. 25-1)

ASfM D 245 (1986)(ref. VBC
Std. 25-1)

ASTM 0 255 (1981)(ref.UBC Std.
25-1)

PS 1-83 (ref.VBC Std. 25-9)

ANSI AZ08.1 (ref. UBC Std. 25
25)

APWA C1, C2,C3, C4, C9, C14, AWPA CI (1987)C2 (1987) C3
C23, C24, C28 & M4 (refUBC (1987)C9 (1985) & C29 (1982)
2501 (a) 3A)

ASTM 01760-86a

ANSIJAITC AI90.1(1983)

AITC 117 (1987)

ANSI 05.1 (1987)

ASTM D25 (1986)

ANSI/AITC A190.1 (1983) (ref.
VBC 2501 (a) 2A)

AITC 117 (1987)(ref. UBC 2501
(a) 2B)

ANSI 05.1 (1987)(ref. VBC 2501
(a) 4B)

ASTM D25 (1986) (ref. VBC
2501 (a) 4C)

Figure N. Wood standards.
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Steel

Chapter 10 in NEHRP and Chapter 27 in the:: UBC reference the
nationally accepted standards for steel construction. NEHRP has
additional provisions for various types of braced frames. In this
section the NEHRP provisions are performance based. The UBC
provisions tend to be prescriptive. An example is the requirements
for a "link beam" forw hich NEHRP specifies an ultimate yield stress.
The UBCcalls for speci fie ASTM steel types for the link beam. When
the yield stresses of the UBC specified steels are compared to the
NEHRPperformance criteria, the two sets of provisions are the same.
There are many detail requirements in NEHRP for braced frames
which are more restrictive than the UBC. These detailing require
ments will not result in substantially improved life safety with
NEHRP over the UBC.

The standards listed below are the NEHRP reference documents for
steel. These are also the basis of the UBC. Enforcement of these
requirements is in the UBC and the UBC Standards.

Ref. 10.1 The American Institute of Steel Construction
(A1SC) Specifications (Parts 1 and 2) for the Design, Fabrica
tion and Er~ction of Structural Steel for Buildings, November
1, 1978, Including Supplement No.1, Effective March 11,
1986 (guideline standard in section 2701(a)lB of the UBC)

Ref. 10.2 Specification for the Design of Cold-formed
Steel Structural Members, American Iron and Steel Institute
(AISI), August 10, 1986 (UBC Standard 27-9)

Ref. 10.3 The Specifications for the Design of Cold
formed Stainless Steel Structural Members, AlSI, 1974 Edi
tion CUBC Standard 27-10)

Ref. 10.4 Standard Specification, Load Tables and Weight
Tables for Steel Joists and Joist Girders, Steel Joist Institute,
1986 Edition CUBC Standard 27-4)

Ref.10.5 The Criteria for Structural Applications for Steel
Cables for Buildings, AISI, 1973 Edition (UBC Standard
27-12)

Ref. 10.6 Load and Resistance Factor Design Specifica
tion for Structural Steel Buildings, American Institute ofSteel
Construction, September 1, 1986 (UBC Standard 27-14)
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The following NEHRP provisions are more restriclive than the
corresponding UBC provisions:

10.8 CONCENTRICALLY BRACED FRAME RE-
QUIREMENTS

10.8.4 Bracing Member Connections

In Seismic Performance Categories D and E, connections
shall be designed to develop the full tensile yield capacity of
the member.

to.8.4.1 Net Area

In bolted brace connections, the ratio of the minimum effec
tive net section area to the gross section area shaH not be less
than 1.2 times the ratio of the material minimum yield
strength to the minimum tensile strength.

10.8.4.2 Stitches

For a brace that will buckle out-of-plane, the first stitch on
each side of the midlength of a built-up member shall be
designed to transmit a force equal to 50 percent of the yield
capacity of one element to the adjacent element. Bolted
stitches shall not be placed at the midlength of a brace
member.

10.8.4.3 Gusset Plates

The end gusset plates shall be designed to carry the full axial
load and end moment capacities of the bracing member for
in-plane buckling. For out-of-plane buckling, the gusset plate
shall have a clear end length of two times the gusset plate
thickness anc shall be able to carry the full compression
capacity of the brace member without local buckling of the
gusset plate. The bolts or welds shalI be designed to transmit
the brace forces along the centroids of the brace elements.
The length should be sufficient to avoid tearing failure.

10.9 ECCENTRICALLY BRACED FRAME RE-
QUIREMENTS

10.9.1 Link beams shall satisfy compact section require
ments of Ref. 10.6, Sec. B5 and Table C-BS.l for seismic
applications. The nominal yield strength ofsteel used for link
beams shall not exceed Fy =50 ksi.
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The following UOC sections are more restrictive than the cor
responding NEHRP provisions:

2710 STEEL STRUcrURES RESISTING FORCES IN
DUCED BY EARTHQUAKE MOTIONS IN SEISMIC
ZONES NOS. 3 AND 4

7.710(g)4 Continuity plates

To detennine the need for girder tension flange continuity
plates, the UBC uses the equation Pbr = 1.8(btr)Fyb while
NEHRP does not include the 1.8 factor.

2710(h)4B and 5 K Bracing

The UBC allows K-bracing in Zones 1 and 2 if bracing
members are designed for I.Stimes the presc:ibed forces, and
in 2-story buildings in all zones if the braces have the strength
to resist 3(Rwl8) times the code equivalent static forces;
NEHRP does not allow K- bracing in SPC D or E.

2710(i)3 EBF link beam rotation

The UBC drift limitations are more strict than NEHRP's:
0.06 radians vs. 0.08 rads respectively for link segments
having clear lengths of 1.6 MsNs or less; 0.015 rads vs. 0.02
radians for link segments having clear lengths of 2.6 MsNs
or greater.

No equivalent NEHRP sections could be found for the following
UBC sections:

2710(g)3 Flange width-thickness ratio

The UBC requires that the flange width-thickness ratio not
exceed 52/(square root of Fy).

2710(g)5 SMRF Strength ratio

At any moment frame joint, the ratio of the column strength
to the sum of the beam strengths should be less than one.

2710(g)7 Girder-column joint restraint

The USC requires that the flanges of columns be laterally
supported only at the level of the girder top flange, if the
columns remain elastic, or at the levels of the girder top and
bottom flanges if the column does not remain elastic.
Columns without the required lateral support transverse to a
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joint should assume a pin ended connection for the purpose
of unsupported height.

2710(g)8 Beam bracing

The UBC requires that both flanges of beams be hraced.

2710(g)9 Changes in beam flange area

The UBC does not allow abrupt changes in heam flange area
within possible plastic hinge regions of special moment
resisting frames.

2710(g)1O Moment frame drift calculations

The UBC requires that moment frame drift calculations in
clude bending and shear contributions from the clear girder
and column spans, column axial deformation and the rotation
and distortion of the panel zone, with some e",ceptions.

2710(h)2A Braced Frame Requirements, Slenderness of
bracing members

In Seismic Zones 3 and 4, the UBC limits liT ratio to nO/(sqrt
Fy), except for one· and two- story buildings if braces can
resist 3(Rw/8) times code forces.

Note that all of the above-outlined UBC items are from Section 2710.
This section of the code applies only to Seismic Zones 3 and 4 while
Section2711 pertains to Seismic Zones 1and 2. No UBCrequirement
is more restrictive than its NEHRP counterpart for Seismic Zones 1
and 2.

Several requirements from both documents have been discussed in
the preceding paragraphs. As can be seen most are detailing require
ments and do not represent any significant difference in life safety.
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Concrete

Chapter 11 of NEHRP references ACI 318-83 for concrete design.
Chapter 26 of the UBC references ACI318-89. The concrete chapter
in NEHRP is organized differently than the other materials chapters.
Only specific amendments and addenda to certain paragraphs of the
ACI 318 text are listed. NEHRP's modifications to the 1983 edition
of ACI 318 include the changes made in the updated ACI edition.
However, the UBC includes some additional requirements not
covered in either ACI 318 or in NEHRP, and is therefore more
restrictive. Only NEHRP provisions for prestressed concrete design
are more restrictive than those in the UBC. The NEHRP reference
standard is listed below.

Ref. 11.1 Building Code Requirements for Reinforced
Concrete, American Concrete Institute, ACI 318-83, includ
ing Appendix A (ACI 318-89 for the UBC)

The following NEHRP provisions are more restrictive than the
corresponding UBC provisions:

11.1.1.4 Modify Sec. A.2.5.1 to read as follows:

"Reinforcement resisting earthquake-induced flexural and
axial forces in frame members and in wall boundary members
shall comply with ASTM A706 except as modified herein.
ASTM A615 Grades 40 and 60 .•. not less than 1.25. [Post
tensioning tendons may be used in flexural members of
frames provided the average prestress fpc. calculated for an
area equal tothe member's shortest cross-sectional dimension
multiplied by the perpendicular dimension, does not exceed
350 psi.]"

Note: Bracketed section is not in the UBC.

Add the following to the end of Sec. A,2.5.1:

"When reinforci ng steel is to be welded, the steel shall comply
with ASTM A706. This requirement may be satisfied by the
use of steel complying with ASTM A615 provided that this
steel meets the carbon equivalent requirements and chemical
limits for ASTM A706 steel."

11.1.1.5 Insert the following new Sec. A.3.2.3 and change
the existing Sec. A.3.2.3 and A.3.2.4 to A. 3.2.4 and A.3.2.5,
respectively:
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"For members in which prestressing tendons are used together
with ASTM A706 or with A615 (Grades 40 or 60) reinforce
ment to resist earthquake-induced forces, prestressing ten
dons shall not provide more than one quarter of the strength
for both positive moments and negative moments at the joint
face. Anchorages for tendons must be demonstrated to per
form satisfactorily for seismic loadings. Test assemblies shall
withstand, without failure, a minimum of50 cycles of/oading
ranging between 40 and 85 percent of the minimum specified
strength of the tendon. Tendons shall extend through exterior
joints and be anchored at the exterior face of the joint or
beyond."

The following UBC sections contain requirements more restric
tive than NEHRP:

2607(k)3B Ties· Lateral Reinforcement for Compression
Memhers

The URC agrees with ACI (NEHRP) for Seismic Zones 0 and
1. In St:ismic Zones 2 through 4, however. the VBC requires
that lateral ties be placed at top and bottom of the column for
a distance that is the greater of one-sixth the clear height or
the maximum column dimension, but not less than 18". Tie
spacing should not be greater than 8 bar diameters. 24 tie
diameters, or one-half the least column dimension.

Seismic Zones 3 and 4 only:

2625(c)4 Load Factors

The URC modifies the load combination equations for Seis
mic Zones 3 and 4 over those of lower zones by increasing
dead load and Jive load by extra factors of 1.4 and 1.1
respectively.

2625(c)5B Concrete in Members Resisting Earthquake-In
duced Forces

Both documents state that f'c for lightweight concrete shall
not exceed 4000 psi, unless experimental evidence
demonstrates a higher value may be used. The VBC is slightly
more conservative with the extra requirement that in no case
may the compressive strength of lightweight concrete exceed
6000 psi.
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2625(c)6 Reinforcement in Members Resisting Earthquake
Induced Forces

The UBC spedficall y calls for low al lo~ A706 reinforcement.
It also prohibits welding of stirrups, ties, inserts. etc. to
longitudinal bars.

2625(e)3B Longitudinal Reinforcement - Frame Members
Subject to Bending Plus Axial Load

The UBC specifically caUs for Class A tension splices of
longitudinal bars with transverse reinforcement over the
length of the splice.

2625(e)4A(i) Transverse Reinforcement - Frame Members
Subject to Bending Plus Axial Load

The U8C factor for the volumetric ratio of spiral or hoop
reinforcement is 0.12, while for NEHRP it is 0.09.

2625(g)3 Joints of frames. shear strength

The U8C differentiates betweenjoints confined on four faces
and joints confined on three faces or 2 opposite faces, and
reduces the allowable strength factor from 20 to 15 respec
tively. The strength factor for cases other than those men
tioned above is 12. NEHRP doesn't make a distinction based
on the number of confined faces. The factor for the confined
condition is 20, while the factor for all other conditions is 15.
"Confined" is defined in both documents as a joint with
members framing into all vertical faces, and at least three
quarters of each face of the joint is covered by the framing
member. The effect is that the UBC reduces the allowable
shear strength ofjoints confined on three sides or two opposite
sides, and it also reduces the strength of unconfined joints.

The following UBC sections contain requirements not addressed
in NEHRP (Seismic Zones 3 and 4 only):

2625(e)4A(v) T,'ansverse Reinforcement - Frame Members
Subject to Bending Plus Axial Load

The UBC adds a minimum nooseismic reinforcement require
ment for any column that extends more than 4" beyond the
confined ('..ore.
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2625(e)4A(vi) Transverse Reinforcement - Frame Members
Subject to Bending Plus Axial Load

When the point of contratlexure is not within the middle
one-haif of the member clear height. the UBC requires
transverse reinforcement over the full height of the column.

2625(e)40 Transverse Reinforcement - Frame Members
Subject to Bending Plus Axial Load

The UBC requires spiral or hoop reinforcement at a maximum
of 6 bar diameters or 6" when transverse reinforcement as
specified iii Sections 2625(e)4A-C is not provided.

2625(t)2D Shear Wall Reinforcement

The UBC has extra requirements: splices in horizontal rein
forcement shall be staggered; splices in 2 curtains where used
shall not occur at the same location.

2625(f)5 Coupling Beams

The UBC requires special shear reinforcement for horizontal
members with small span-to-effective-depth ratios and high
factored shear forces and which interconnect shear walls.

2625(t)8 Minimum Thickness of Diaphragms

The UBC requires diaphragms to be at least 2 inches thick.
and topping slabs over precast floor and roof elements must
be at least 2 1/2 inches thick.

2625(t)9 Wall Piers

The UBC defines specific transverse reinforcement require
ments for piers not designed as part of a special moment
resisti ng frame. These transverse reinforcement requirements
do not differ substantially from the shear wall requirements.
2625(g) 1D Joints of frames. general requirements

Where longitudinal beam reinforcing bars extend through a
joint. the UBC requires that the column depth in the direction
of loading be equal to or greater than 20 times the diameter
of the largest longitudinal bar.

The UBC contains many requirements more restrictive than or not
required in NEHRP. Nearly all of these apply to the higher seismic
zones. The items are detailing provisions and have no significant
effect on the life safety of the resulting structure.
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Masonry

NEHRP Chapter 12 adopts ACI-ASCE 530 as its standard for mason
ry design. It then struggles with the conversion from Seismic Zones
to SPCs for which there is no direct relationship. NEHRP makes
simplifying assumptions by equating Zones 0 and 1 to SPCS A and
B; Zone 2 to SPC B; and Zones 3 and 4 to spes D and E. With this
modification, the masonry chapter becomes less restrictive than the
remainder of NEHRP. For example, if a building is Occupancy Type
IV with Av =0.2, Figure E on page 16 shows that the equivalent UBC
Seismic Zone is 28 and the SPC is D. With the changes in the
masonry chapter, NEHRP classifies the building as SPC C.

Despite the simplified conversions from Seismic Zones to SPCs, the
UBC and NEHRP should result in comparable building designs. An
example, and perhaps the only "difference," is in regard to steel
spacing and minimum steel in other than running bond. This is
actually an area of committee judgment rather than one shown by
research OJ other investigation to substantially affect life safety.

The following NEHRP Provisions are more restrictive than the
corresponding USC provisions:

12.7.1 Construction Requirements for Masonry Laid in Other
than Running Bond

The maximum spacing of horizontal reinforcement shall nol
exceed 24 inches.

12.8.1.1 Reinforced Hollow Unit Masonry

Structural reinforced hollow unit masonry shall conform to
the following requirement: Vertical reinforcement shall be
securely held in position at tops, bottoms, splices, and at
intervals not exceeding 112 bar diameters. Horizontal wall
reinforcement shall be securely tied to the vertical reinforce
ment or held in place during gr"uting by equivalent means.

12.8.1.2 Stacked Bond Construction

All stacked bond construct:O;l shall conform to the following
requirements:

12.8.1.2.1 The minimum ratio of horizontal reinforcement
shall be 0.0015 for nonstructural masonry and 0.0025 for
structural masonry. The maximum spacingofhorizontal rein-
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forcing shall not exceed 24 inches for nonstructural masonry
or 16 inches for structural masonry.

12.8.1.2.2 Reinforced hollow unit construction that is part
of the seismic resisting system shall be grouted solid, shall
use double open end (H block) units so that all head joints are
made solid, and shall use bond beam units to facilitate the
flow of grout.

12.8.1.2.3 Other reinforced hollow unit construction used
structurally, but not part of the seismic resisti ng system, shall
be grouted solid and all head joints shall be made sol id by the
use of open end units.

The rollowing UBC sections are more restrictive than analogous
NEHRP provisions:

2407(h)3A and 4A Special Provisions for Seismic Zones,
Materials

URC Seismic Zone No.2 prohibits the use of the following
materials as pan of the vertical or lateral load-resisting sys
tem: Type 0 mortar, masonry cement, plastic cement, non·
load bearing masonry units and glass block. Seismic Zones 3
and 4 further eliminate Type N mortar. NEHRP allows the
use of these materials, except that in SPC D and E, Type N
mortar and masonry cement are prohibited by reference to
ACI-530. Therefore, the UBe is more restrictive with some
materials. NEHRP SPC C prohibits only structural clay wall
tile, which is allowed in the UBe.

2407(h)4E(i) Minimum Dimension, Bearing Walls

Both documents have the same rt:quirements, except for one
extra condition in ACI 530: "Nominal 4-inch thick load
bearing reinforced hollow clay unit masonry walls with a
maximum unsupported height or length to thickness of27 are
permitted to be used ..." (emphasis added). The UBe does
not limit the hit ratio for 4-inch bearing walls in this section,
but any reinforced "walls with an h' It ratio larger than 30 shall
be based on forces and moments determined from analysis of
the structure" (Section 2409(b)2).

As evidenced by the few minor differences between NEHRP and the
UBC, the masonry designs for seismic loads are very similar. A
design under either ofthe two documents will result in essentially the
same building. The differences between the two sets ofrequirements
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seem to be based on committee judgment and are insignificant
relative to life safety.
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v. Summary Results of Case Studies

Case Study Description

In order to :Jetter understand the differences between the NEHRP
provisions and the UBC, three case studies of building design were
undenaken. The goal was to conduct a trial design using the different
structural materials. The buildings selected were:

• A one story building of masonry wall construction
with a wood roof.

• A three story wood frame apartment building

• A ten story steel frame office or apartment building

The following sections describe the three case study buildings.
NEHRP study buildings used in the trial design program were
selected for the case studies. Each building was designed fur several
seismic zones using the 1988 NEHRP provisions. Then the same
building was designed for the same seismic zone...:; using the UBC.
Aftereach case study a comparison of the stresses in selected building
elements or members was made. By comparing stress levels, or
utilization, of building elements one can compare the loads imposed
by each design approach.

As noted earlier the case studies used bui Idings from the NEHRP trial
design program. However, since the trial designs were intended to
illustrate typical building examples in a region, using the same
building configuration in several seismic zones resulted in a building
that may not be built in another seismic zone.

An additional case study of a twenty story steel moment resisting
frame with concrete shear walls as well as a concrete frame was
started. The UBC required a dynamic analysis; NEHRP permitted
an ELF (static) approach. Since this would result in totally different
approaches with significant assumptions that could make the results
meaningless, the case study was terminated. It does serve as an
example of the UBC's more restrictive requirement of requiring a
dynamic approach for highrise buildings.

For each case study this section contains a summary of results and
comparisons for different seismic zones. Typically the case study
summaries show the stresses resulting from a NEHRP design and the
equivalent UBC design. The actual stresses were divided by the
allowable stresses so that the percentage ofstress utilization becomes
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a basis for comparing the base shear of each method. Where a
building was significantly overstressed using the NEHRPtrial design
building, an independent design, using different materials such as
thicker plywood, was undertaken to ohtain an idea of the differences
in the actual buildings.

The results of the independent design can be seen in the case study
summaries. One can compare the actual differences in shear walls
and diaphragm nailing and materials in the three story building. The
ten story steel frame shows the difference of member sizes for
selected beams and columns.

No design was done on a SPC category "E." In the Case Study I this
SPC would have required only a blocked diaphragm under NEHRP.
Under the UBC, which would have required a greater base shear and
would have a much higher stress in the diaphragm possibly requiring
a different nailing pattern or thicker plywood.

Case Study Observations

Case Study I

Case Study I, the case study of the one story masonry structure,
indicates that design in any seismic zone will result in approximately
the same structure using either the UBC or NEHRP. The UBC is
slightly more conservative in the higher seismic zones but essentially
the same building results from either design approach.

The UBC specifies an Rw factor for masonry structures without
distinguishing between reinforced or unreinforced. Thus the case
study used a value for reinforced masonry which resulted in a
difference in the calculated stresses for the building in Seismic Zone
1. A redesign, using the Rw of 2 suggested by some engineers,
resulted in a building that was the same as the NEHRP design. An
unreinforced masonry building designed for Zone 1 under the UBC
would follow the prescriptive provisions for walls and anchorage. No
calculations would be required for wall bending and diaphragm
deflection.

Case Study II

Case Study II is a three story wood frame apartment building. The
same configuration of diaphragms and shear walls was used to
compare the demand/capacity ratio for material utilization.
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The findings were that in Seismic Zones 2B, 3 and 4 the UBC was
more restrictive than NEHRP. Specific differences in the higher
seismic zones include:

Closer nail spacing in the plywood diaphragms at the upper tloors of
the building.

Heavier (thicker) plywood would be required at the 1st and 2nd floor
in Seismic Zone 4.

The nailing in the shear walls is greater in these zones.

Some shearwalls required heavier plywood.

A trial building was designed under the UBC to see the differences.
The result was that additional shear walls were required on the lower
floors in higher seismic zones. As noted the floor diaphragms had to
be heavier and have closer nailing. There was no way to make the
NEHRP building work in Seismic Zone 4 as configured in the trial
design. (The trial design was for Seismic Zone 2B.)

The NEHRP designed building showed no difference in Seismic
Zone 1 and 2A. In each case the same building would work for both
NEHRP and the UBC. The demand/capacity requirement was
generally higher for the UBC designed building. Even in Seismic
Zone 2B the fi ndi ngs were that onl y the shear walls at the lower levels
had to be heavier.

Case Study III

Case Study III was for a ten story steel frame building. The NEHRP
design from the trial designs provided a starting point. A new design
with the same configuration was done using the Vac. Typically the
results were that the USC members were smaller and lighter at the
lower stories when compared to the NEHRP design. Upper story
members were close to those in the NEHRP design. Members shown
were to be simi lar to those used in the trial design r;\ther than the most
efficient to try to obtain some comparison of the designs. The story
drifts are shown but may not be comparable The UBC allow:,hle drift
is under working stress allowable loads wI.ile the NEHRP drift is
under ultimate-strength loads.

The demand/capacity ratio for the NEHRP building was higher than
the UBC designed building. This relates to the ultimate
strength/working strength approaches. The UBC designed building
had greater rese",~ ~~pacity.
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Case Study I

Single Story Warehouse with Masonry Walls and Wood Roof 
Building "M-}"

Building Desc;ription:

This case study is taken from the Guide to Application of the NEHRP
Recommended ProvisiolTh, July 1987 edition, page 207. The build
ing is a one-story rectangular warehouse, 100 feet by 200 ft:et in plan.
The masonry walls are 24 feet high on all sides with the wood roof
structure sloping slightly higher towards the center of the building
for drainage.

The gravity load resisting system begins with straight sheathing over
2 x 12 joists spanning 20 feet between glued-laminated beams. The
glued-laminated beams are 24 in. deep and span five bays of 40 feet
each. The diaphragm system is supported by 2000 psi concrete
masonry unit walls 10 in. thick and intermediate steel columns. The
floor is a slab on grade with conventional spread footings. The lateral
load resisting system consists of the exterior shear walls, which take
the load transferred by the flexible diaphragm to the foundation. The
long walls (side walls) are solid (no openings), and the short walls
have several large door openings each. There are no interior walls
for seismic resistance. The design assumes full inspection of the
masonry.

Approach:

The comparison approach taken for Case Study I is as follows:

The building used for the study was taken from the Guide example.

The buiIding was analyzed in each ofthe five seismic zones accordi ng
to the UBC requirement" (1, 2A, 2B, 3, and 4) as well as in the five
corresponding NEHRP seismic map areas (3, 4, 5, 6, and 7). The
loads on the building were then determined.

The stresses within the major building elements were then computed.
Items compared include total base shear, diaphragm shear, shear and
bending stresses in the masonry, and story drift.

The load demand was then compared to the resistance capacity
(allowable stress) for each of the five zones.
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The ratio of the demand/capacity for UBC and NEHRP was then
compared.

The demand/capacity can be compared using the % Stress of
AlIow(able) column for each zone.

A factored value was then computed for each material. The material
factor was derived from the manner that the NEHRP values were
derived. The "phi" is included in the NEHRP provisions.

Findings:

The findings were that essentially the same building would result
from a design under either set of provisions. Note that in Seismic
Zones 1 and 2A, the building need not be designed, but need only
meet cenain prescriptive criteria in the Code. The building designed
for the case study meets the prescriptive criteria and is therefore
essentially the same building.
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Case StUdy I

Summary of Results NEHRP Map Area 7
Seismic Hazard Exposure Group I
Seismic Performance Category D

UBC Zone 4

-
1991 UBC1988 N.E.H.R.P.

ITEM Value % Stress Factored Value % Stress
of Allow. Value· of Allow.

TOTAL BASE SHEAR (KIPS) 242 155

DIAPHRAGM SHEAR (PlF)
Actual 1100 89% 647 704 96%
Allowable 1241 730

MASONRY WAll STRESSES
Actual In-Plane Shear (psi) 18 23% 9 11.73 23%
Allow. Shear Stress (psi) 78 52

Actual Bending Stres!:; (psi) 234 13% 88 172 20%
Allow. Bending Stress (psI)

I
1756 878

ACTUAL PERPENDICULAR 400 2~1I) 223
LOAD (PlF)

TOTAL DEFLECTION (IN)
Actual 7.36 100% 1.73 100%
Allowable 6 1.44

-Factored NEHRP Value is the actual value divided by the product of a material factor
and a phi factor. The material factor =: 2 for wood; 2.5 for masonry.
The phi factor = 0.85 for diaphragm shear; 0.6 for masonry shear; and 0.8 for masonry
flexural compression.
An additional seismic load factor of 1.33 must also be Included for the masonry stress
values.
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Case Study I

Summary of Results NEHRP Map Area 6
Seismic Hazard Exposure Group I
Seismic Performance Category D

UBC Zone 3

1988 N.E}{R.P. 1991 liBC
ITEM Value % Stress Factored Value % Stress

of Aliow. Value* of Allow.

TOTAL BASE SHEAR (KIPS) 181 116

DIAPHRAGM SHEAR (PlF)
Actual 825 76% 485 528 83%
Allowable 1088 640

MASONRY WALL STRESSES
Actual In-Plane Shear (psi) 13.72 18% 7 8.78 17%
Allow. Shear Stress (psi) 78 52

Actual Bending Stress (psi) 198 11% 74 129 15%
Allow. Bending Stress (psi) 1756 878

ACTUAL PERPENDICULAR 300 150 200
LOAD (PLF)

TOTAL DEFLECTION (IN)
Actual 5.9 98% 1.44 100%
Allowable 6 1.44

*Factored NEHRP Value Is the actual value divided by the product of a material factor
and a phi factor. The material 'actor ~ 2 for wood; 2.5 f~r masonry.
The phi factor = 0.85 for diaphragm shear; 0.6 for masonry shear; and 0.8 for masonry
flexural compression.
An additional seismic load factor of 1.33 must also be Included for the masonry stress
values.
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Case Study I

Summary of Results NEHRP Map Area 5
Seismic Hazard Exposure Group I
Seismic Performance Category 0

UBCZone 2B

1988 N.E.H.R.p. 1991 UBC
ITEM Value % Stress Factored Value % Stress

of Allow. Value- of Allow.

TOTAL BASE SHEAR (KIPS) 121 77.6

DIAPHRAGM SHEAR (PLF)
Actual 546 76% 322 352 83%
Allowable 722 425

MASONRY WALL STRESSES
Actual In-Plane Shear (psi) 9.17 12% 5 5.67 11 %
Allow. Shear Stress (psi) 78 52

Actual Bending Stress (psi) 140 8% b3 126 14%
Allow. Bending Stress (psi) 1756 876

ACTUAL PERPENDICULAR 200 100 200
LOAD (PLF)

TOTAL DEFLECTION (IN)
Actual 4.4 73% 1.09 76%
Allowable 6 1.44

*Factored NEHRP Value Is the actual value divided by the product of a material factor
and a phi factor. The material factor = 2 for wood; 2.5 for masonry.
The phi factor = 0.85 for diaphragm shear; 0.6 for masonry shear; and 0.8 for masonry
flexural compression.
An additional seismic load factor of 1.33 must also be Included for the masonry stress
values.
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Case Study I

Summary of Results NEHRP Map Area 4
Seismic Hazard Exposure Group I
Seismic Performance Category C

USC Zone 2A

1988 N.E.H.R.P. 1991 USC
ITEM Value % Stress Factored Value % Stress

of Allow. Value· of Allow.

TOTAL BASE SHEAR (KIPS) 90.6 58.2

DIAPHRAGM SHEAR (PLF)
At.1ual 411 76% 242 264 83%
Allowable 544 320

MASONRY WALL STRESSES
Actual In-Plane Shear (psi) 6.86 9% 3 4.41 8%
Allow. Shear Stress (psi) 78 52

Actual Rending Stress (psi) 89 5% 33 95 11%
Allow. Bending Stress (psi) 1756 878

ACTUAL PERPENDICUu\R 150 75 200
LOAD (PLF)

TOTAL DEFLECTION (IN)
Actual 3.24 54% 0.82 57%
Allowable 6 1.44

*Factored NEHRP Value Is the actual value divided by the product of a material factor
and a phi factor. The material factor = 2 for wood; 2.5 for masonry.
The phi factor = 0.85 for diaphragm shear; 0.6 for masonry shear; and 0.8 for masonry
flexural compression.
An additional seismic load factor of 1.33 must also be included for the masonry stress
values.
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Case Study I

Summary of Results NEHRP Map Area 3
Seismic Hazard Exposure Group I
Seismic Performance Category C

UBCZone 1

1988 N.E.H.R.P. 1991 USC
ITEM Value % Stress Factored Value % Stress

of Allow. Value· of Allow.

TOTAL BASE SHEAR (KIPS) 169 29.1

DIAPHRAGM SHEAR (PLF)
Actual 700 64% 412 132 21%
Allowable 1088 640

MASONRY WALL STRESSES
Actual In-Plane Shear (psi) 16 24% 8 2.75 6%
Allow. Shear Stress (psi) 67.8 45.22

Actual Bending Stress (psi) 32.3 49% 12 24 72%
Allow. Bending Stress (psi) 66.5 33.25

ACTUAL PERPENDICULAR 100 GO 200
LOAD (PLF)

TOTAL DEFLECTION (IN)
Actual 2.33 39% 0.53 37%
Allowable 6 1.44

*Faetored NEHRP Value Is the actual value divided by the product of a material factor
and a phi factor. The material factor ~ 2 for wood; 2.5 for masonry.
The phi factor = 0.85 for diaphragm shear; 0.6 for masonry shear; and 0.8 for masonry
flexural compression.
An additional seismic load factor of 1.33 must also be Included for the masonry stress values.
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Case Study II

Three Story Wood Frame Building - Building "W-I"

Building Description:

This case study is based on building "W·I" used in the "Guide to
Applications of the NEHRP Recommended Provisions" . This 3
story residential wood frame building is 148 feet x 56 feet in plan.
The total building height is 28 feet, with a 9 foot typical story to story
height.

The gravity load resisting system for the building consists ofplywood
sheathing on wood floor joists and roof rafters supported on wood
stud bearing walls and wood post and beam lines. The lateral load
reSisting system consists of plywood diaphragms and plywood shear
walls.

Approach:

The comparison approach taken for Case Study II is as follows:

The building used for the study was taken from the Guide example.

The bui Idi ng was anal yzed ineach of the five seismi c zones according
to the UBC requirements (1, 2A, 2B, 3, and 4) as well as in the five
corresponding NEHRP seismic map areas (3, 4, 5, 6, and 7). The
loads on the building were then determined. Because the building
was originally designed for the Seattle area, it did not "work" in some
of the zones. In these cases the building was redesigned under the
NEHRP provisions and a new equivalent UBC design done. Typical
ly all building elements were held consistent and the plywood nailing
placed closer to obtain the required higher allowable stress. Only
where it was not possible to design the building using the same
material thickness as in the Guide example was the plywood thick
ness changed.

The stresses within the lateral force resisting elements were then
computed. Items compared include diaphragm shear and shear walls
in both the longitudinal and transverse directions.

The load demand was then compared to the resistance capacity
(allowable stress) for each ofthe five zones.

The ratio of the demand/capacity for UBC and NEHRP was then
compared.
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The demand/capacity can be compared using the % Stress of
Allow(able) column br each <:et of c~\culations.

Findings:

The findings were that in Seismic Zones 2B. 3 and 4 the UBC was
more restrictive than NEHRP for the low rise wood shear wall
building.

Specific differences in the higher seismic zones include:

Closer nail spacing in the plywood diaphragms at the upper floors of
the building.

Heavier (thicker) plywood would he required at the seconJ and third
floor diaphragms in Seismic Zone 4.

The nailing in the shear walls is greater in these zones.

Some shearwalls required heavier plywood.

A trial building was designed under the UBC to see the differences.
The result was that additional shear wall strength was required on the
lower floors in higher seismic zones. As noted the floor diaphragms
had to be heavier and have closer nailing. The NEHRP building could
not be made to work in Seismic Zone 4 as configured in the trial
design. (The trial design was for Seismic Zone 2B.)

The NEHRP designed building showed no difference in Seismic
Zone 1 and 2A. In each case the same building would work for both
NEHRP and the UBC. The demand/capacity requirement was
generally higher for the UBC designed building. Even in Seismic
Zone 2B the findings were that only the shear walls at the lower levels
had to be heavier.
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Case Study III

Ten Story Steel Frame Building - Building "l.A27"

Building Description:

This case study is based on building "LA27" used in the trial designs
for the BSSC program. It is 125 feet x 180 feet in plan with 25 foot
by 30 foot bays. The building is 10 stories in height. The first story
height is 22 feet 6 inches. The remaining stories have a 13 feet 6
inches story to story height. The total building height is 144 feet.

The gravity load resisting system for the building consists of metal
deck with standard weight concrete floors and roofsupported on steel
hearns, girders, and columns. The lateral load resisting system con
sists of ductile moment resisting frames at the perimeter of the
building. The lateral forces are transferred to the frame by the floor
which is designed as a rigid diaphragm.

A 20 story building was first considered for this case study. lts total
height is 270 feet, which exceeded the 240 feet height limit for the
use of the equivalent static approach set forth in the 1991 VBe.

Approach:

The comparison approach taken for Case Study III is as follows:

The building used for the study was taken from the Guide example.
To allow for adequate comparir.on, the same member depths deter
mined in the original NEHRP case study were used throughout this
analysis. Also the same building mass and site soil characteristics
used in the NEHRP Guide case study were used for this case study.

The building was designed for two seismic zones according to the
UBC requirements (2B and 4) as well as for two corresponding
NEHRP seismic map areas (5 and 7). The loads on the building were
then determined.

The stresses in typical frame members were then computed. Items
compared include the combined stress in the steel columns and beams
and story drifts.

The load demand was then compared to the resistance capacity
(allowable stress) for each of the designs.
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The ratio of the demand/capacity for UBC and NEHRP was then
compared.

The demand/capacity can be compared using the % Stress of
Ailow(able) column for each zone.

Findings

The findings were that buildings designed under the NEHRP proce
dures generally had heavier members apparently relating to the drift
limitations but possibly to the ultimate strength approach. The UBC
members were smaller and lighter at the lower stories when compared
to the NEHRP design. Upper story members were close to those in
the NEHRP design.

The NEHRP buildings have a higher demand/capacity ratio on the
materials than the UBC buildings. This is probably because the
NEHRP building is an ultimate load demand. The UBC building has
additional reserve strength, or toughness, since they are designed
under a working stress level loads.
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CASE STUDY III
MEMBER SIZES eOMPARISON

ZONE 4 - AREA 7 ZONE 2B - AREA 5
MEMBER 91 use 68 NEHAP 91 UBe 88 NEHAP
COL 1 W33X241 BUW37X415 W33)(221 W33X221
COl2 W30X211 W36X210 W27X178 W27X178
eOl3 W30X211 W36X210 W27X161 W27X178
COl4 W30X191 W36X194 W27X146 W27X161
eOl5 W30X173 W36X194 W27X146 W27X161
eOl6 W27X178 W36X170 W2,/102 W27X161
COl7 W27X176 W36X170 W27X94 W27X114
COL8 W27X161 W36X135 W27X84 W27X94
COL 9 W27Xl02 W36X135 W24X76 W27X94
COL 10 W27X84 W36X135 W24X62 W27X84
BM 1 W36X230 W36X300 W33X152 W30X173
BM2 W33X201 W36X260 W27X178 W30X173
BM3 W33X201 W36X245 W27X161 W27X178
BM4 W33X201 W36X210 W27X146 W27X161
BM5 W30X191 W36X194 W27Xl14 W27X161
BM6 W30X173 W36X194 W27Xl02 W27X146
BM7 W27X176 W33X130 W27Xl02 W27X114
BM8 W27X178 W33X130 W27X94 W27Xl02
BM9 W27Xl02 W30X90 W21X62 W24X94
BM10 W24X68 W27X84 W21X57 W24X84
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CASE STUDY III
SUMMARY OF RESULTS - UBC ZONE 4, NEHRP MAP AREA 7

COMBINED STRESS RATIO (UNITY CHECK) COMPARISON

1991 USC 19BB NEHRP
ACT. ALl. RATIO (0/0) ACT. ALL RATIO (0/0)

COL 5 - 15t STORY 0.664 1.33 49.90/. 1.006 1.7 59.20/.
COL 11 - 2nd STORY 0.69B 1.33 52.50/. 1.051 1.7 61.80/.
COL 35 - 6th STORY 0.571 1.33 42.90/. 0.860 1.7 51.80/.

COL 59 - 10th STOR 0.215 1.33 16.20/. 0.222 1.7 13.10/<

BM 65 • 2nd FLOOR 0.509 1.33 38.30/. 0.684 1.7 40.20/.

BM 90 - 7th FLOOR 0.509 1.33 38.30/. 0.706 1.7 41.50/.
8M 110 - ROOF 0345 133 25.90/. 0.331 1.7 19.50/.

STORY DRIFT COMPARISON

1991 USC 1988NEHRP
LEVEL ACT.d (in.) ALl.d (In.) RATIO (%1 DELTA ALl.DELTA RATIO (%)

Roof 0.216 0.405 53.30/. 1.375 2.43 56.60/.
10th noor 0.269 0.405 66.4~c 1.953 2.43 80.4%
9th floor 0.305 0.405 75.30/, 2.409 2.43 99.1 %
8th floor 0.290 0.405 71.6o/c 2.371 2.43 97.6%
7th floor 0.284 0.405 70.1o/c 2.338 2.43 96.20/<
6th floor 0.286 0.405 70.60/, 2.349 2.43 96.7%
5th floor 0.282 0.405 69.60/< 2.299 2.43 94.6%
4th floor 0.266 0.405 65.70/< 2.140 2.43 88.1%
3rd floor 0.264 0.405 65.20/. 2.101 2.43 86.5%
2nd floor 0.334 0.675 49.50/. 2.635 4.05 65.10/<
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CASE STUDY III
SUMMARY OF RESULTS· UBC ZONE 2B, NEHRP MAP AREA 5

COMBINED STRESS RATIO (UNITY CHECK) COMPARISON

1991 USC 1988 NEHRP

ACT. ALL. RATIO ('Yo) ACT. ALL. RATIO (%)

COL 5 • 1st STORY 0.227 1.33 17.10/< 0.641 1.7 37.70/<

COL 11 - 2nd STORY 0.237 1.33 17.80/< 0.716 1.7 42.20/<

COL 35 • 6th STORY 0.207 1.33 15.60/< 0.577 1.7 33.90/<

COL 59 - 10th STOR 0.09 1.33 6.8~' 0.133 1.7 7.80/<

8M 65 - 2nd FLOOR 0.241 1.33 18.10/< 0.356 1.7 20.90/<

8M 90 - 7th FLOOR 0.212 1.33 15.90/, 0.400 1.7 23.50/<

8M 110- ROOF 0.127 1.33 9.50/< 0.223 1.7 13.10/<

STORY DRIFT COMPARISON

1991 uac 1988NEHRP
-

LEVEL ACT.d (In.) ALL.d (In.) RATIO (%) DELTA ALL. DELTA RATIOT%)
Roof 0.105 0.405 25.90/< 0.671 2.43 27.60/<
10th floor 0.133 0.405 32.80/< 0.974 2.43 40.1%
9th floor 0.151 0.405 37.30/< 1.205 2.43 49.6%
8th floor 0.144 0.405 35.60/. 1.183 2.43 48.70/.
7th floor 0.140 0.405 34.60/. 1.166 2.43 48.0%
6th floor 0.142 0.405 35.10/. 1.172 2.43 48.2%
5th floor 0.140 0.405 34.60/. 1.150 2.43 47.30/<
4th floor 0.132 0.405 32.60/. 1.067 2.43 43.90/.
3rd floor 0.131 00405 32.30/. 1.051 2.43 43.20/.
2nd noor 0.166 0.675 24.60/. 1.320 4.05 32.60/<
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VI. Findin9:.,..s _

Findings Related to Design and Inspection Criteria

Based on the side by side comparison of the NEHRP provisions and
the UBC the following summary points were noted;

• NEHRP has approximately the same inspection
requirements as the UBC for building elements.
The UBC require:;; structural observation for major
buildings and essential and hazardous occupancies;
NEHRP does not.

• NEHRP requires more inspection on non-structural
items such as mechanical and electrical com
ponents. NEHRP has the non-structural require
ments structured in a very detailed manner. Most
of the same components are regulated by the UBC
and the general design requirements are in Chapter
23. Additional criteria are also found in chapters
relating to type of construction.

• Both UBC and NEHRP use the same occupancies
relative to exposure. In NEHRP the categories are
referred to as Seismic Hazard Exposure Groups
(SHEG).ln the UBCthe Occupancy Categories are
used to select the Importance Factor (I). NEHRP
uses the SHEG to determine the Seismic Perfor
mance Category which establishes the design and
detailing requirements. In the UBC the I factor
controls the base shear requirements.

• For buildings where damage reduction is desirable,
or where continued functionality is necessary,
NEHRP controls damage by tightening drift con
trols based on the SHEG. The UBC addresses this
issue by increasing the design base shear and re
quiring structural observation but allowing the
same dri ft as any other structure.

• For structures without a geotechnical investigation
the soil coefficient NEHRP requires the assump
tion of the worst type ofsoil condition whereas the
UBC uses a more probable minimum soil factor.

• The R factor in NEHRP and the Rw in the UBC are
not comparable. NEHRP has a number ofaddition
al structural types defined and R values given. This
is to try to cover all possible building types. The
UBC would permit the building official to accept a
different Rw value if there was substantiating
documentation. The descriptions ofirregularstruc
tures are the same in each document.
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• NEHRP has additional detailed requirements for
the various construction materials including wood,
steel, masonry and prestressed concrete that are
more restrictive than the detailing requirements in
the UBC. There are some provisions in the UBC
that are more restrictive than those in the NEHRP
provisions.

• Spread footing requirements are greater in NEHRP
for SPC 0 and E structures than for equivalent
structures in UBC.

Findings Related to the Case Studies

The findings of the case studies were as follows:

• For design of a sing1t' story masonry building the
same structure would result using either document.

• For a low rise wood frame shear wall building, the
UBC design resulted in thicker plywood shear
walls and diaphragms and closer nailing in the
higher seismic zones. In the lower zones the same
building would be obtained using either document.

• For the ten story steel structure, the UBC design
resulted in smaller structural members than the
NEHRP designed building. Th~ NEHRP design
had a greater load/capacity utilization of the steel
frames.

Conclusion

The findings of this study indicate that a building constructed under
the Uniform Building Code would provide a similar level of safety
to the same building designed under the NEHRP provisions. The
NEHRP provisions and the USC are substantially equivalent.
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VII. Cross Reference Between NEHRP and the

USC

The following pages provide the reader a resource with which to
locate equivalent sections between the two sets of provisions. This
cross-walk is provided as a reference from either document.
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usc to NEHRP

CROSS INDEX

1991 UNIFORM BUILDING CODE TO 1988 NEHRP

CHAPTER 3 .- PERMITS AND INSPECTIONS
306 1.6.2
306(a)1 1.6.2.3
306(a)2 1.6.2.3
306(a)4 1.6.2.2, 1.6.2.3, 1.6.2.4
306(a)5 1.6.2.2, 1.6.2.6
306(a)6 1.6.2.6
306(a)7 1.6.2.5
306(a) 11 1.6.2.1
306(a)12 1.6.2.3
306(a)14 1.6.2.7
306(c) 1.6.3 and 1.6.4
306(f) 1.6.5

CHAPTER 23, PART "' •• EARTHQUAKE DESIGN
2303(1)
2330(a)
2331
2332
2333
2333(a)
2333(b)
2333(c)
2333(d}
2333(e)
2333(f)
2333(g}
2333(h}
2333(i)1
2333(j)
2334(a)
2334(b)
2334(b)1
2334(b)2
2334(C)
2334(c)3

3.7.1
1.1
2.1
2.2
1.4
1.2. 1.3 and subsections, 3.1
1.4.1
3.2 and subsections
1.4.2 and subsections, 1.4.3
3.4 and subsections
3.3, 3.3.1. 3.3.3, 3.3.4
3.3.4.1
3.5 and subsections
3.7.3

1.5
4.1 . 4.2. 4.2.1
4.2
4.2.1
4.2.2 and subsections, Table 4-1
3.3.2 and 3.3.4 and subsections
3.3.4 and subsections
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2334(d)
2334(e)
2334(f)

2334(9)
2334(h)

2334(i)
2334(j)
2335
2335(c)

2335(e)
2335(e)3
2336
2336(a)
2336(b)
2336(c)
2336(d)
2336(e)
2337(a)
2337(b)1
2337(b)2

2337(b)3
2337(b)4
2337(b)4A

2337(b)4B
2337(b)5
2337(b)6
2337(b)7A
2337(b)7B
2337(b)8

2337(b)9
2337(b)9D
2337(b)10

2337(b)11

2338
2339

Table 23-1
Table 23-J
Table 23-L
Table 23-L
Table23-L

Table 23-M

4.3
4.4,5.9
4.4.1
4.5
3.8, 4.6, 4.6.1, Table 3-5

4.6, 4.6.2, 5.11
3.7.12
5.1, 5.4, 5.5, 5.6
5.2
5.3
5.8
8.3 and subsections

3.7,3.7.7, 3.7.10,8.1,8.1.1, 8.1.2, 8.2, 8.2.1
3.7.10,8.1.3,8.2.2,8.2.6
Not in NEHRP
Not in NEHRP

Not in NEHRP
3.6, 3.6.1, 3.6.2, 3.6.2.1, 3.0.3, 3.6.3.1, 3.6.4, 3.7.2
Not in NEHRP

Not in NEHRP
Not in NEHRP
3.3.4.3

3.3.4.2

8.2.3, 8.2.4
3.7.5
3.6.2.3,3.7.8
11.9.1
11.8.1
3.7.6,9.4.1.1
3.7.9
9.8.6

3.3.4.4
3.8

3.6

N/A

Table 1-1

Table 3-1
Table 1-2
Table 1A-2
Table 8-1
Table 3-4
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Table 23-N
Table 23·0
Table 23-P
Table 23-P
Table 23-0

CHAPTER 24 -- MASONRY
2401 (a)
2405(C)
2406
2407(e)3
2407(h)
2407(h) 1
2407(h)2
2407(h)3
2407(h)3A
2407(h)4
2407(h)4D
2407(h)4F

CHAPTER 25 •• WOOD
2501 (a)
2504
2510(C)
2510(c)3
2513
2513(a)
2513(b)
2513(b)1
2513(b)2
2513(c)
2513(d)
2513(e)
2513(e)18
2513(e)1C
2513(e)lD
2513(e)1E
2514
2515(b)
2516
2516(c)4
2516(m)

Tabie 3-3
3.3.4.1, Table 3-2, 12.3
8.2.2, Table 8-2
Table 8-3
3.3.4.1 , Table 3-2, 12.3

12.1
1.6.3.3
12.2
12.6.1.1
12.1 .1 , and Table 12·1
12.4, 12.5, 12.6
12.4, 12.5
12.6,12.6.1
12.6.2
12.7,12.8,12.8.1,12.8.1.1
12.7.1,12.8.1.2
12.7.2

9.1
9.2
9.5.3
9.8.4.2
9.5.2.2, 9.7.2, 9.7.3, 9.8
9.5.2.1, 9.8.2.1,9.8.2.2
9.8.3
9.8.2.1, 9.8.3.1
9.8.3.2
9.8.2, 9.8.2.1, 9.8.4
9.7.2,9.7.3
9.5, 9.6, 9.6.1
9.5.2, 9.8.4.1
9.5.1, 9.6.2, 9.8.4.1
9.5.2.2
9.5.2.2
9.5.2.2
9.6.3
9.4.1
9.8.1
9.8.1
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2517(a)
2517(g)2
2517(g)3
2517(g)3B
2517(g)3C
2517(g)30
2517(g)3E
2517(g)3F

Table 25-J-1
Table 25-K-1
Table 25-P
Table 25-V

CHAPTER 26 -- CONCRETE
2601 through 2618
2603(b)4
2605(g)
2607(k)3B
2607(k)3D
2609(c)3
2625
2625(C) through m
2625(c)1B
2625(C)1 C
2625(C)10
2625(c)1 E
2625(c)1 F
2625(c)6
2625(d)3D
2625(e)4
2625(e)4A
2625(e)4F
2625(f)3E
2625(f)7
2625(g)26
2625(g)3
2625(h)1C
2625(i)
26250)
2625(k)
2637(b)6

9.7,9.7.1
9.7.1.2,9.7.1.3
9.5.2.3,9.7.2.9.7.3,9.8.5
9.7.3.1
9.7.3.2
9.7.3.3
9.7.3.4, 9.7.3.6
9.7.3.5

Table 9-1
Table 9-2
Table 9-3
9.3.1,9.5.2.3.9.7.2,9.7.3,9.8.5

11.3
1.6.3.1 and subsections
1.6.3.2
Not in NEHRP
11.2
11.1.1,11.1.1.1
11.1.1
11.9.2, 11.5
11.6, 117
11.6,11.7,11.1.1.2
11.8, 11.8.1, 11.1.1.2
11.1.1.2, 11.9
11.1.1.3
11.1.1.4
11.1.1.6
11.1.1.9
11.1.1.8
11.1.1.7
11.1.1.11
11.1.1.10
11.1.1.12
11.1.1.13
11.1.1.14
11.1.1.15,11.9.3
1.6.2.2
11.1.1.16,11.4
3.6.2.3
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Table 26-E

CHAPTER 27 .- STEEL
2701 (a)
2702
2703
2704
2707
2710
2710(d}
2710(1)
2710(g)
2710(h)
2710(h)2
2710(h)2C
2710(h)2D
2710(h)2E
2710(h)3
2710(h)3B
2710(h)4A3
2710(h)4B
2710(i)
2710(k)
2711
2711 (a)
2711 (d)
2711 (e)
2711 (1)
2711 (1)2
2711 (1)2B
2711 (1)2C
2711 (1)3B

11.2, Table 11-1

10.1
10.2.1 and subsections
10.2.2 and subsections
10.2.2 and subsections
10.~.3

~0.5, 10.6
10.2
10.5.1,10.6.1
10.5.1,10.6.1,10.7
10.5.2, 10.6.2, 10.8 and subsections, 10.8.4, 10.8.
10.8.1.1
10.8.1.2
10.8.1.4
10.8.1.3
10.8.4
10.8.4.1
10.8.2
10.8
10.5.2, 10.9
1.6.3.4 and subsections
10.4
10.3
10.4.1
10.4.1,10.7
10.4.2, 10.8
10.8.1.1
10.8.1.4
10.8.1.3
10.8.4.1

CHAPTER 29 -- FOUNDATIONS
2905 7.4.1
2905(c) 7.5.1
~ 7.2.2

2906 through 2910 7.2, 7.2.1, 7.5
2907(1) 9.7.1.1
2907(g) 7.4.2
2908(b) 7.4.3
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2909
2909(b)
2909(c)
2909(d)
2909(e)

2909(f)
2909(9)
2910
2910(e)

7.4.4 and 7.5 and subsections
7.4.4.1,7.5.3.1
7.4.4.2, 7.5.3.2
7.4.4.4, 7.5.3.3
7.4.4.5,7.5.3.4
7.5.3.5
7.4.4.3
7.5 and subsections
7.5.3 and subsections
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UBC to NEHRP

CROSS INDEX

1988 NEHRP TO 1991 UNIFORM BUILDING CODE

CHAPTER 1 -- GENERAL PROVISIONS
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.3.1
1.3.2
1.3.3
1.3.4
1.4
1.4.1
1.4.2
1.4.2.1
1.4.2.2
1.4.2.3
1.4.2.4
1.4.2.5
1.4.2.6
1.4.3
1.4.4
1.5
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.2
1.6.2.1
1.6.2.2
1.6.2.3
1.6.2.4
1.6.2.5
1.6.2.6
1.6.2.7
1.6.2.8
1.6.2.9
1.6.3
1.6.3.1 and subsections

2330(a)
2333(a)
2333(a)
2333(a)
2333 (a)
2333(a)
2333(a)
2333
2333(b)
2333(d)
2333(d)
2333(d)
2333(d)
2333(d)
2333(d)
2333(d)
2333(d)
Not in UBC
23330)
N/A; Quality Assurance not in USC
N/A
N/A
N/A
306
306(a)11
2625(j), 306(a)4 and 5
306(a)1 ,2,4,12
306(a)4
306(a)7
306(a)5 and 6
306(a)14
Not required by UBC
Not required by USC
SeebeJow
2603(b)4
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1.6.3.2
1.6.3.3
1.6.3.4 and subsections
1.6.3.5
1.6.4
1.6.5

Appendix
1A.1
1A.2

Table 1-1
Table 1-2
Table 1A-2
Table 4A-1

2605(g)
2405(c)
2710(k)
Not required by USC
306(c)
306(1)

Not applicable to USC
N/A
N/A

Table 23-1
Table 23-L
Table 23-L
N/A

CHAPTER 2·· DEFINITIONS AND SYMBOLS
2.1 ~31

2.2 2332
2.3 N/A

CHAPTER 3 -- STRUCTURAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
3.1
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.1.1
3.2.1.2
3.2.1.3
3.2.1.4
3.2.2
3.2.3
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.2
3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.4
3.3.4.1 and subsections
3.3.4.2
3.3.4.3
3.3.4.4

2333(a)
2333(c)
2333(c)
2333(c)
2333(c)
2333(c)
2333(c)
2333(c)
2333(c)
2333(1)
2333(1)
2334(c)
2334(c)
2334(c)
2333(1) applies to all buildings
2333(1) applies to all buildings
2334(c)3 and Table 23-0
2337(b)4A
2337(b)4
2337(b)10
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3.3.5
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.2
3.5
3.5.1
3.5.2
3.5.3
3.6

3.6.1
3.6.2
3.6.2.1
3.6.2.2
3.6.2.3
3.6.3
3.6.3.1

3.6.3.2
3.6.4
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.2
3.7.3
3.7.4

3.7.5
3.7.6
3.7.7
3.7.8
3.7.9
3.7.10
3.7.11
3.7.12

3.8

Table 3-1
Table 3-2

Table 3-3
Table 3-4
Table 3·5

2333(g) and Table 23-0
2333(e)
2333(e)
2333(e)
2333(h)
2333(h)
2333(h)
2333(h)
2337, 2338

2337(a)
2337(a)
2337(a)

Chapters 24 through 27
2337(b)6
2337(a)

2337(a)
Chapters 24 through 27

2337(a)
2336(a)
2303(1)
2337(a)
2333(i)1
Not in USC
2337(b)5
2337(b)8
2336(a)
2337(b)6

2337(b)9
2336(a) and (b)
Not in UBe
233401
2334(h) and 2337(b)11

Table 23-J

Table 23-0 and Table 23-0
Table 23-N
Table 23-M
2334(h)

CHAPTER 4 -- EQUIVALENT LATERAL FORCE PROCEDURE
4.1 2334(a)
4.2 2334(a) and (b)
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4.2.1
4.2.2 and subsections
4.3
4.4
4.4.1

4.5
4.6
4.6.1
4.6.2

Table 4-1

2334(b)1

2334(b)2
2334(d)
2334(e)
2334(1)
2334(g)
2334(h) and (i)
2334(h)
2334(i)

2334(b)2

CHAPTER 5 -- MODAL ANALYSIS PROCEDURE
5.1 2335
5.2 2335(c)
5.3 2335(e)
5.4 2335
5.5 2335
5.6 2335
5.7 2335
5.8 2335(e)3
5.9 2334(e)
5.10 N/A
5.11 2334(i)

CHAPTER 6 -- SOIL-STRUCTURE INTERACTION
6A.l N/A
6A.2 N/A
6A.2.1 N/A
6A.2.1.1 N/A
6A.2.1.2 N/A
6A.2.2 N/A
6A.2.3 N/A
6A.3 N/A
6A.3.1 N/A
6A.3.2 N/A

Table 6A·1 N/A

CHAPTER 7 _. FOUNDATION DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
7.1 Chapter 29
7.2 2906 through 2910
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7.2.1

7.2.2

7.3
7.4
7.4.1
7.4.2
7.4.3
7.4.4
7.4.4.1
7.4.4.2
7.4.4.3
7.4.4.4
7.4.4.5
7.5
7.5.1
7.5.2
7.5.3
7.5.3.1

7.5.3.2
7.5.3.3
7.5.3.4
7.5.3.5

2906 through 2910

2906
Chapter 29

Chapter 29

2905

2907(g)
2908(b)

2909
2909(b)

2909(c)
2909(g)

2909(d)

2909(e)

2907 through 291 0
2905(c)

N/A
2909 and 2910(e)

2909(b) and 2910(e)
2909(c) and 2910(e)

2909(d) and 2910(e)

2909(e) and 291 O(e)

2909(1) and 2910(e)

CHAPTER 8 -- ARCHITECTURAL, MECHANICAL, AND
ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS AND SYSTEMS

8.1
8.1.1
8.1.2

8.1.3
8.2

8.2.1
8.2.2
8.2.3
8.2.4
8.2.5
8.2.6
8.3
8.3.1
8.3.2
8.3.3
8.3.4
8.3.5

2336(a)
2336(a)

2336(a)
2336(b)

2336(a)

2336(a)
2336(b) and Table 23·P
2337(b)4B
2337(b)4B
Not in UBC
2336(b)
2336
2336

2336
2336
2336
Not in USC
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8.3.5.1
8.3.5.2
8.4
8.4.1
8.4.2

8.4.3
8.4.4
8.4.5
8.4.6

Table 8-1
Table 8-2
Table 8-3

CHAPTER 9 _. WOOD

9.1

9.2
9.3
9.3.1
9.4

9.4.1
9.4.1.1
9.4.1.2

9.5
9.5.1
9.5.2
9.5.2.1

9.5.2.2
9.5.2.3
9.5.3
9.6

9.6.1
9.6.2
9.6.3

9.7

9.7.1
9.7.1.1
9.7.1.2

9.7.1.3
9.7.2
9.7.3

9.7.3.1

NOi in UBC
Not in USC

Not in UBC
Not in UBC
Not in UBC

Not in UBC
Not in UBC
Not in UBC

Not in UBC

Table 23-L
Table 23-P
Table 23-P

2501 (a)
2504
Chapter 25
Table 25-V
Chapter 25

2516
2337(b)8
Not in UBC

2513(e)
2513(e)1C
2513(e)1 B
2513(a)
2513,2514

2517(9)3 and Table 25·V
2510(c)
2513(e)
2513(e)
2513(e)1C

2515(b)

2517(a)
2517(a)

2907(f)

2517(9)2
2517(9)2
2513, 2517(g)3 and Table 25-V
2513,2517(9)3 and Table 25-V
2517(g)3B
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9.7.3.2

9.7.3.3
9.7.3.4
9.7.3.5
9.7.3.6

9.8
9.8.1

9.8.2
9.8.2.1
9.8.2.2
9.8.3
9.8.3.1

9.8.3.2
9.8.4
9.8.4.1
9.8.4.2

9.8.5

9.8.6

Table 9-\
Table 9-2
Table 9·3
Table 9-4

CHAPTER10--STEEL
10.1

10.2

10.2.1
10.2.1.1
10.2.1.2
10.2.1.3

10.2.1.4
10.2.1.5
10.2.2
10.2.2.1 and subsections

10.2.2.2
10.2.2.3

10.2.3
10.3
10.4
10.4.1

10.4.2

2517(g)3C

2517 (g)3D
2517(g)3E
2517(g)3F

2517(g)3E
2513
2516(c)4 and (m)

2~13{c)

2513(a) through (c)
2513(a)
2513(b)
2513(b)1
2513(b)2

2513\c)
2513(e)~B and C
2510(c)3

2517(g)3 and Table 25·V
2337(b)9D

Table 25·J-l
Table 25-K-l
Table 25·P

N/A

2701 (a)

2710(d)

2702
2702
2702
2702
2702
2702
2703 and 2704

2703 and 2704
2703 and 2704

2703 and 2704
2707
2711 (a)
2711

2111 (d) and (e)
2711 (f)
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10.5
10.5.1
10.5.2
10.6
10.6.1
10.6.2
10.7
10.8
10.8.1

10.8.1.1
10.8.1.2
10.8.1.3
10.8.1.4
10.8.2
10.8.3
10.8.4
10.8.4.1
10.8.4.2
10.8.4.3
10.8.5
10.9

Appendix Ch. 10

11.1
11.1.1
11.1.1.1
11.1.1.2
11 .1.1.3
11.1.1.4
11.1.1.5
11.1.1.6
11.1.1.7
11.1.1.8
11.1.1.9
11.1.1.10
11.1.1.11

11.1.1.12
11.1.1.13
11.1.1.14
11.1.1.15

2710
2710(f) and (g)
2710(h) and (i)

2710
2710(f) and (g)
2710(h)

2710(9) and 2711 (e)
2710(h) and 2711 (1)
2710(h) and 2711 (1)
271 0(h)2 and 2711 (f)2
2710(h)2C
2710(h)2E and 2711 (f)2C
271 0(h)2D and 2711 (f)26
2710(h)4A3
2710(h)
2710(h)3
271 O(h)36 and 2711 (f)36
Not in USC
Not in USC
Not in UBC
2710(i)

USC Standard 27-14
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11.1.1.16
11.1.1.17
11.2
11.3
11.4
11.5
11.6
11.7
11.8
11.8.1
11.8.2
11.9
11.9.1
11.9.2
11.9.3

Table 11-1

CHAPTER 12 -- MASONRY
12.1
12.1.1
12.2
12.3
12.4
12.5
12.6
12.6.1
12.6.1.1
12.6.1.2 and subsections
12.6.2
12.7
12.7.1
12.7.2
12.8
12.8.1
12.8.1.1
12.8.1.2

Table 12-1

2625(k)
USC uses "shear walls" also
2607(k)3D and Table 26·E
2601 through 2618
2625(k)
2625(C) through (h)
2625(C)1Band C
2625(c)1 Band C
2625(c)1 D
2625(c)1 D
Not in UBC
2625(c)1E
2337(b)7A
2625(c) through (h) and 0>
2625(i)

Table 26-E

2401 (a)

2407(h)
2406
Table 23-0 and Table 23-0
2407(h)1 and 2
2407(h)1 and 2
2407(h)1 and 3
2407(h)3
2407(e)3
Not in UBC
2407(h)3A
2407(h)4
2407(h)4D
2407(h)4F
2407(h)4
2407(h)4
2407(h)4
2407(h)4D

2407(h)
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